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Abstract
The present dissertation dealt with the issues related to the development of novel ion beam

systems based on liquid-metal ion sources (LMIS). Unlike the conventional application of

LMIS, which is represented by the focused ion beam (FIB) technology, argument made

here was how to use a large portion of the ions extracted from the source. An LMIS has

unique features. Among these features, ultra high vacuum (UHV) compatibility with no

use of a harmful source material is one of the most attractive advantages. Use of pure metal

causes no pollution of environments, which will be important for the manufacturing in the

new century. In Chapter 1, Introduction, the author emphasized the current status and

problems in the application and technology of LMIS's, pointing out three major problems.

The author dealt with these issues in the following three parts: part I: undetermined

ionization mechanism at a high current regime, part II: diMculties in converging a strongly

divergent beam, and part III: insufficient,ion current with the conventional type LMIS's.

  Part I dealt with the fundamentals of the ion beam characteristics. In Chapter 2, fun-

damental characteristics of the ion beam extracted from some element metal ion sources,

which were experimentally obtained, were given. The author showed that the electric field

at the ionization point decreases with an increase in the source current. Paying an at-

tention to this phenomenon, the author pointed out that at the high current regime, the

conventional theoretical model does not work. Introducing an qssumption to one of the

fundamental equations which dominate the liquid cone formation, the author successfully

explained the behavior of the decrease in the electric field at the high current regime. In

Chapter 3, the author proposed a high temperature field evaporation (HTFE) model of

which formulation is similar to that of the conventional theory but allows extremely high

temperature at the apex, extending the theory to molecular ions. So far, high temperature

was suggested but nobody could show an evidence for this HTFE. The author explained the

atom flux ratio of doubly charged ions to singly charged ions (R2i), and that of molecular

ions (Rd.). In Chapter 4, the author investigated the characteristics of alloy ion sources

and extended the HTFE model to the alloy ion source. As a result, the author could show

that HTFE model also holds for alloy ion sources, especially for the behavior of jR2i•

  Part II dealt With the development of novel ion beam systems to demonstrate successful

transport of the ion beams extracted from an LMIS. Chapter 5 dealt with the issue related

to focusing of the divergent beam extracted from the LMIS. The author designed a novel

electrostatic lens system suitable for use in focusing the divergent beam. The property of

this lens was evaluated both by computer simulation and by experiments. Next, the author

designed and constructed an ion implantation system. A unique implantation, molecular
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ion implantation, was demonstrated with the gold-antimony ion source. Doubly charged

heterogeneous molecular ions were implanted to a silicon substrate. In Chapter 6, the

author applied the lens system to the novel thin film formation process of metal ion beam

self-sputter deposition. Copper thin films were deposited by this unique deposition. It was

found that the films show a low electrical resistivity.

  Since the feasibility of the metal ion beams was shown, the author finally developed high

current metal ion sources in Part III, Chapter 7. Arranging the ion emission points up to

approximately 40 in a linear array, a metal lon beatn of 9.1 mA' was obtained. The details

of the solutlons to the problems in heating the system and in holding system were given.

Analyzing the ion beam profiIes, the author showed a distortion of beam profile from axial

symmetry. This means presence of self-convergent effect due to the shielding effect by the

neighboring cusps. Based on the above experimental results and the system developed in

Chapter 5, the a•uthor designed the lens for the linear array source, and demonstrated the

                                                           'formation of a metal sheet beam.
  In Chapter 8, the author concluded the present dissertation. Three major problems that

prevent an LMIS from playing an important role in materials science has now been solved,

thus application of LMIS systems will become active in the materials science in near future.
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focal'length; subscript either i or o means the value is for the image space

or for the object space 'effective atom evaporation rate
acceleration coeflicient of gravity

height

variables for summation
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Table: (continued)

Symbol Meaning

k

A
kB
e

eo

m7n
mip'

MI
no
ni

p(p.,py

9

9t

qe

r

7'
a

ri

ro

ro

Sl-
 1Sl

S21

 'S21

si

,Uc

v
vi

Vo

x

x

Ax

y

 charge number
 average charge number
 Boltzman's constant
 length ofjet-like protrusion .
 mean free path of electron in solid

 number of atoms in molecules
 component of matrix M
 mass of ion
 reflective index in object space

 reflective index in image space
) position vector of ion with the component (p.,py)
 liquid flow

 total atom fiow
 atom flow escaping from surface due to evaporation
 radial length

 apex radius
 beam radius at the image space
 beam radius at the object sapce
 initial apex radius of the liquid

 coefficent of field in the rate of ionization

 sl Å~ kBT
 coeMcient of filed in intensity ratio of doubly charged ions to singly

 charged ions
 s21 Å~ kB[Zi

 coeficient of field in current density for i times charged ion

 focal length; subscriptior o means that the value is for the image space

 or the object space
 velocity (general)

 velocity at image side
 velocity at object side
 x direction vector consists of the position and tangent; subscript either

 in, or out means that the vector is for the entrance, and the exit of an

 ion optical element, and also subscript exit means for the exit of the

 pre-stage lens
 position in x direction; subscript either in or out means that the value is

 for that at the entrance or exit of the optical element
 tangent of beamlet in x directionl subscript either in or out means that

 the value is for that at the entrance or exit of the optical element

 y direction vector with the same meaning and subscript with x direction
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Table: (continued)

Symbol Meaning

y
Ay

z

Za

Zc

les

Zin

2m

Zout

Zp

Zr

Zs

position in y direction with same subscript meaning as x,direction
tangent of beamlet in y direction with same subscript meaning as x
direction

position in z direction (axial direction)

atomic radius
critical point for ionization in charge exchange model

position of electric surface ' •
position where lens effect occurs (object side)

midfocal length; subscript eitherior o means that the value is for the'
image space or for the object space
position where lens effect ceases (image side)
distance from principal plane to plane of reference

position of the reservoir end, -
suddle point

ti

F
A
s'}

S-}eff

S')N

ÅëM

w

refiection coeMcint of electrons at grain boundary

energy conversion factor
solid angle (general)

effective emission solid angle

solid angle of ion collector normal to the ion incidence

atom flux rate of metalM "
rotation angle of sector magnet

a
ai

ao
6
ty

")'ie

6
 cr

eo
C,

e

e,

e,

n

K

u
yt

coeMcient for electrical resistivity

converging half angle
acceptance angle
geometrycal factor
surface tension

secondary electron emission coefficient

parameter of critical relation of electric field and temperature

permittivity of vacuum
power of relation between l and Ig
emission angle
tip cone half a,ngle

half angle of liquid jet

suppression factor of evaporation rate

thermal conductivity
vibration frequency
ratio of vibration frequency of dimer to that of monomer
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Table: (continued)

Symbol Meanlng

Uejec

Cana

6s

6st

T
p

po

Pg

Pm
a
ip

Åë

theje

ejection frequency of surface atoms
rate of decrease of R2i, analytical variant

rate of decrease of R2i, experimental vaule for I,
rate of decrease of R2i, experimental .value for Ig

circular constant
electrical resistivity

electrical resistivity of bulk copper

electrical resistivity of grain scattering

weight density
cross sectlon

work function
angle
ejection angle of sputtered particle
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      Table: Constants of materials

Constants Units Cu

Ib

 Ag Au

   IIIb

Al Ga In Ref.

z

MI

Za

Pm

ATv

Tm

7

K

ip

H
Eb

Vl

V2

Fg.

Fe2v

a.m.u.

A

103 kg m-3

1028 m-3

oC

N m-1

WK m-1

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

lolO v m-1

lolO v m-1

  29

63.55

 1.35

8.933

 8.43

 1083

  1.3

 401

  4.6

 3.50

 1.99

7.726

20.292

  3.0

  4.3

  47

107.9

 1.52

10.492

 5.85

 962

  O.9

 428

  4.6

 2.96

 1.65

7.576

21.49

 2.4

 4.5

  79

197.0

 19.3

5.89

1063

 Ll

 318

 4.3

3.78

2.25

9.225

20.5

 5.3

 5.4

  13

26.982

 1.26

 2.70

 6.02

 660

  O.9

 235

  4.1

 3.34

 1.95

5.986

18.828

  1.9

  3.5

  31

69.72

 1.26

5.93

5.08

29.8

 O.7

 85

 4.1

2.78

1.52

5.999

20.51

 1.5

 3.9

  49

114.8

 1.44

 7.28

 3.79

 157

  O.6

  87

   4

  2.6

 O.95

5.786

18.869

  1.3

  3.2

[i]

[2]

[i]

[i]

[i]

[3]

[i]

[4]

[4]

[5]

[4]

[4]

[4]

[4]

to be eontinued
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Table: ( Co ntinuedi

IVb Vb

Constants Units si Ge Sn Pb Sb Ref.

z

MI

Za

Pm

Nv

Tm

or

K

ip

H
Eb

Vl

V2

Feiv

Fe2v

a.m.u.

A

kg m-3

1028 m-3

oC

N m-1

WK m-1

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

lolO v m-1

lolO v m-1

  14

28.09

 1.17

2.42

5.00

1415

 O.7

 170

 4.8

490

 3.21

 8.15

16.35

 4.7

 3.4

  32

72.59

 1.22

5.46

4.50

 937

 O.6

  67

 4.8

3.97

2.76

7.88

16.12

 3.5

 2.9

  50

118.7

 1.40

 7.30

3.6sa

 232

  O.5

  67

  4.4

 3.12

 1.99

7.344

14.632

  2.6

  2.3

  82

207.2

 21.0

 3.30

 323

  O.4

  35

  4.1

 2.04

 O.99

7.416

15.e32

  2.0

  2.3

 51

121.8

1.36

6.62

3.25

 63e

 O.3

  26

 4.6

 2.7

3.06

8.641

16.53

 3.2

 3.0

[i]

[2]

[i]

[i]

[i]

[3]

[i]

[4,6]

[4,6]

[5]

[4,6]

[4,6]

[4,6]

[4,6]

a)white tin (5 phase)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

    This chapter gives the introduction of the present research program. First, the

    author briefly reviews some features of liguid-metal ion sources (LMIS 's? and the

    application and technology related to each feature of an LMIS. The author empha-

    sizes the potential of an LMIS, especially from the vieivpoint of metal ion. source

    which is suitable in use for highly efiicient materials processing, less harmful to

    environment. After pointing out the advantages in use of LMIS's, the author

    shows some di.fficulties, which become signzficant in applying an LMIS of the cur-

    rent models to this novel materials processing. The arguments are classzfied into

    three maj'or parts: modeling of the LMIS, focusing of divergent beam, and inten-
                                    b    siifZcation of the source. The author illustrates the solutions to these difiiculties.

    I7inally, the author shows the flow of the present research. '

1.1 Liquid-metal ion sources

1.1.1 Structure and principle
                                    'When a high electric field is applied to a surface of a liquid on a rigi"d base, the liquid surface

is pulied by this e}ectric stress to be deformed. If the electrostatic stress SF, excesses the

surface tension stress ST, the Iiquid is pulled to form a cone as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The

entire figure of this cone is called the "Taylor cone", because Sir Taylor [1] was the first

who investigated the field stabilized shape of the cone. He analyticaily derived that the

apex half angle is 49.30. It has been confirmed [2] that the approximate shape of the cone

is almost the "Taylor cone", although ajet-like protrusion is formed at the apex [3]. In

the case of a negative field, positive ions are produced at the apex [4]. This phenomenon is

cal}ed "field emission" and the ion source based on this phenomenon is called "liquid-metal

ion source" (LMIS). Here it should be noted that although the term "field emission" is

common}y used, the ion emission mechanism is now believed to be field evaporation [5]

which is not based on quantum mechanical electron tunneling.

  In order to apply a strong electric field, the liquid-metal is mounted on a thin wire

of which apex has been electrochemically etched (needle-type) [6], or the liquid-metai is

sustained by a narrow capillary (capillary-type) [4,7]. Sometimes a needle is inserted into

a capillary to fix the ion emission point [8], or a porous refractory metal is used to control

                                      1

s
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Figure 1.2: Schematic drawings of typical liquid-metal ion sources.
(a) needletype, (b) capillary-type, (c) capillary-needletype, and (d)
impregnated-electrode-type. Generally the ion source is installed upside

down for easiness of ion extraction.



1.1. Liquid-metal ion sources ' 3
the liquid flow (impregnated-electrode-type) [9]. Schematic drawings of these types of ion

sources are illustrated in Figs. 1.2(a)-1.2(d). Figures 1.2(a)-1.2(d) indicate the needle--

type, capillary-type, capillary-needle-type, and impregnated-electrode-type, respectively.

In any of these ion sources, liquid-metal is supplied from the behind of the ionization

point. The fiow of liquid-metal is dviven by a negative electro hydrodynamic stress [10],

so this ion source is also called as "electro hydrodynamic ion source" [11]. Also "molten

meta,1 field ion source" is used [12]. In the present dissertation, the term "liquid--metal ion

source (LMIS)", which is most commonly used, is adopted.

  The materials available in LMIS's are not restricted to metals, but to semiconductors

and semimetals. The word "metal" used in the present dissertation includes wide range of

elements that maintain solid or liquid phase at room temperature.

1.1.2 Feature of liquid-metal ion sources

An LMIS is now well known as an ion source for the focused ion beam (FIB) technology [26,

27]. Since the late 1970's, developments of FIB machines and microfabrication technology

                                      lihas been pursued by many researchers. LMIS's were used in the FIB technology because

they are point sources with high brightness. Besides the FIB technologies, the LMIS's

have been studied in the other fields such as space propulsion [11]. From the ion source-

engineering polnt of view, they have very unique features as a metal ion source. Iii this

disserta,tion, the author reviews the applicatlon and technology of LMIS's from this point

of view. The author must stress here that the standpoint of the present dissertation is

different from that of FIB technology. Here, the author lists uP' the features of LMIS's

and corresponding application fields made so far. Each feature is listed in contrast with

common metal ion sources of plasma-type or sputter-type.

a) Point source

One of the most important feature of an LMIS is probably such that it is a point source,

as described above. Krohn and Ringo showed that the brightness of LMIS is quite high

[7], which resulted in enthusiastic competition of the development of the FIB machines

[13-17]. These developments have their origin at the paper by Seliger and co-workers [131.

The normalized brightness reached 5 x 10i5Am-isr"i [13], and this value is almost three

orders of magnitude higher than those of the other ion sources [18]. The source size is
                                                                             'a•pproximately several nanometers [19]. Originally, the FIB technologies have been expected

for microfabrication of semiconductor devices with the dimension of Iess than 1 ptm, but

is currently used for mask repairing or sample preparation for an electron microscope [20].

Figure 1.3 shows various kinds of FIB machines developed so far [13,17]. Also, the FIB

has been used to fabricate micromachines or vacuum microelectronics devices [21-25]. A
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Figure 1.3: Various kinds of focused ion beam systems. (a) The first FIB
machine developed by Seliger et al.[13] and (b) one of the FIB machines
which are equipped with a Wlen filter[17].

good review [26] and a list of LMIS's [27] are already published, and it is not necessary

to duplicate the successful developments of FIB systems here in this dissertation. In these

systems, only a small portion of the extracted beam, approximately 10-5 - 10-3 is used.

  Although the virtual source size is slightly larger than the actual source size due to

extraction optics [191, lt is small enough as compared with the plasma-type or the sputter-

type sources that have an extraction aperture of O.5 to 2 mm. Unlike these sources, the

source ma,terial is fed to the ionization point in a liquid state. The density of the source

material is thus larger than these ion sources by approximately eight orders of magnitude,

if we assume that typical gas pressure in the discharge chamber is rvl Pa. The point source

means also having small emittance, which ls very attractive for the accelerators in which

ion beam is transported from several meters to several kilometers. Indeed, some researchers

a,ttempted to mount LMIS to an accelerator [28,29].
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Figure 1.4: Schematic drawing of liquid-metal ion thrusters of slit caPil-
lary configuration[32]. In this figure, only ion-emitter is illustrated. An

extraction electrode is necessary to generate an ion beam.

                             v

Table 1.i: Comparison of metal ion sources. y means necessary, and (y)

means necessary ln some cases.

System component Plasma--type Sputter-type LMIS

Vaporizer (high temp.)

Heater (low temp.)

Discharge P.S. (dc, rf, mw, etc)

Filament (cathode)

Extraction P.S.

Magnetic field

Target bias P.S.

Gas feeding system

y

u

(y)

u

(u)

(u)

t4

u

(y)

u

(u)

u

y

u

y

5

'



b) Simple structure

Another significant feature of this ion source is its simplicity. Only a pair of an ion emitter

and an extraction electrode is required. The ion emitter generally consists of a hair-pin

filament and an etched needle which is spot-welded to the filament [6]. Even though the

capillary-type, a thin cylinder and counter electrode is necessary. It is surprising that

metal ions can be obtained only by applying a high voltage between an ion-emitter and a

counter electrode, with small heating power, as c..ompared with the other metal ion sources

that require a complicated heater assembly on the arc chamber. In the early stage of LMIS

developments, researchers found superiority of this ion source as an ion thruster [30-35], an

ion engine for space propulsion. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic drawing of the slit capillary

type LMIS for space propulsion [34]. As compared with a chemical thrust, an electric

propulsion is highly efiicient, because we can give a high momentum to the ionized atoms

by applying a high voltage between the source and extractor. The most plausible candidate

for an ion engine is a Kaufman type ion source [36], which is classified into a plasma source.

For the ion thruster, the material to be ionized is mercury(Hg) or cesium(Cs), which does

not require intentional heating. In plasma-type metal ion sources [36,37], if it has low vapor

pressure at room temperature, a furnace is necessary to vaporize the source material. And

as described above, it is also necessary to maintain the arc chamber at a high temperature.

Thus, generally, the structure of a metal ion source is complicated. Table 1.1 denotes the

comparison of various kinds of metal ion sources, from the structural point of view. In

this table, elements required for each ion source are shown by a check (y). The check in

parentheses shows that it is not always necessary for some types of ion sources. This table

clearly shows the simplicity of the LMIS.

c) Low power consumption

As well as the simple structure, one of the major advantages of an LMIS is low power

consumption. The power required for the operation of the LMIS is only some tens watts [9],

which is necessary to melt the source material. This is also attractive for an ion thruster

and an injector of accelerator. In the piasma-type metal ion source, power consumption

of heater assembly is generally high. The sputter-type ion source requires no heating [38],

but use of sputtering causes a finite eMciency so the total power consumption should be

large.

d) No gas flow and ultrahigh vacuum compatibility

In addition to above, since an LMIS requires no gas flow, and it can be operated at a

relatively low temperature, it requires a vacuum system with a small pump. For a stable

operation, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) is preferred rather than high vacuum [39]. This implies
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Figure 1.5:
LMIS [41].

An example of secondary ion
 li

mass spectroscopy with

that the LMIS is compatible to UHV systems. As for the plasma-type metal sources,

it is diflicult to suppress gas flow from the discharge chamber, and thus the pumping

system should be large to maintain hlgh vacuum. This UHV-compatibility matches the

requirements in microanalysis machines such as scanning ion micr.oprobe [40-45]. Scanning

ion microprobe is a microbeam secondary ion mass spectrometry, and deals with the surface

phenomena, sensitive to the ambient. Figure 1.5 shows a schematic diagram of the SIMS

system equipped with a LMIS [41]. Also an ion irradiator with a LMIS for in situ scanning

tunneling microscope observation of ion-irradiated semiconductor surface has been also

developed [46].

  The UHV compatibility is preferred not only from the surface analysis point of view,

but also from the materials processing point of view. Especially for crystal growth, incor--

poration of residual gas atoms is a serious problem. Even for the sputtering apparatus,

background pressure is reduced to UHV region. The equipment that uses gaseous material

should have gas inlet. To achieve UHV, tremendously large amount of effort is required to

eliminate gases from gas feeding pipes. .

e) Generation of pure metal ion beam

If we can handle the source with an element metal
                                            :
of a single element. For a sputter-type ion source,

the extracted ion beam consists of ions

it is inevitable to extract discharge gas
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Figure 1.6: Configuration of field emission deposition system[48].

ions together with the metal ions, except for a negative ion source. To select the ions one

wants to have, mass-separation is necessary. Taking this advantage, applications of LMIS

to film deposition [47,48] were performed. Figure 1.6 shows the field emission deposition

system [48]. The component of the machine necessary for this deposition is only an ion

emitter and a counter electrode settled with a substrate. In Fig. 1.6, the system which is

eqnipped with an additional lens system is illustrated. The ion source was operated at a

very high current from a single point, resulting in a large amount of droplet emission [49].

Since final texture of the coating involves large droplets, it would not be appropriate for

electronic device fabrication as it was.

  For a plasma-type ion source, volatile molecules such as hydride or chloride are also ion-

ized, and this results in addition of hydrogen or chlorine ions within the plasma. Although

the control of the ion species in plasma has been being possible [38,50], they still contains

small amount of impurity ions. Formation of pure metal ion beam by a LMIS is based on

use of pure metal material, and control of the impurities is easily achieved.

f) No toxic source material and no exhaustion of toxic material

If the material with a high vapor pressure such as metal hydride, fluoride, or chloride is used

in a plasma-type ion source, these materials give serious damage to the ion source itself
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and also to the vacuum systems, due to its high reactivity. Furthermore, these materials

are generally toxic [51]. An expensive eliminator should be placed before exhaustion of

the pumping system. In the LMIS, materials used is in an element form or in an alloy

form [52-62], and we can choose materials that are not toxic, thus use of an LMIS matches

the requirements of materials processing of new century: "gentle" (less harmful) to the

envlronments.

g) Generation of unique ions

It should be also recognized that LMIS provides various kinds of ion species: singly charged

atomic lons, doubly charged atomic ions, singly charged molecular ions, and doubly charged

molecular ions. Generally, formation of multiply charged ions is difficult in the plasma-type

sources and the relative current of the doubly charged ions are typically 10 to 20 % of that

of the singly charged ions [63-65], except the ion sources specially designed for production

of multiply charged ions such as Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion sources [66] or

Electron Beam Ion Sources (EBIS's') [67]. As for the sputter-type source, we can expect

little doubly charged ions [38]. Recent ddvelopment of MEtal Vapor Arc (MEVVA) ion

sources made it possible to produce highly charged metal ions [68] in pulsed mode. But

such a source that could be operated in dc mode is restricted to the LMIS. Because the

doubly charged ions have a high potential energy, some researchers pay their attention to

the interaction between solid and these ions.

  On the other hand, the LMIS has once attracted much interest as an ion source for

small metal cluster formation [69]. The interest was mostly concerned with the stability

of metal clusters and there was little action for deposition with these ions, except the

formation of isolated clusters on substrates to know the nature of these clusters [70]. The

effect of the molecules in deposit•ing thin films or implantation is not fully understood,

but some experiments showed that the film property is superior to that deposited with

atomic ions [71, 72]. So far, molecular ion beam deposition or implantation have not been

performed. But due to the high impact to surface, it will become interesting technique.

  These characteristics reflect a unique feature of the surface effect ionizatlon.

I.1.3 Expected role of LMIS in materials science

The features of LMIS and expected applicatlon fields are schematically drawn in Fig. 1.7.

In the figure, the conventional applications are located at the upper left hand side, whlch

took advantages of the point source. The application areas where LMIS's will play a

significant role in the future are drawn at the right hand side. Since an LMIS possesses a

potential to establish novel ion beam processing's which are highly eMcient, in ultrahigh

vacuum, and less harmfu1 to environment, which is required for the processing in the new

i
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century. The author calls this new process "pure processing". Especially for a high current,

large area processing, no attempts have been made so far, The author expects LMIS to

serve as an ion source for this "pure processing". Processing with pure metal ions and/or

atoms does not require eliminator in the vacuum system due to no exhaustion of harmful

gases or liquids. Since all the ions will act in the process, thus the power efliciency is

extremely high unlike the other processes such as plasma processing's. The source can be

made compactly which means the machine occupies only small portion of a factory. With

all these advantages, ion implantation, thin film coating, surface modification, or etching

will be performed effectively in UHV, with minimum pollution of environment.
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1.2 Subjects to be solved for use of LMIS in pure
                   .        processmg

1.2.1 'Three key factors ofion beam processing system

Although LMIS's have the above advantages, applications to materials science have been

limited to a quite small field. One of the major reasons for this would be a low output

and difficulty in handling. Cease of enthusiastic developments in FIB technology clearly

indicates the present problem. Since the large scale integrated circuit requires a large

number of the same patterns on a silicon wafer, which requires a long processing time.

Only the technology that survived is a cutting tool for an electron microscope, .which does

not need large-scale manufacturing. Considering this, development of the systems which

have high output, and are easy to handle is necessary. In the ion beam system development,

the following three key factors [73] are generally important: a) production of the ions which

one wants to use, b) control of the ions with electric or magnetic field and transport them

to the place where the process takes place, and c) control of the final energy and quantity
                                      bof the ions. When we see the LMIS and its system, they have incompleteness in all of

the above key factors. For example, on the ion source design, there is no guide to select

source materials when one wants to have a certain ion species. This is entirely due to

the fact that the ionization mechanism of the LMIS is not fu11y understood. Although

the ionization mechanism is believed to be field evaporation [5], the arguments have been

restricted to the very small current regime. As for the high current regime, we do not

have any concrete model. Only a little amount of data is available' at high current regime,

because the researches who focused on the high current application have their basis on

military application, and thus the disclosed information is not so much. So we should first

collect the ion emission data in a wide current range. To transport the ions extracted

from the LMIS to a distant place, convergence of the different beam is necessary. Since

the ion beam extracted from the LMIS has a large divergence with a half angle of up to

400 [74], a conventional lens system does not work well for effective focusing of the ion

beam. Even though the ion beam is effectively transported, the absolute value of the ion

current is approximately several hundreds of microamps from a single point source and is

still insufflcient. For use in various kinds of applications, for example thin film formation,

intensification of the ion source is necessary. In the following, the author further discusses

these subjects and shows the way to solve the problems. '

i'



1.2.2 Establishment of model for ion source operation

In contrast to the interest in application of LMIS's, less intensive studies were performed

to establish the theoretical model including ionization mechanism. So far, experimental

results were compared with the field evaporation theory [75-77] developed for an atom

probe. At present, the model of the ionization and related issues proposed by Swanson

and Klngham [78] may be a probable candidate for the understainding of the LMIS. Figure

1•8 shows the schematic diagram of the ionization mechanisms around the tip apex [5,78];

The entire shape is approximated by the "Taylor-cone" [1]. They insist that the jet-like

protrusion, which has been observed by transmission electron microscope [3,79,801 is formed

on the Taylor cone owing to the balance between surface tension stress ST and electric

field stress SF. The major ionization process is considered to be field evaporation [81]

and subsequent process is field ionization [82,83], which is owing to the production of

thermally evaporated atoms from the liquid shank. However, there is no quantitative

description on this field evaporation. Doubly charged ions are considered to be formed

by post-ionization [84,85]. The post-ionization theory gives the electric field at the apex

from the charge state distribution, however, we do not know the cuTrent density because

the theory does not give the current density. In their model, singly charged dimer ions a•re

generated mostly by field ionization. In order to achieve the ion current of one-tenth of

the field evaporated ions, the pressure required around the liquid apex should be so large

that this model is not plausible. Detailed quantitative arguments will be made in Chapter

3. In Table 1.2, the author summarized the ionization mechanism for some ion species and

discrepancies of these mechanisms.

  In order to further understand the singularity of the LMIS, the author compares the LMIS

with the plasma-type ion sources from the ion source engineering point of view. Generally,

the ion source itself can be divided into three major parts due to its function: 1) feeding

of material to be ionized, 2) ionization, and 3) extraction and beam formation [861. These

three functions are closely related each other, but we can primarily argue each segment

separately in the usual cases. For example, the material to be ionized is fed as vapor from

a furnace and we can control the quantity of the vapor by adjusting heating power. This

control is independent of the ionization process, which is dominated by the arc voltage and

current. Also for an ion extraction, we must be carefu1 of the design of the extractor so

as to match the generated plasma with an appropriate ion optics, but we can determine

extraction field in accordance with the plasma density and electron temperature [87].

  In the case of the LMIS, however, these three functions are concentrated on the liquid

apex [18]. It is an inherent character due to the simplicity of the LMIS. Figure 1.9 shows the

schematic drawing of the parameters related to the ionization mechanism and parameters

that we can observe in the LMIS. Many parameters such as the apex radius r., the electric
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Figure 1.8: Proposed ionization mechanisms of LMIS (aft.er Swanson and
Bell) [5].
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Table 1.2: Ionization mechanism for different ion species proposed by
Swanson and Bell[5].

Ion specles Iomzation mechanism Question

Singly charged atomic ions

Doubly charged atomic ions

Singly charged dimer ions

Field evaporatlon

Post-ionization

Mostly field ionization

Rate of ionization ?

Absolute current?
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field strength F, the jet Iength e, the temperature at the apex T., and the current density

J are automatically adjusted under a given voltage V a,nd a given electrode configuration.

We must solve the following equation with the ion current Ii,

                             Ii=V(r., J, F, e, T.). (1.1)

It may be easy to solve the equation if we had several relations of current-voltage charac-

teristics. But the equation could be solved only.when the formulation is defined. In the

present case, however, the relations among these parameters are complicated, thus it is

dificult to determine the formulation. Ishitani et al. claimed that the material of vLrhich

composition is dominated by that with higher surface tension or achieves the higher electric

field [88]. However, it is diflicult to say this because an element with higher or value gener-

ally has also a high evaporation field F.. as shown in Fig. 1.10. The abscissa and ordinate

of Fig. 1.10 are ry and F.., respectively. These two parameters are almost in proportion

each other. The Ishitani et al.'s clalm can be interpreted also as the material with higher

F.. achieves higher operating field.

  If we want to know the relation between J and F, we usually express the relation using

serles expanslon,
                                     oo                                J=EaiFi. (1.2)
                                    i=-oo
Accumulation of data of J and F, in this case, will define the formulation of J and F.

One of the diMculties in determining these coeMcients, ai, is such that we can not obtain

the direct relation between J and F for the case of LMIS. We must start wi'th a simple

relation between V and Ii. In the present dissertation, the author derives the empirical

relation between J and F from the relative intensity of the doubly charged ions and singly

charged ions. A unique phenomenon, reduction of J with an increase in Ii was observed in

the present study. The author examines the conditions that produce such a relation.

1.2.3 Tltransport ofdivergent ionbeam

Although the LMIS is apoint source, but full use of the ion beam is not easy. As reported

by many researchers, an ion beam extracted from LMIS's has a large divergence together

with a wide energy spread, thus effective focusing of such a beam is an essential subject

in transporting the beam. Generally, a point source, which means a source with a negli-

gible emittance, is preferred for focusing, as is seen in the development of FIB machines.

However, when we want to use all the ions including the marginal beam, focusing becomes

difflcult due to spherical aberration. The spherical aberration is caused by the difference

of the focal length for the beamlets with different initial angles, as shown in Fig. 1.11(a).

Since the spherical aberration is proportional to the third power of the emission angle [89],
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Figure 1.9: Schematic drawing of parameters and parameters that we
can observe.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic drawing of the effect of two major aberrations in

LMIS. (a) Spherical aberration and (b) chromatic aberration.

the effective focusing of a strongly divergent beam becomes diflicult. Furthermore, LMIS's

have a fairly wide energy spread at a high current regime, this causes a deterioration of fo-

cusing property due to chromatic aberration, ofwhich concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.1l(b).

To achieve a highly efficient metal ion beam facility, it is necessary to demonstrate that

almost all ions are to be transported to the target. In the facilities made with LMIS's so

far, effective focusing of divergent beam was not intended; it is not necessary to take care of

ejected ions except charge neutralization in ion thruster, and some deposition experiments

were done with a conventional cylinder lens system.
                                                                 '  To converge a strongly divergen't beam, it is necessary to focus it at the very early stage

of its divergence, otherwise the beam diameter will become too large to be transported.

To change the direction of the lon motion, one of the effective ways is to apply the electric

field to these ions where the velocity of is very slow. The author designed the lens system

in which ions are first decelerated just after extraction, and then accelerated inward the

lens. It is also necessary to demonstrate the effective transport with mass separation.

1.2.4 Intensification of ion source

                                                'Seeing the feaslbility of the LMIS with a single emission point, it is necessary to intensify

the ion source itself. Further intensification with a single emission point is not possible,

due to instability of liquid cone. Ion emission from multiple points should be realized, as

has already done for the ion thruster [30]. However, as seen in Fig. 1.12, the available

materials are restricted to mercury and cesium, or organic solutions [90], which can not be
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pected as novel applications. The materials of which melting point is
included in the hatched region will be available.

used in the electronic device fabrication. While the FIB technology did not develop any

high current LMIS, although.it developed wide variety of ions. From this point of view,

such a high current LMIS ln which the metal with a high inelting point is available, should

be developed.

  Considering an ion beam system, formation of a sheet beam is expected because of mass

separation. Thus, ion emission points should be arranged in a Iine. To obtain 10 mA class

ion source, which is comparable to the conventional metal ion sources [37], several tens

emission points are required, as demonstrated later. There are some difficulties to develop

such an ion source: (1) heating of the ion source, and (2) uniform field formation at each

apex, and so on. As well as the development of the intense metal ion source, the lens system

for arrayed, divergent beam is necessary. To develop such a lens system, detailed measure-

ment of the ion beam characteristics extracted from array sources is required because no

report on this issue is found in the literature.

  If these problems are solved, LMIS will play an important role in the materials science,

as well as in the other application fields.
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Figure 1,13: Flow chart of the present research.
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1.3 Research flow ofthe present dissertation

The present dissertation aims the development of high current ion beam processing sys-

tems that can provide novel applications with the LMIS's. Consequently, these systems

are novel ion beam systems that have never been developed. Figure 1.13 shows the flow

chart of the present research. The present dissertation is divided into three major pa,rts:

(a) fundamentals of the LMIS, (b) development of the systems for a single point source,

and (c) intensification of the LMIS by multipoint emission. In the first two parts, the

author describes primarily on the LMIS with a single einission point. Cha•racterization and

modeling of the LMIS is given in the first part. In the second part, and the author shows

the way to converging the divergent ion beam and its application. The last paFt is given as

a consequence of the second part, the author constructs high current LMIS's with multiple

emission points. Details of each part are described below.

  First, in Chapter 2, the author characterizes the nature of the ion beam extracted from

LMIS's with element metals. It is,shown that the ratio of the ion current of the doubly

charged ions with respect to that of singly charged ions, decreased with an increase in the

source current. The author derives the empirical formulation of its charge state in the same

chapter [91]. Some argument on the ionization mechanism [92-94] is given in Chapter 3 on

the basls of the results obtained in Chapter 2. The author starts with the equations of the

space charge llmited current and the fluid dynamic equation at the liquid apex, and derives

a criterion for the decrease of the F at the apex. It is shown that weaker dependence of

J on F as compared with the conventional theory is necessary. The author concludes that
the ionization at a high current regime is primarily due to the fi' i ld evaporation but with

an extremely high local temperature. Also the author gives an analysis of the operation of

alloy sources in Chapter 4 [59,95,96]. Incorporation of heterogeneous element gives us a

useful information on the ionization mechanism, and shows that the hypotheses made in

Chapters 2 and 3 also holds for the alloy sources. And the same time, the author gives a

guide to select source material for a given element.

  After obtaining the information of the source, the author develops the lens system [95,97]

which converges the divergent beam extracted from the LMIS, as will be described in

Chapter 5. Physically asymmetric lens system is designed and the performance of the lens

is evaluated with a computer simulation and experiments. An ion implantation system is

designed on the basis of the designed lens system. A unique implantation experiment of

"molecular lon implantation" is also demonstrated. In Chapter 6, the author demonstrates

a novel ion beam processing of metal ion beam self-sputter deposition (MIBSSD) [98] using

the lens system developed in Chapter 5. Replacing the conventional gas type ion source by a

LMIS, ion beam sputtering becomes fully UHV compatlble, and pure metal film formation

will be possible. Thls MIBSSD is one of the processes that produce a !arge amount of
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atoms which has a kinetic energy appropriate for thin fiIm formation. This is one of the

solutions for the huge space charge problem in transporting the particles with the kinetic

energy of 10 - 20 eV. In the present case, Cu was used.

  In Chapter 7, the author develops high current ion sources w!th multiple tip-and-reservoirs

(TAR's) [99-103]. Some technblogical difliculties are first argued and the solutions for these

problems are given with some different versions ofthe preliminary test ion sources. The au-

thor examines some different problems due to the multipoint emission high current sources.

The source materials chosen are Au, Ge, Cu and In. The author finally desSgns and con-

struct a high current ion sources with multiple TAR's with series load. The In ion current

of 9.1 mA was obtained from the 39-point source. The lens system suitable to this high

current source is also deyeloped and the formation of a sheet beam is demonstrated. Finally

in Chapter 8, the author concludes the present dissertation and will give a future prospect

of the LMIS technologies.
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Chapter 2

Characteristics of liquid-metal .Ion sources

In this chapter, the author shows the experimental results on the analysis of ion

beams extracted from single emission-point sources with some element source mate

rials. In order to design the ion beam systems, information on ion current density,

radial ion distribution, energy spread, and mass spectrum should be investigated.

Besides for the above purpose, the mass spectra give us useful information that

reflects the physical phenomena occurring at the ionization point. One of the in

teresting finding is that the ion flux ratio of doubly charged ions to singly charged

ions decreases with an increase in the source current, that is, extraction voltage.

The author estimates the electric field at the ionization point on a basis of the

conventional field evaporation theory. After emphasizing the discrepancy between

the experiments and the theory, the author introduces an assumption with which

the theory agrees well with the experiments.

2.1 Configuration of the liquid-metal ion source

Liquid-metal ion sources used in the present chapter and throughout the study were an

impregnated-electrode-type (IELMIS) [1]. The reason why this type of ion source was

employed, is its capability of providing high current and also use of wide variety of ions [1].

In this chapter together with Chapter 4 and 5, an ion emission tip with a single point was

used. The ion emitter is composed of a cylindrical reservoir made of tungsten (W), and

porous region, which is machined to have a conical tip for ion emission, as shown in Fig.

2.1(a). The outer diameter of the reservoir was approximately 2 mm and the diameter

was reduced toward the tip. The tip was rather thick as compared with the conventional

needle-type ion source that has a diameter of typically 0.3 - 0.6 mm. Figure 2.1(b) has a

rectangular reservoir and this tip will be used for the high current ion source. The author

will describe the latter source later in Chapter 7.

The schematic figure of the entire ion source is shown in Fig. 2.2. The tip-and-reservoir

(TAR) is fixed with knife-edged electrodes at two points. The knife-edged electrodes intro

duce heating current with an advantage that the point contact allows a large current flow

but does not allow transfer of heat [2]. At the upper site, the reservoir was fixed with four

knife-edged electrodes and at the lower site, with two knife-edged electrodes. In order to

29
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release the stress due to the expansion of reservoir at the temperature higher than 100eOC,

springs made of thin stainless steel were inserted [3].

  All the experiments were done in the vacuum vessels that were evacuated by an oil dif-

fusion pump with a liquid nitrogen trap. The residual gas pressure was approximately

10-4 Pa. The extraction region can be observed through a view port to confirm the source

temperature or the extraction gap. The investigations were made for the purpose of the

collection of beam characteristics at relatively higher current as compared with FIB tech-

nologies. The range was almost 1 to 200 paA of the source current. The detailed observation

enabled us to perform analysis on the ion emission site.

d'

2.2 Current-voltage characteristics

The ion current was measured with a Faraday cup just below the ion source. For a single

emission point source, negative bias of 90 V was applied to the suppressor to eliminate

the secondary electrons from escaping out the collector. Ion current Ii is defined by the

collector current. The source current I, is defined by the current that flows from the

ion emitter. I, involves the current of the secondary electrons which are produced at the

extractor and get back toward the emitter. Although I, is not the exact ion current, Is

represents the total emission current. Most of the current-voltage (Ii - V..t) characteristics

of the present chapter is measured with a conical extractor with an aperture of 2 mm. The

source temperature T, was monitored by a pyrometer. T, was defined by the temperature

of the reservoir just below the lower knife-edged electrode.

  Figure 2.3(a) shows the Ii - V..t characteristics of the In ion source. The ion emission

started at the threshold voltage Vth of 7.4 kV. As the V,.t increased, Ii increased. Reducing

Vext below Vth, it was possible to observe ion emission. This threshold Vth is determined

by the break in the balance between ST and SF [4]. The source could provide up to

400 paA. At Ii of 400 ptA, I, was almost 3 mA. Similar characteristics were obtained for

the impregnated-electrode-type Ag ion source [1], and currents more than 300 ptA were

observed for the impregnated-electrode-type Ga, Au, and Cu ion sources in the present

study. This current is larger than most of the needle-type sources, whose upper limit of I,

is generally several tens microamps [4]. Realization of this large current is due to the control

of the liquid flow at the porous region [1]. If the liquid is transported along the surface of

the needle, flow impedance is fairly large, only small current would be obtained [5]. The

capability of this large ion current is important in arguing the ion emission mechanism

later in Chapter 3. The change in the slope of Ii - V..t curve at 10 - 11 kV is attributed to

the increase in T, due to the significant heating by electron bombardment of the emitter,

and subsequent reduction of viscosity of the liquid. The raise in the temperature could be
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Figure 2.3: Current-voltage characteristics of the In ion source. (a) I-V
curve and (b) relation between Ii and I,.

visually observed, and found to be 7000C. It should be noted that an excess increase of Is

allow increase of the reservoir temperature. However, at the lower current, heating was not

significant.

  The relationships between Ii and I, for several runs are shown in Fig. 2.3(b). Ii/is

determines the efficiency of the power supply. Although the extraction configurations

differ among these data, many runs exhibited that the relation between I, and Ii is given

by

                                  Ii o( I,O•6""O•7. , (2.1)

This implies that operation at a higher current reduces the efficiency of this ion source. It

should also be noted that Ii is almost the same value with I, at 1- 10 paA.

2.3 Beamprofile
                               '2.3.1 Spatial distribution of ion current

It is necessary to investigate the beam profile, current distribution along the radial direction,

for designing the lens system, because LMIS's generally have a large divergence [6,7]. Beam

profiles were measured by a movable Faraday cup that has a beam limiter with an aperture

of 4 mm in diameter. The Faraday cup could move along two directions, each perpendicular

to the other. In this experiment, the beam profile at the 31.5 mm below the ion emission

point was measured along one direction.
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  Figure 2.4 shows the beam profiles at '
from the center and the ordinate is the iobn

I, increased, the beam profile became wider.

side is due to the shielding effect

angle exceeded 300. This value is

  Since the information which is required

a radial distribution rather than a spatial

convert the obtained data to the anguiar
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of angular current lst(e) is expressed by
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       vanous values. The abscissa is the distance

         current detected by the ion collector I(r). As

          Rapidf 11 down at the edge in the right-hand

of the extractor. The width of the beam divergent half

comparable with the results reported so far [7].

        for the design of ion beam systems would be

        distribution in Cartesian coordinates, here we

       distribution. Generally, angular intensity which

           solid angle is used for electron microscopes

          ius or current density cannot be defined. If

     region, the radial current distribution in the form

               I(r)/9o cos e, (2.2)
              collector used for the beam profile measurement
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                        .
is called the angular intensity. Figure 2.6 shows the angular intensity I..g of the ion beams

extracted from an In ion source. The angular intensity I..g depended on Is•

                                   Iang cK I,O'6• (2•3)

For Ga, In, and Au, the relation between I..g and I, is approximately expressed by the

above equation [8]. This relation means that the solid angle st of the ion emission has the

following relation,

                                    st er l,O'4. (2.4)
Figure 2.7 shows the effective emission solid angle st,ff as a function of I,. Here 9eff is

defined by the following formula.

                    s}..= fpi(o) f,"MaX i(r)Å~27dr= im;Åí"(mo)ax), (2 s)

where r is the radial position of the ion collector, r... is the maximum radial position where

ion current could be observed, and Ii.t(r...) is the total ion current. The slope of the p}ots

is O.46, and this value is in good agreement with the above discussion. The saturation

seen at the higher current regime is due to limitation of the beam bay the extractor. The

interpolation of st,q. to 1 ptA gives O.08 sr and the extrapolation of st.q. to 1 mA gives 2 sr,

which correspond to the emission angle of 9.20 and 470, respectively.

  Since the extracted beam is axially symmetric, the current at the margin occupies the

large portion of the total ion current. This is easily supposed from eq.(2.5). Figure 2.8

shows the integrated current along the radial position. Here the integrated current Ii.t(r)

is defined by
                             I.t(r) == f,r l(r)Å~2Tdr. (2.6)
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As is clearly shown, use of the ion beam within the divergent angle of 200, only 40 % of

the beam is available. Thus, to achieve effective transport of the ion beam, focusing of this

divergent beam is necessary. ,
  It should be noted that one cannot judge whether the current denslty increased with

an increase in I,, although I..g increased with an increase in I,. I..g toward a limited

solid angle stN is expressed by the following formula, when the d'etailed extraction optics

is neglected.

                                Iang == uTrZstN, ' (2•7)
where stN is the solid angle for the ion collector, r. is the apex radius, and .T is the current

density. The experimental results give us only I..g but not individual parameters of J and

r.. For designing the ion beam systems, it may be adequate to know I..g. But the present

dissertation aims also modeling of the ionization point. We should make much more precise

mea/surement on the ionization point. The author will mention such a measurement later

in Section 2.6.

2.4 Energydistribution

The energy spread of the beam is an important

focusing property of the lens system, The energy

retarding potential method. The ion beam was

measurement, the ion source potential was set at

.1

characteristic because it determines the

distribution (ED) was measured by the

extracted by V,.t of several kV. In this

the ground potential and the extraction
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electrode was negatively biased. The retarding potential was given around the ground

potential. Figure 2.9 shows the ED curves at various I, for the In ion source. The origin

of the abscissa is equivalent to the potential of the ion source. The zero-kinetic energy is

-Vext. The negative value means that the ions have energy deficit with respect to the ion

emitter potential. The field evaporated idn has energy deficit because the ions are ejected

into vacuum due to the lowering of the surface barrier, owing to the strong electric field [1O].

The ED became broader with an increase in I,. Also it was seen that the peak position

of the distribution shifted toward higher energy. The energy spread (ES) was calculated

from the distribution with the full width at half maximum and plotted in Fig. 2.10. The

ES increased rapidly with an increase in I,, and reached wider than 80 eV at the higher

current regime. This large ES causes large chromatic aberration in an electrostatic lens

system. The reason for the increase of ES is believed to be attributed to the strong space

charge interaction between the ions (B6rsch effect) [11].

2.5 Emittance and brightness

In an ion beam system, emittance or brightness is primarily important, because the emit-

tance directly reflects the easiness of transport of the produced ions. Emittance represents

a lateral dispersion of the ions in the beam, in contrast with the ES that is the velocity dis-

persion along the ion motion. The emittance of an LMIS is rather small [3], so the common

technique [12] to measure the emittance ls not available, except for the case that measure-

ment is done with very precise machine [13]. With an FIB machine, we can measure the
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brightness instead. The brightness B, is expressed by [14]

                                      Ii Ji                             Br == (rr,2)(Ta,2)=Ta;' (2'8)

where ri is the radius of the focused spot, ai is the converging half angle, and Ji is the

current density at the focused spot. If the magnification M of the lens system is known,

the current density at the source J. is, in principle, known. The normalized brightness Brn

can be calculated from the following equation,

                                         c2
                                   Brn =EJT, Br, (2.9)

where c is the velocity of light and v is the velocity of the ion beam. The conservation of

the normalized brightness holds throughout the ion beam path, thus we obtain

                        vTo=( /i:)2 ([lli't)2 vTi == i' (:/)2 Ji, (2•10)

where a. is the acceptance angle, and V. and V, are the voltages corresponding to the ion

energy at the object and image space (beam voltage). There is a following relation between

ai and' a..

                                       Vo                                  ori= vi'Mao, (2.ll)

where M is the magnification of the lens system. So, finally we can estimate Jo by

                                       V, 1
                                  Jo == it M2 Ji• (2.12)

  The author measured the brightness of the Ga ion beam in a limited acceptance angle

by an FIB system developed by themselves [15,16] and showed the value is as small as that

of conventional needle-type [16]. The smallest beam diameter was O.4 pam and Ji reached

i60 mAcm-2 = 1.6 Å~ 103 A mN2. The maximum B,. was consequently 2.6 Å~ 10i5 Am-2sr-i,

when I, was 5 @A and a. of 1.5 mrad. The detailed optical property of the lens system

used in the FIB machine had been calculated by Orloff and Swanson [17], M = 1.4 for the

deceleration mode with the beam voltage ratio of V,/V. = 4. The calculated J. becomes

O.32 A cmN2 = 3.2 Å~ 103 A m-2. If the relation described above is va!id, r. will become

O.14 um. This value is large as compared with the practical source size. This is because

the beam diameter was dominated by the chromatic aberration [18]. This was confirmed

by the calculation with an assumption of AE of 20 eV [19]. Although the brightness B,.

does not reflect J. but gives the lowest limit of J..
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2.6 Massspectrum

2.6.1 Mass spectrum of element ion sources

Measurement of the mass spectrum is of great importance not only because we can obtain

the fraction of the desired ion species, but also because we can get some information that

is useful for analysis of the ion emission point. The mass spectra were measured with a

magnetic sector of which the radius of the curvature was 600 mm, and the deflection angle

was 600. For Ga and In, mass spectra measurements were performed with the resolution slit

with a width of 2-3 mm. For Cu, Au, Sn, and Ge, the entrance aperture and the resolution

slit were modified. As is shown later, these ion sources emit a large amount of doubly

charged ions, and the accurate estimate of the atomic flux ratio of doubly charged ions to

singly charged ions, R2i is of great importance for the analysis of the ionization point. In

order to obtain the accurate R2i, the incident aperture and the resolution aperture were

set as 2 mm in diameter and 17 mm in diameter, respectively. The large value of the

resolution aperture allowed collecting all the ions with relatively large energy spread as

des6ribed above. If the entrance of the magnet is approximated by a point and the exit

aperture is large enough, all the ions of same species could be gathered within the energy

distribution of approximately 400 eV for 7 keV beam, neglecting the fluctuation of the

power supplies. Collection of all ions was confirmed by the presence of a plateau at the

mass peak.

  Figure 2.11(a)-2.11(d) show the mass spectra for some element metal ion sources: (a) In,

(b) Cu, (c) Au, and (d) Sn. As shown in Fig. 2.11(a), The In ion source yielded the singly

charged atomic ions with a small amount of molecular ions. The Ga ion source yielded a

quite similar mass spectrum. For the Cu ion source, we can observe a small amount of

doubly charged atomic ions. For the Au ion source, the intensity of the doubly charged

atomic ions were comparable (almost half) with that of the singly charged ions. A minor

amount of molecular ions were also observed. For the Sn ion source, the dominant ion

species were doubly charged atomic ions. The current of the molecu}ar ions were higher

than the ion sources above described. The Ge ion source yielded a quite similar mass

spectrum. These differences in the atom fiux ratio of the doubly charged ions to the sing!y

charged ions are explained qualitatively in terms with field evaporation theory [20,21],

except the ptesence of the molecular ions. Generally, molecular ions are not observed in

atom probe except for group IV elements [10]. The major reason for the difference among

the mass spectra is attributed to the difference in V2 - ip value. The author will discuss the

difference of these mass spectra among the different metals in detail later in the section
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Figure 2.11: Mass spectra of element metal ion sources.
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      Figure 2.12: Ion currents of M2+ and M+ extracted from LMIS's as a
      function of I,. (a) Cu, (b) Au, (c) Ge, and (d) Sn ion sources. Solid
      circles show the currents of M2+, and open circles show those of M+.
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       Figure 2.13: Relation between R2i and emission current. (a) as a function
       of I,, and (b) as a function of In.

                                  i

2.6•2 Angular currents ofdoubly charged and singly charged ions

Figures 2.12(a)-2.12(d) show the mass analyzed ion currents of M+ and those of M2+ from

the Cu, Au, Ge, and Sn ion sources, respectively. Solid circles indicate the int'ensities of

M2+ and open circles indicate those of M+. As for Cu, Cu+ increased monotonically, while

Cu2+ once increased and then decreased at I, higher than 30 uA. As for Au, Au+ increased,

but Au2+ saturated at the higher I, regime. Furthermore, at the very low current regime,

slope of Au+ and Au2+ changed: at low current regime, the increase of doubly charged

ions was larger than that of singly charged ions. On the contrary to these, Ge and Sn ions

showed almost monotonical increase with I,. It is seen that irrespective of the material,

slope of the current of M+, Ci was steeper than that of M2+, Åq2. For all cases, Ci and C2 were

less than unity, which had been also reported by some researchers [1,9]. This is due to the

enlargement of the emission angle with the increase in the emission current as described

earlier.

  Here the author focuses on the ion flux ratio of M2+ and M+, R2i. R2i is defined by

                                     Ist, /2
                                         , (2.13)                               R21 =
                                      IR,

where Ist, and Ist, are the mass analyzed ion currents of M2+ and M+, respectively. These

currents were ion quantities toward a fixed solid angle, and represent a certain kinds of ion

currents without the effect of enlargement of ion emission area. Figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b)

indicate the flux ratio R2i's as a function of I, and Ig. The author defines the angular
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Table 2.1: Dependence of gi and Åq2 on the angular current IR.

Elements Temperature (K) Slope of lst

                          Åqi Åq2

Max R2i Min R2i

Cu

Au

Ge

Sn

1400

1400

1400

1000

o.37 -o.23a o.o6o

o.74b e.o4sb o.34

O.45 O.28 O.79

O.48 O.27 1.08

O.O18

O.090

O.53

O.37

afitting performed at I, År 50paA•

              '
bfitting performed at Js År 20paA.

current Ist by the ion current toward a solid angle, especially for the singly charged ions, if

not specified. That is,

                              I,, == [1 SA]CixlpaA (2.14)

These figures show that the R2i values decreased as I, or Ist increased, at the higher current

regime. For Cu and Au, R2i had a maximum at I, of 10 - 30 ptA. Similar tendency was

seen for Cu based al}oy ion sources [22] and also reported for Al lon sources [23,24]. It

should be noted that the rate of decrease differs largely among the metal materials: those

have higher R2i values show a slower decrease. The author will argue the difference in this

rate of decrease of R2i later in Section 2.7. Also it should be noted that the intercept of

the fitted power function approximately coincided at the reduced current of 1. The results

were summarized in Table 2.1.

2.6.3 Emission of molecular ions

As shown in Fig. 2.11, molecular ions were observed in the mass spectrum. Despite the

study on the formation mechanlsm of atomic ions, only a few arguments on the molecular

ion formatlon can be seen in the literature. Some researchers claim that the evaporated

molecule is field ionized [25,26] or that the charged droplet is torn into smaller clusters
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Table 2.2 : Values of R2i and Rd. for some element metal ion sources.

Metal Doubly charged ions Dimer ions

Currents R2i

(paA)

ts

Currents

(ptA)

Rdm

Au

Cu

Ge

Sn

4- 131

12 - 200

15 - 150

5- 460

O.09 - O.34

O.Ol7 - O.06

O.55 - O.79

O.37 - 1.08

34 - 158

12 - 200

15 - 150

60

O.076 - O.083

O - O.083

O.17 - O.18

O.097

[27,28]. Figure 2.14(a)-2.14(c) show typical examples of the molecular ion intensity as

function of I, for Cu, Au and Ge ion sources, respectively. Here the author defines Rdm

the current ratio of dimer ions Igdi. to that of atomic ions Igatm,

      Igdim
Rdm = Istatm'

a

as

(2.15)

Quite similarly, we can define Rt. as the current ratio of trimer ions IRt,i to that of atomic

ions7

                                       Isttri                                R`M == Ist.,.' (2'16)

Rdm and Rtm of Cu rapidly increased with an increase in I,, and at the higher current

regime, they tended to saturate. While Rd. for the Au and Ge ion sources did not change

significant!y. Less significant change in Rd. for the Au ion source would be because the

above current range is higher than the current which gives maximum of R2i• The Rdm

together with R2i is summarized in Table 2.2.
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2.7 Estimation of electric field as a function of source
        current

2.7.1 Field evaporation models

Since some experimental data have been acquired, it is now possible to qrgue whether

the results could be explained by the conventional field evaporation theory or not. Here

in this dissertation, the author assumes that the ionization mechanism for singly charged

ions is primarily field evaporation. This is because the other ionization mechanisms such

as field ionization does not explain the absolute value of the extractable current observed

for LMIS's. The author also assumes that the charge state distribution observed in the

previous section reflects that at the ionization point. AIthough intense interaction between

ions and neutrals including charge exchange process and Coulomb interaction are expected

just in front of the ion emission site, as is supposed from the presence of the plasma ball [29],

the effect of neutralization would b.e less significant as compared with the original yield of

singly charged ions and doubly charged ions. Detailed argument on the modification of the
                                     -charge state distribution due to the dense space charge and the neutral atom density near

the ionization region will be pursued in Appendix A. In the following, the author briefiy

explains some ion formation mechanisms. As the author showed in Chapter 1, since the

field evaporation process is thermally activated process, the expression of barrier height Q

becomes the major issue of the field evaporation theory. There are some models for the

determination of Q: image hump model and charge exchange model.

Image-hump model

The image hump (IN) model [20,21,30] assumes that the metal atom is already ionized at

the surface, and overcomes the potential barrier lowered by the image force, namely, the

Schottky effect. The potential diagram for this model is given in Fig. 2.15. The lowest

thick curve which has a local maximum at z = z,, is the potential curve for the ionized

atoms. This curve can be obtained by synthesizing the external electric field and the image

force. The lowest level of the neutral atoms is assumed to be atomic sublimation energy.

In this model, ionization point can not be clearly defined, and thus it is dificult to define

the potential curve. However, the barrier is expressed by the potential difference between

the sublimation energy and the maximum of the hump. The current density for a k-times

ionized ion is expressed as follows.

Jk = keN,uexp(- -eiH,k(F)

([?iH,,(F) = ll + Åí, V, - kdi -

kBT

(  k3e3

 4Teo
)

)i]2

Fl/2,

(2.17)

d
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Figure 2.15: Potential diagram of IH model.

where N, is the surface atomic density, u is the vibration frequency of the surface atom, F

is the electric field, kB is Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature, H is the sublimation

energy, Vi is the ionization potential for an i-times charged ion, ip is the work function, eo

is the permittivity of vacuum, and e is the electronic charge. The above equation does not

include the effect of polarization for simplicity.

  This model includes the potential difference between an atom in the liquid and an ion

in vacuum by assuming the Born-Harber energy cycle [10]. The values of (?iH,k(F) for Au

and Cu are shown in Fig. 2.16(a) and 2.16(b), respectively. As described previously, we

cannot know the current density at the emission site. And thus, most of the cases, F is

discussed under the assumption that ag is almost zero. If we agree this, the field F.v which

realizes the zero-energy barrier is uniqu.ely given by

                         iFev =(H+ Zt Vz -kip)2 (4kT, ,C,O )• (2•18)

This F.. is called the "evaporation field." We can obtain F.. value for singly charged

ions as well as that for doubly charged ions, by putting physical parameters of the liquid to

eq•(2•18). The values of F..'s for most elements range between 10 and 60 V nm'i. For some

elements, F.. of doubly charged ions is lower than that of singly charged ions. If we assume

the field corresponds to the lower F.. value between the doubly and the singly charged ions,

is applied to the apex, we can uniquely determine the operating field. The determined field

gives R2i value, but generally thls value does not agree with the experimentally obtained

R2i, If we do not adopt the above assumption, we have two independent parameters of F
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                                     li
and kBT. .R2i can be written as

                R2i .. Ji}l2 :exp (- VktB-Tip) exp

If we put Ro = exp (- VktB-TÅë), then F can

                        I7 = (2jll!EOI),,, [kBTI" (

From these equations, F is dependent on T. Subs '

can calculate F values.

Charge-exchange model

The charge exchange (CE) model [31] is now

field evaporation. The potential dia

Figures 2.17(a), 2.17(b), and 2.17(c) show

potential diagram for an ion, and difference

the external electric field, respectively. This model

the surface atom into consideration. We can consider

ionic potential, and the latter would be higher than

If a strong filed is applied to the surface, the ionic

crosses the atomic potential curve at the point z : z.,

 ELECTRIC FIELD
         (b)

Au and (b) Cu.

       (-2Årill,l T- i ,Fiii2) .

be calculated by

         RR2,')]2.

      tituting the reservoir

40 60
 (V nm-1 )

47

(2.19)

         (220)

temperature, we

         considered to be the most realistic model for

gram for this model is given in Figs. 2.17(a)--2.17(c).

       the potentlal diagrams for a neutral atom, the

        between these potentials with the presence of

                takes the interatomic potential near

                  both an atomic potential and an

               the former by approximately Vi - ip.

                potential would be bent and finally

                  as shown in Fig. 2.17(c). Due to

'
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the difllculties in formulating the interatomic potentials both for atoms

little quantitative argument for this model. Nevertheless, the rate of ion

written as [10]

where (?cE,i(I7)

potential

external field

G(z) is the

should be ta

differently

interior of th

the potential due to the extemal field

dot-dashe

  The barrier ([2cE,2

plicated than C?cE,i•

between the

the position where an atom is ionized

  So far, Lenard-Jones potent

such as embedded

descriptive

of field evaporation.

  If we assume that

significantly

estimated.

where z. is an atomic radius.

model is approximately the same

will not make an argument

and ions,

formation

    49

there is

 can be

        Ji = elV,uexp(-C?CkEB'iiF)),

 (2cE,i(F) = Ui(zc,F)-Ua(zo,F),
                                                                  (2.21)
 Ua(xo,F) = -ff,

                                          e2
  Ui(zc, F) = Vi - ip - e"F(Zc - Zes) - 16Teo(z, - z,,) + G(ZC)' '

      is the activation energy for singly charged ions, U.(zo,F) is the atomic

(sublimation energy), Ui(z, F) is the ionic potential with the image force and the

   , z., is the virtual electric surface with respect to the physical surface, and

  ionic core repulsion term. For detailed discussion, the effect of the polarization

  ken into consideration. In the above formulation, the electric surface was taken

 from the physical surface because of penetration of the external field into the

   e metal. The electric surface is expressed by z., and the image potential and

                         should be modified. Figure 2.17(b) and 2.17(c), the

d line represents the electric surface.

         may be written similarly, but the formulation. may become more com-

          The difficulties is entirely due to the fact that the interatomic potential

   atom and the ion. zo denotes the lattice position of an atom and z. denotes

                         (cross point of ionic potential and atomic potential).

                 ial was used for G(z). Recent progress ofmany body potential

        atom method [32-34] made the behavior of surface atoms of fcc metals

 . Miskovsky and Tsong [35] applied this interatomic potential to the calculation

          However, it is still diflicult to make a sketch for doubly charged ions.

         the shape of the interatomic potential curve for an ion does not differ

  from that of an atom, except for the absolute value of Vi - Åë, Fev can be

 Tsong derived the equation [10]

             Fev=kl.. [H+2Vt-kip-16k.2ee,..], (2•22)

                 As a matter of fact, the calculated results of F.. with the CE

                     with those obtained with the IH model, thus the author

                with CE model for the present rough sketch.
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modeL for Au, Cu and Sn predicted by post-
                                         ionization theory.

2.7.2 Post-ionizationmodel

The post-ionization model [36,37] is developed to correct the charge state distribution of

the field evaporated ions for the atom probe. The theory assumes that the doubly charged

ions are formed by electron tunneling from the field evaporated singly charged ions to the

solid surface. It does not request the first stage field evaporation rate. The potential

diagram of this PI model is shown in Fig. 2.18. If the ion which desorbed the surface is

located at the position z = z,, where the potential energy of the electrons of the outer shell

is the same as the Fermi level of the surface, an electron may transfer back to the surface

due to tunneling effect. Calculated results of charge state distribution is available in the

Kingham's paper [37]. The data are redrawn for Au, Cu and Sn in Fig. 2.19. The author

has fitted the curve by

                              ln R2i == A+Bln V77, (2.23)
where A and B are fitting parameters. Once A and B are determined and R2i is measured,

we can easily derive F at the ionization point from the above equation. The values of A

and B are listed in Table 2.3.

  Using the image hump (IH) model and the post-ionization (PI) theory, the author cal-

culated the relationship between F and l,.
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Table 2.3: Coefficients of A and B obtained from Kingham's paper.

Element A B

Cu

Au

Sn

-4.90 Å~ loi

-3.86 Å~ loi

-4.80 Å~ 10i

8.81

6.55

IL7

2.7.3 Electric field as a function of source current

Image hump model
                                      s
The operating F's were calculated for the four kinds of metals using the experimentally

obtained R2i values. Figures 2.20(a) - 2.20(d) show the calculated F's as a function of

Is. The physical parameters necessary to calculate F were taken from Tsong's table [21]

except for Ge for which the parameters were taken from Brandon's table [20]. In these

figures, dashed line and dot-dashed llne show I71..'s for singly charged ions (F,i.) and that

for doubly charged ions (F.2.), respectively. In order to calculate F,.the source temperature

T, is necessary. In Figs. 2.20(a)-2.20(d), T, is shown in each figures. Solid lines are the

curve fitted by a power function. As for Cu and Au, the caiculated values of F exceed these

Fev's, which means these values are less meaningful. For Ge and Sn, we obtain reasonable

values. The calculated fields are between 26.6 and 26.8 V nm-i for Ge and 21.5 and 21.9

V nm-i for Sn. The dependence of I, on F is so strong that only a little change in F can

be seen.

  F at the high current regime is appToximated by the logarithmic function.

                     In ,Fi =i"C+i"D, ln(I,) =IHC+i"Dg ln(In). (2•24)

C and D are coeflicients. The superscript IH means that these values are for the IH model.

Ist was defined by the angular current of the singly charged ions, as described earlier. We

may also write,
Is = exp(-IIHHDC,)FiliHDs,

Ist = exp(-iHiHDCst).Fili"Dn.
(2.25)
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Table 2.4: Coefficients of iHC,

mental results.

IHDs7 and HDg obtained from the experi-

Metal iHC MDs 1/IHDs IHD st 1/IHDg

Ge

Sn

3.28

3.08

-3.5 Å~ 10-3

-3.6 Å~ lo-3

i285

-278

7.8

7.4

Å~ 10-3

Å~ 10-3

-129

-l34

Table 2.5: Coefficients
experimental results.

of PiC, PIDs, and

 '

plDfl obtained from the

Element PiC PIDs 1/PIDs plDst 1/PIDst

Cu

Au

Sn

3.46

3.58

2.84

-3.89 Å~ lo-2

-3.27 Å~ 10-2

-8.87 Å~ 10-3

-25.7

-30.6

-113

-1.06

-4.46

-1.85

Å~ 10-i

Å~ 10-2

Å~ 10-2

-9.43

-22.4

-54.1

In Table 2.4, values of iHC, iHD,, 1/iHD,, iHDst, and 1/iHDg are listed. I, is

tional to F-280, which is extremely strong dependence of Is on F.

almost propor-

Post-ionization theory

Figures 2.21(a) and 2.21(b) show the relations between

respectively. We have assumed that F can be expressed

F and

as

I,, and between F and Ist,

lnF =PIc +PID, ln I, =PIc +PIDst ln Ifl, (2.26)
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   E
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                 (a) (b)
        Figure 2.21: Relation between I, or Ist and F calculated by post-
        ionization theory.

where PiC, PiD,, and PiDg are fitting parameters.

Is = exp

Ist : exp

The obtained values of C and D are denoted

the current is proportional to F-iO to F-50.

as compared with the IH model.

  Table 2.6 summarizes the calculated parameters.

relations in the following section.

2.8 Relation between electric field and source current

2.8.1 Essential equations

In order to analyze the obtained results, here we formulate the relation between F and I,

or Ist. Generally, Poisson's equation and relation between J and F determines the field.

In the present case, however, fluid dynamic equation should be taken into consideration,

due to deformation of liquid structure. Consequently, these three essential relations should

be satisfied by the apex radius r., the electric field at the apex Fp, the current density

J, and the applied voltage V. Here subscript P of F implies that the field at the apex is

shielded by the space charge effect, thus the field is obtained from the solution of Poisson's

I;P,;i.DC.:))F,,',i,P,i,D.a (227)

 in Table 2.5. From this table, it is noted that

 This dependence of F on Ist is less significant

       The author will try to reproduce these
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Table 2.6: Observed angular current of individual ions Ist, and R2i values

with their dependence on I, or on Ig,. Estimated field at the apex with

the image hump model FiH and that with the post-ionization theory Fpi
are calculated.

Elements Temperature Slope of lst

       (K) Åqi Åq2

MaxR2i FiH Fpi SlopeofR2i
Min R2i (V nm-i) (V nm-') C, Cst

Cu

Au

Ge

Sn

14oo o.37 -o.23a o.o6o
                  `

O.O18

1400 O.74b o.048b o.34

1400 O.45

1000 O.48

028

O.27

O.090

O.79

O.53

1.08

O.37

c

c

c

c

26.8

26.6

21.9

21.5

26.3

25.4

33.2

30.0

16.9

15.6

O.89a 2.4

o.64b O.81

O.16

O.21

O.36

O.44

afitting performed at I, År 50ptA•

bfitting performed at I, År 20paA.

Cno appropriate value found.
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equation. Some researchers claim that one of the possible reason for the decrease of R2i

is shielding effect due to space charge [38]. But this shielding effect does not explain the

experimental results, as will be shown below.

      '
Rate of ionization for field evaporation

Based on the field evaporation theory [20,21], the relation between the current density of

k-times charged ions Jk and Fp can be written in the form

                                        ta                               Jk =Jko exp[skFP12], , (2.28)

where Jko is the current density preexponential, and sk is the temperature-dependent co-

efficient for k-times charged ions. J is obtained summing Ji and J2. For the case of the

image hump model,
                                       (ke)312
                                                                           (2.29)                                Sk ==                                    (47reo)i12kBT'

Fluid dynamic equation

The formula which represents the fluid dynamic (FD) equation without viscosity is the

Bernoul}i's equation,

                              P+ Sp.v2+p.gh == O, (2.30)
where P ls the pressure, p. is the weight density, v is the liquid velocity, g is the acceleration

coefficient of the gravity, and h is the height. Generally, the effect of the gravity is neglected

for the LMIS. The application of this equation to the apex of the liquid was shown by

Kingham and Swanson [39]:

                          -geo F,2+ ;t:+ip (,ie. )2= o, (2.3i)

where 7 is the surface tension, and N. is the atomic density per unit volume. The first two

term represent the pressures at the top of the liquid-jet, showing the electric field stress

SF, and the surface tension stress ST, respectively. The third term represents the kinetic

energy of the Iiquid flow per unit volume K. The above equation can be rewritten as:

                    ' SEoFp2=gp. (,i(l.)2+ ?t:. (2.32)

This equation shows the massive flow of the liquid is promoted by the pressure difference

between SF and ST. In their article, Kingham and Swanson calculated the values in the

above equation, and concluded that K dominates the right-hand side [39] at the high

current regime. This model is thought to be a "dynamic" model because the current is

driven by SF. While Forbes [40] stands at the opposite side, a `Cstatic" model based on

the fact that SF is almost in balance with ST, and slight difference causes the flow of the

liquid.,
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Poisson's equation

Since the space charge at the apex is significant, thus the entire potential calculation

should be made to solve Poisson's equation. It is not easy to solve the Poisson's equation

for the liquid jet structure, thus here we assume a simpler model of a pair spheres for

the ion emitter and the extractor geometry. As shown by Gomer [41] and Miskovsky and

Cutler [42], Poisson's equation with regard to the potential U in a spherical coordinate is

   .wrltten as '                 di.U =2:stEo (T/)i12 [U+ k2B,T]-112 r-2 -2ddU. r-', (2'33)

We can solve the above equation numerically with a digital computer under the boundary

condition of dU/dr =: -Fp and U=O at r == r.. The solved value of U at r = d gives the

extraction voltage Vext•

Relationship between source current and physical parameters

Substituting eqs.(2.32) and (2.28) into eq.(2.33), we can solve the equation numerically. In

                                     -order to simulate the operation of LMIS, the calculation was performed in the following

pTocedure. First, the voltage which corresponds to the threshold voltage Vth was given.

This is because LMIS has Vth where the liquid is pulled by the electric stress to form a

cone, as described earlier. Reducing r., the solution of the above equations with space

charge is calculated. Once the parameters were determined, then V was increase' d and also

the parameters were optimized to satisfy the essential equations. Repetition of this process

provides the relation among the parameters. The temperature W'as assumed to be O.12 eV

which corresponds to 1400 K. The other parameters chosen are for Au. Figures 2.22(a)

and 2.22(b) show the relations between Ist and Fp, and Ist and r., respectively. Because of

rapid increase of J of the low temperature field evaporation, increment of Fp is small, but

the Fp never decreased. r. was enlarged with an increase in Ist.

2.8.2 Discrepancy ofcalculated results with experimental results

Kingham and Swanson [39] showed the increase of r. with an increase in Ig, from eq.(2.32)

and Forbes [40] also derived the similar result from the same equation but assuming dif-

ferent balancing condition. The enlargement of r. is thus generally accepted. However,

Fp increased with an increase in Ig, and this result does not agree with the experimental

results. The present results clearly demonstrated that the decrease of R2i can not be ex-

plained in terms with the space charge shielding. The validity of this numerical simulation

wili be confirmed in Chapter 3.

  One of the reasons for this discrepancy would be attributed to the fact that the present

solution gives large SF value as compared with ST. The IH model requires a relatively
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large field value for Au, for example. K is proportional to r.'4, and ST is proportional

to r.-i. In order to give a large value to the sum of the right hand side of eq.(2.32),

significant reduction in r. is necessary, thus K becomes larger than ST. This agrees with

the description seen in the Kingham and Swanson's paper [39], which the author already

mentioned in the previous subsection. Figure 2.23 clearly indicates the present situation•

This figure gives the relation among the magnitude of each term in fluid dynamic equation

as a function of r.. In the figure, K's which correspond to 1paA, IOpA, and 100paA and ST

are drawn. SF is not dependent on r. apparently, but it corresponds to sum of the above

two terms, thus SF can be known automatically. In the ordinate at the right-hand side, Fp

converted from SF is given. The operating point is shown by the so}id circles. For the case

of Kingham and Swanson, the magnitude of K is larger than that of ST [39]. The present

result reproduces their result.

  Here the author points out the problem of the theory of Kingham and Swanson. In their

theory, since Q is almost zero, and consequently

                        J= eN,u or I= eN,uTrZ. (2.34)

The ion current of 100 paA corresponds to 6 Å~ 10i4 ions s-i. Here, we assume the emission

area 7 Å~ 10-i4 cm'2, where about 100 atoms are arranged (r.= 1.5 nm). In such a situation,

the emission frequency of 6 Å~ 10i2 Hz for each atomlc site is required. This is almost the

vibration frequency of the surface atoms. This requires al! the atoms at the surface desorb

into vacuum. This is a consequence of the assumption of e = O. This also means the
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Figure 2.23: Working points for the model of Kingham and Swanson in
the diagram apex radius vs electric field stress. Solid circles show the

working points. ,
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liquid flow is continuous and no boundary between liquid and vacuum is found. In this

case, ionization mechanism can not be argued because all the atoms leave the surface

immediately as an ion. Although Kingham and Swanson assumed clear surface at the

apex, it ls not a consistent model. While Forbes' static model seems to be more consistent

from this point of view. But his static model does not explain the emitted current.

2.9 Proposal of new model at the apex

2.9.1 Analytical expression ofelectric field as a function ofemis-
        sion current

Here in this section, the author attempts to show the relation among I,, r., and Fp from

the fluid dynamic equation. The major point that the author would like to point out is

the magnitude of each term in the right-hand side of eq.(2.32). As described above, it

is doubtful that ST is negligible against SF. It is because with such an assumption, the
surface atoms should be ejected into vacuum immediately after the atoms are incid6nt

on the surface, and also because liquid would not form a stable cone without presence of

surface tension. Taking the above facts into consideration, it may be natural to consider

the liquid jet is terminated at the point where the kinetic energy exceeds the surface tension

stress. Whether the Poisson's equation holds or not is here out of the question.
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              JeNike protrusion Jet-like protrusion
                  L
  Liquid flow -'L- lons Liquid flow -"...... - lons
                                          Taylor cone /
  Taylor cone
                                                       Apex               Virtual apex
              (no boundary seen) (ciear boundary seen)
       lonization probability is almost unity lonization probability is less than unity

                 (a) (b)
        Figure 2.24:,Schematic drawings of the liquid with the model of (a)
        Kingham and Swanson, and (b) Forbes.

  We assume ST is comparable with SF. Then we may write

                                  ;eoFp2 r- ?tii• (2.35)

Also we assume that K is comparable with ST. This is because if K is larger than ST,

stabilization of the cone by the presence ST becomes less effective.

                                  1 , 27                                  iPmV == -}I-• (2.36)
Under these conditions, we can calculate Fp by equating ST with the above assumption,

                                  S6,F,2=iiltii. (2.37)

Eq.(2.36) can be written as

                              ipm [Rlei().r3]2 == liltii' (2'3s)

where A is the mean charge of the emitted ions. From eq.(2.38), relation between Ist and

r. can be derived as
                           ra= [(k,IN. )2 Iil't] i13 Ii213• (2.3g)

  Substituting eq.(2.39) to eq.(2.37), we obtain

                         Fp == Vtlllll' [(AeN.)2il/ii]ii6 i,-ii3. (2.4o)

This is the relation between .Flp and Ii, showing that Fp decreases in accordance with a

minus one-third power of Ii. This equation holds only when the dependence of J on Fp is

less sensitive than the conventional field evaporation theory. The results are different from

those obtained by Kingham and Swanson [39]: r. ct Iii12 and Fp ==const.
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2.9.2 R2i as a function of angular current

Based on the formulation in eq.(2.28), R2i can be written as

                                                   '
                            R2i = Ro exp [s2i FB12] ,

                               •ptwhere s2i is the temperature-dependent coeflicient. In the case of the IH model,

                        S2i = (2Vii - 1) (4#3,,) '12 kBIT•

By differentiating both sides, we obtain

                               dR21 s21dFp
                                R,, 2 EB12'

  Substituting eq.(2.40) and its differential into eq.(2.43) gives

                    dRR22ii = -tlgt!'i [(75e,y.)22elt4p.]ili2 Ii-716dli.

  Here we put eana as
                         6ana = E21tlli [(AeAr.)22Eor3o4p.] ili2 ,

and assuming Ii716 is almost equivalent to Ii, we obtain

                               dRR,2,i = -CanaEl/t' •

Integrating both sides gives

                                R2i = RoliCana.

Equation (2.47) shows that the R2i can be written by a power function of Ii.

2.9.3 Comparisonbetweentheoreticallyandempiricall
        rates of decrease in electric field

We can calculate C... for each metal by putting physical parameters into e

2.7 shows the calculated C.... Cu and Au have higher C... values than Ge and

agrees with the experimental values. Only the discrepancy is that e.na for Sn

than that of Ge, and this may be because the Sn ion source was operated at

temperature. From the analytically obtained e... and the experimentally

C,, the value of s2i can be estimated. These values are also listed in Table 2.7.

between O.7 to 5.2Å~10-4mi12•V-i12 which is in good agreement with the

value of 3.2 Å~ 10-4 m'12•V'if2 at 1400 K. To estimate Ii exactly is difficult
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Table 2.7: Physical parameters

   ts,

and e values for examined metals.

Cu Au Ge Sn

N.(le28atoms m-3)

or (Nm-i)

A

Cana (103)

Cs

cst

S21 for C, (lo-4ml12.v-112)

S21 for gst (10-4mlf2.v-1/2)

T. estimated from 6, (eV)

T. estimated from Cst (eV)

8.43

1.3

1.06

4.6s21

O.89

2.4

1.9

5.2

O.36

O.13

5.89

1.1

1.25

3.9s21

O.64

O.81

1.6

2.1

O.42

O.33

4.40

O.6

1.44

3.5s21

O.16

O.36

O.45

1.0

1.5

O.69

3.68

O.5

1.52

3.ls21

O.21

O.44

O.68

1.4

1.0

O.50
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'

either e, or eg may include some errors. If we neglect the change in the secondary electron

yield, e, would be more realistic. Lower values of s2i than the conventional theory means

that the dependence of J on Fp is weaker or the local temperature T. at the ionization

point may be higher than T,. We can estimate T. from the obtained s2i and found that Ta's

for most of the materials were higher than T,. From the present estimation, T. becomes O.1

to 1 eV, which corresponds to 10000C to 10,OOOOC. The calculated value scattered among

the materials, but are almost around 1 eV. The author can not determine the reason for the

scattered T. at this stage of discussion, but the scatter may be related to the difference in

the thermal conductivity. Otherwise dependence of Q on Fp is less than the conventional

field evaporation theory. Anyway, the author has derived a possible model of the LMIS

if.

2.10 Conclusion

This chapter dealt with the experimental results of the characterization of the ion beams

extracted from the LMIS's. The obtained cesults are:

   e Ion beam characteristics such as current-voltage characteristics, beam profile, energy

     distribution, brightness, and mass spectrum which are necessary to design the lens

     system were measured.

   e The mass spectra were measured and the atom fiux ratio of doubly charged atomic

     ions to singly charged atomic ions, R2i and that of molecularions to atomic ions Rdm

     were obtained as a function of I,.

   e In order to explain the experimental results, numerical simulation was performed, but

     only a discrepancy was seen. Introducing restriction of the magnitude to the kinetic

     energy of liquid, a good agreement between experiments and theory was seen.

  The first issue is of importance for design of ion beam systems, and the latter two issues

are of importance for analysis of the ionization point. Although the assumption made in

the present chapter explained the experimental tendency, at this stage of argument, it is

not sti]1 confumed that the model is self-consistent. Thus, in the next chapter, the author

wil} discuss the ion formation mechanism of LMIS further in detail.
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Chapter 2



Chapter 3
Modeling of element metal ion sources

In the previous chapter, the author pointed out that the experimental results could

not be explained by the conventional field evaporation theory. On the contrary,

with an assumption of a high temperature, it is possible to explain the behavior of

the atom flux ratio of the doubly charged ions to that of the singly charged .ions.

In the present chapter, the author proposes the high temperature field evapora-

tion (ffTFE? model and discusses its consistency. First, the author defines the

formulation of H7iFE model. Next, the author discusses the necessary condition

for explaining the experimental resntts. Then the author gives a practical tem-

perature regnired for the "TFE modeL ,Good agreement between the theoretically

derived temperature and the experimentally observed temperature. Finally, the

author gives one possible model of LMIS operation.

3.1 Proposal ofa model of liquid apex

3.1.1 High temperature field evaporation model

The modeling of the LMIS has been attempted so far, including consideration of the liquid

jet structure [1-7], but al} these treatments assumed the conventional field evaporation

model: constant F predicted by the low temperature field evaporation (LTFE) theory.

Here the author defines LTFE as a conventional model, which is based on the fact that

T. is the same with T,. The field is as high as 10 - 60 V nm-i for most of the elements.

However, as shown in the previous chapter, this high F does not allow balance of ST with

SF. Furthermore, so far as we assume LTFE, decrease of R2i can not be explained.

  In the previous chapter, the author pointed out that restriction of the magnitude of the

term in the fiuid dynamic equation leads an agreement with the experimental results [8]. In

this model, J should be weakly dependent on Fp than that of conventional LTFE. Here the

author examines the high temperature field evaporation (HTFE) model for the LMIS at
                                                                           'the relatively high current regime. Since with the HTFE model, the dependence of J on Fp

ls weak, requirements in Chapter 2 are satisfied. This model is based on the same formula

with the conventional field evaporation [9] but allows an extremely high temperature at

the apex. Since the apex of the jet-like structure is non-equilibrium state, the temperature

in excess of bolling point, for example, 1 eV (10,OOOOC) may be plausible. Kingham and

67
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Swanson already mentioned this non-equilibrium condition [10], but no concrete model with

an experimental evidence has been reported. The analysis of the apex temperatures has

been mostly concerned with the examination of the possibility of field ionization process.

  In the present model, the author generalizes the HTFE model and applying the same ion

formation process for molecular ions. Although some researchers have claimed the various

kinds of formation mechanisms of molecular ions [11-14], no argument was made assuming

the same ionization mechanism with atomic ions. Currently, the ionization mechanism of

mole,cular ions is considered to be mainly field"ionization [12]r but the explanations made

everywhere is based on the Culbertson et al.'s experimental evidence of energy deficit [11].

The absolute value of the energy deficit is greatly affected by the B6rsch effect [15], and

it is difiicult to determine the major ionization mechanism as field ionization. Since the

Mli11er's consideration of field evaporation model (IH model) [16] is based on the Born-

Haber energy cycle [l7], it is possible to apply the same concept to molecular ions. The

Born-Haber energy cycle was proposed by Born and also by Haber independently to obtain

the cohesive energy for an ionic crystal from vapor phase [18]. Extension of this idea

to molecular in vacuum will not include serious difficulties. AIIowing the molecular ion

formation mechanism, we have obtained another relation between Fp and Is.

3•1.2 Formulation of high temperature field evaporation model

The formulation of the present HTFE model is written as:

where k and m

the binding energy

the dimer ion formation,

have fewer chances to be

at the same time.

know the sublimat

H.. The HTFE
that of the conventional

R2i will be uniq

from the convent

  Quite similarly,

before, it is difficult to

Jk,. == keN,ym exp [- (?Z'BMiSli)                           ]•

(?k'M (F) = MH m (M - 1)Eb + S., V, - ko,- (4k.3 e,3,)i12 Fp 12 (3 1)

is the charge number and number of atoms included in the ion, and Eb is

    between atoms. u. is the surface vibration frequency. If we consider

         y2 can not be the same with that of an atom, ui. Dimers would

        ionized because two atoms should be ejected towards the vacuum

    For this reason, we should consider here y2 is smaller than yi. If we

  ion energy of the molecules, H., mH - (m - 1)Eb should be replaced by

 model assumes a local high temperature, T., thus Fp will be lower than

         LTFE. This means that post-ionization [19] hardly occurs, thus

 uely defined by the present model. The difference of the present model

 ional model is denoted in Table 3.1.

   we can formulate the HTFE model with CE model. But as mentioned

       describe the field dependence of the barrier height in this model. If
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Table 3.1 : Comparison of the conventional and the present models.,

Terms Conventional model Present model

Ionization model for

Temperature at apex

Electric field

M+

M2+

Ml

FEa and FI(small portion)b

       t
Post-ionization

unknown process and

FI of neutral from shank

Source temperature

High and constant

HTFEc

HTFE

HTFE

Extremely

Lower and

high

variable

aFE

bFI

cHr]]FE

Field evaporation

Field ionization

High temperature field evaporation as a main lonlzatlon process
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         Figure 3.1: Relation between J and F calculated with the IH model.

the core-r,epulsion for an atom and an ion is the same, we may write

                                   '                                             k2e2
                     (?,. = fl +2 V, -kip -                                                   -keFz.. (3.2)
                                            16rEoza

Since z. is generally O.1 rv O.14 nm [20], so the coeficient of F is approximately O.l nm.

Differentiating the above equation, we obtain

                                d(?cE=-kezadF, (3.3)

while by the IH model,

                          dc?iH =-(4k.3ee3,)ii2 2i7i,i,dF. (3.4)

If we adopt the unit V m-i, the coefficient of QcE is 1 nv 1.4 Å~ IO-iO eV m V'i, and that

of (?iH is less than 1.9 Å~ 10-iO eV m V-i. Thus, the field dependence is similar for both

models. Based on the above consideration, the author uses the formulation of IH model

for HTFE formulation. '
  Figure 3.1 shows the relation between J and Iilp by HTFE and LTFE theories. The thick

solid line and the thick dashed line are dependence of J on F owing to HTFE and LTFE

models, respectively. It is shown that the dependence of J on F is lowered for HTFE from

this figure. Thin solid line shows the slope for HTFE curve at 40 V nm-i. This slope

indicates that 1 o(•F4.
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3.1.3 Possible heating mechanism

Some reasons can be considered as the cause of heating of liquid cone: Joule heating and

electron bombardment. Prewett et al. [21] and Mair and Aitken [22] calculated T. for

Taylor cone and cone with liquid jet structures. The formulation of the temperature at the

apex T. when the liquid jet has suflicient length e is:

        ' Ta == Ts+TKrzole,e/r.) [W+2Trz(iP+ii2ee,e/..)'] (3's)

where T, is the temperature at the shank, e is the jet length, K is the thermal conductivity,

0t is the cone half angle, W is the input power to the liquid apex, Ii is the ion current

excluding secondary electrons, and p is the electrical resistivity. The first term in the

right hand side is external heating due to, for example, backstreaming electrons, and the

second term is Joule heating. In this equation, T. is sensitive to et. According to the

observation of errrission tip in operation by transmission electron microscope, liquid jet is

sharp enough [23,24]: it is almost cylinder with the length ofe and radius of r.. At the

current higher than several tens paA, the jet is sharp enough, and at the current up to

30 uA,jet length is almost zero. For external heating due to electron bombardment, it is

necessary that these electrons shouid be produced within an area of some micrometers [25].

Otherwise, the origin of the secondary electrons should be just on the axis. It is because

the trajectory of the charged particle is most significantly affected by the field where its

velocity is small.

  Later, the author will argue the temperature increase at very low current regime, where

the jet length is very small. In this case, the eq.(3.5) will be reduced to [21]

                               Ta=Ts+2.2Wtr., (3'6)

where W is the input power at the apex. Electron backstreaming of about 1 paA of 5 keV,

VEI = 5 mW. The temperature increase would be 1200 K for r. of 5 nm, for the case of

Cu of which K is 400 W Kmi cm-i. For the case of Sn of which rc is 67 W K'i cm-i, the

temperature increase would be 6800 K. It should be noted that the temperature increase

is strongly dependent on K. So good thermal conductor of Cu or Au, and Ge and Sn would

behave differently. As the input power is proportional to the current of'backstreaming

electrons, which would be proportional to the emission current, it is expected that Ta

increases with an increase in l, or lst. '
3.1.4 Simplification ofthe model
                                                             '
In order to simplify the arguments, the author treats the present issue in the spherical

coordinates. As described above, the jet-like structure should be taken into consideration,
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but the purpose of the present attempt is to give a rough sketch of the model of the LMIS

and not to give the precise parameters. The author first neglects the jet-like structure.

Even lf the jet like structure is taken into consideration, F at the apex does not differ

significantly.

3.2 Estimation oftemperature and electric field with
        experimental data .

3.2.1 Validity of molecular ion formation mechanism

Before discussing the HTFE model, it is necessary to check the molecular ion formation

mechanism, which has not been argued elsewhere. It is because the author will use the

results of observation of molecular ions as an evidence of HTFE. The experimental results

obtained in the previous chapter is given again in Table 3.2. In the table, F..'s for the

singly charged atomic ions, doubly charged atomic ions, and singly charged dimer ions are

also listed. F.. was calculated by assuming the height of the surface hump is equal to

zero. The values of Eb's were taken from Ref. [26]. For Au, F.. for dimer is higher as

compared with those of atomic ions, while for Cu, F.. for dimer is close to that of doubly

charged ions. The experimental results for Cu and Au ion sources are explained in terms

with the above values: the currents of the molecular ions and doubly charged atomic ions

were comparable. The In ion source yielded negligible amount of doubly charged ions but

relatively large mount of dimer ions. From Tab}e 3.2, it is seen that F.. for dimer ions is

iower than that for doubly charged ions. The relative ion currents of molecular ions with

respect to the atomic ions are qua}itatively explained as well as the doubly charged atomic

ions with respect to the singly charged atomic ions.

3.2.2 Estimation oftemperature and field

As for the Cu ion source, we have the detailed relation between the currents of singly

charged atomic ions, doubly charged atomic ions, and singly charged dimer ions, and I$

as described in Chapter 2. In the model' assumed above, we can roughly estimate the

temperature from eq.(3.1). Rd. can be written as

                            Rd.=u' exp (- HkBMTfib), (3.7)

where u' is the ratio of the vibration frequency ofa dimer to that of an atom. Since Rdm

is not a function of Fp, the temperature kBT. can be exclusively estimated by

                                        H-Eb                                                 . (3.8)                              kB Ta =
                                     - ln(Rdm/y')
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   Table 3.2: Relative ion currents of molecular ions and evaporation fields.
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Once the temperature is determined, we can calculate Fp from

                  Fp == [(2N/i4irrmEOI),,,] [kBT. ln(R2i)+ V2 - ip]2. (3,g)

Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the examples of the results of above estimation with u' of

O.2 and 1, respectively. The experimental data shown in Fig. 2.14 were used, and in this

region R2i has already began to decrease. kBT. is first estimated from eq.(3.8) with the

data shown in Fig. 2.14. Then Fp is estimatgd from eq.(3.9) with the above estimated

values. Determination of an appropriate value of u' is diflicult, but the estimated T. was

approximately O.5 - 2 eV. In the current regime of 50 to 200 paA, T. increased and Fp

decreased monotonically.

3.2.3 Effects of change in temperature and field on R2i

In the following, the author will try to establish a model of LMIS with the experimental

results on R2i. Here it is necessary to summarize the effects of the change in T. and also

that in Fp on R2i. R2i can be written as

                R2i =exp [- V2 Mdikii'2'FP12] == exp [- QZi.(TF.P)], (3 lo)

where Q2i is the numerator in block parenthesis. Here the author excludes the effect of

kBTa from s2i, thus the author writes newly s'2i as s2i Å~ kBT.. Differentiating eq.(3.10), we

obtain
     '                     dRR,ii=2kS,S'T.g,E,iP2+k',(TE.P)d((kk.BTT.g)' (3'i')

Whether R2i increases or decreases is defined by the above equation. The temperature

dependence is different between the materials with higher and lower F.. for doubly charged

ions. In the case of the material with a higher F.. for the doubly charged ions, e2i(Fp) is

positive, either increase of F'p oy kBT. causes an increase in R2i. Condition for the decrease

of R2i at the higher current is

                         s',, dFp+(?2i(I7p)d(kBTa)Åqo. (3.12)
                       2kBTa FP12                                           (kB Ta)                                     kBTa

From the above equation, decrease of either T. or Fp is necessary. Increase of Fp or decrease

of T. are not plausible from the present heating mechanism. In fact, the mass spectroscopic

investigation showed saturated temperature at the region where R2i decreased. Thus, at a

higher current regime, decrease in Fp is necessary. At the low current regime, R2i increa•sed.

For this, it is not necessary to increase Fp. An increase in kBT will increase R2i, if Fp does

not change significantly. In the following sections, the author will argue these increase and

decrease of Fp and T. much more in detail.
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3.3 Criterion for decrease of electric field

3.3.1 Relationship among the physical parameters

Although it is possible to explain the variation of mass spectrum including molecular ions

with the HTFE model, we must che6k whether the three essential equations holds or not.

Here the three essential equations mean the equation of rate of ion formation, the FD

equation, and the Poisson's equation: eqs.(2.28), (2.31), and (2.33), as described in the

previous chapter. The author begins with the derivation of the critical relation for the

decrease of Fp, because it is generally diflicult to be accepted. Here in this section, Ta is

assumed to be constant for simplicity. The author uses the equation of space charge limited

current (SCLC) with small charge approximation [2,27] instead of the PoissonSs equation

for analytical investigation. The equation of SCLC with small charge approximation can

be written as

                               F,2-F3 -= eL'JVi7, (3.13)
                                . eo
where FL is the Laplace field (the potential without space charge), Ep is the Poisson field
(the potential with space charge), c3 = (4/3)pm, and V is the applied voltage. The

meaning of this equation is such that the space charge almost shields the Laplace field.

The Laplace field 17L can be written as,

                                          V
                                                                          (3.14)                                    FL ==
                                         6ra

where 5 is the coeflicient weakly dependent on r.. For hyperboloid, 6 = {ln(4d/r.)}/2,

where d is the distance between the tip and the counter electrode [28]. Putting eq.(3.14)

into eq.(3.13) and differentiating both sides, we obtain

              2[(6\.)2m i,3,JVi7] dvV --2(s\.)2 d.r.a + :'Jvfl7Elit; (3 ls)

Here the change of Fp was assumed to be small. Taking (V/6r.)2 N (c3/eo)JVi7 into

consideration, eq.(3.15) can be reduced to

                               gdvV=2d,r.a+flt;. (3.i6)

This is the same equation that can be derived from Langmuir-Child equation in spherical

coordinates [29], and the author checked the Poisson field can be neglected even in the

present case with a large value of Fp [30]. As shown experimentally, Fp decreased with

an increase in V. It can be also said that J decreased with an increase in V. To allow

this, the right-hand side of eq.(3.16) should be positive, even though the second term is

i
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negative. This means that r. rapidly increases with an increase in V. As described earlier,

the increase of r. with an increase in I, is generally accepted [1,31]. The dependence of J

on ra should  satiSfY 2drr.a År-Elit;, (3'17)

through Fp or the other parameters. This can be written as

                  '                     Jo(}l2.J,nÅq2 or J=,.t?..k/, (3•is)

where bi is the coeflicient of the series expansion of J. This is a general equation of the

criterion for the decrease of the electric field with an increase in the voltage. To apply

this equation to LMIS, the FD equation at the apex should be included in the present

consideration. '

3•3.2 Required relation between electric field and current density
        for decrease of R2i

As already described, the FD equation at the apex [1] can be written as

            SF = llEoFp2 = llpmv2 + iltii = llpm (,i(l.)2+ iltii " k' + sT- (3•ig)

The authors have treated this equation without massive fiow and shown the possibility

of the formation of a space charge stabilized liquid cone for liquid-metal electron sources

[32]. Differentiating both sides of eq.(3.19), we obtain the following equation after some

arithmetical manipulation.

      Elit;=Å}p.iE.JO/{ll2a.),di"iF]i,P+;sp.2(ryJ//r,aN.),d.r.a=1/dfE,i,P+3ti/iL.d,r.a• (3•2o)

Substituting eq.(3.20) to eq.(3.16),

                             tt                       gdvV--2[i+i?/4]d.r.a+ti/?.d;,p. (3.2i)

From this equation, it is possible that both r. and Fp increase with an increase in V, but

also it is possible that either of r. or Fp increases and the other decreases. Whether the

case is the former or the latter can be known by setting the right hand side is equal to zero,

                         2[i+iSt/]d,r.a+Iii/LdEF,P=o. (3.22)
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 From eq.(3.22),
                     Fp o( r.-21+sSFT/K4'K ., ..M211+isTTI14KK" =r.x. (3.23)

 The relative magnitudes of ST, K, and SF are not known and some researchers assumed

 differentiy, as described earlier. For e.xample, Kingham and Swanson [1] treated the equa-

 tion with no restriction of magnitudes of these terms, Forbes [31] treated that ST is in

 balance with SF. The author [8] has assumed in Chapter 2, the liquid cone is terminated

 where K ev ST. These different treatments, the author here defines: the case I: Kingham

 and Swanson, the case II: Gotoh et al., and the case III: Forbes. For each of them, the

 critical relation becomes,

                        Casel ST/K-O, l?p cK r.'2, '                      (g.a:ghi, gyff.:s•,, tw,g.il:i (3•24)

 For the current density,

                       ElrtL=[1+43+STs/.I/S"k.]dEEpp..yJdEA,P. (3.2s)

In a similar way with eq.(3.24), the critical relation between J and Fp is

                         Casel ST/K-O, Jo(Fp                       (g:ggll, gXK. -: g6•,;$S,f5 (3•26)

From this equation, to decrease Fp as I, increases, in other words, •V increases, the relation

between Fp and J should be as weak as J ct Fp4.

3•3•3 Dependence of source current and current density on elec-
        tric field •

Since we have given the relation between Ist and Ep in the previous chapter, we can know

whether the decrease of Fp is possible or not for the given ionization model. Here consid-

ering the angular current Ig,

                               dii.n=2d,r.a+E}t;. (3.27)

If the relation between r. and Fp is slightly deviated from the critical relation, we may

                                 Fp o( ri+"X, (3.28)
eq.(3.25) will be

                 Vt =[1+(1+2(xtAx)) ?/] dEE,p == y, dEE,p. (3.2g)
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This equation is reduced to eq.(3.25) when AX = O. And eq.(3.27) will be

                       dln AX(1 + ST/K) dRp                                                    dFp                        In = X+ Ax F, == Yi F,' (3•30)

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the dependence of Ist on I?p and J on Fp, that is, Yi and

YJ as a function of AX. Solid, dashed, and broken lines represent the characteristics for

the cases I, II, and III, respectively. Here it should be noted that K = O gives divergence

of the relation, so ST/K was taken as O.1 and 10 for the cases I and III, respectively.

In Fig.3.3(a), relation for Cu, Au, and Sn ion sources calculated with the PI theory in

Chapter 2 is-indicated. Assuming the case I, if AX Åq 2, then dlst År O with dFp Åq O,

which qualitatively agrees with the experimental result. However, taking the fact into

consideration that dependence of Ep o( Ist-iO, X should be close to 2. For the case III,

AX Åq 1/2 is necessary and also AX should be close to 1/2. Under such a situation,

dependence of J on Ep becomes very weak. Again here considering the case I. For Cu,

Yl = -9.43 is realized at AX = 1.67, and for Au, Yi = -22.4 is realized at AX = 1.78.

Obtalned indices of relation YJ's are O.84 and O.5, respectively. These values are surprisingly

small for field evaporation. This dlscrepancy may be attributed to the first assumption:

the field dependence of PI theory is still strong. And if the dependence of Ist on Fp is

weaker, the dependence of J on Fp becomes stronger, and vice versa.

  If we assume the conventional LTFE, the dependence of J on Fp is more strong, and it is

clearly seen that the dependence of Ist on Fp is also strong. For example, the dependence

of J on Fp ls almost the thirty-first power. This corresponds to AX == 1.862 in Fig.

3.3(b), and the resultant value of YJ in Fig. 3.3(a) is almost 1200. For the cases II and III,
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AX = l.27,YJ = leO, and AJ(r = O.88,li,= 40. Anyway, these strong relations between

Ig and Fp agree with the result of numerical solution made in Chapter 2. The numerical

simu}ation made in Chapter 2 corresponds to this case and Fp indeed increases [8].

3.3.4 Temperature necessary to give lower dependence ofcurrent
        density on electric field

In order to have the weak dependence of J on Fp, it ' is necessary to assume that the

temperature is high, as the author mentioned at the beginning ofthis chapter. The relation

between J and Fp is
                             Elit;=2kS,iT.Fpf2dl",Fl],p. (3.31)

If we obtain the critical relation, T,, necessary to satisfy the critical relation can be calcu-

Iated with the following equation.

                            kBTcr=2t., [e43.(ll:]ii2, (3.32)

where 6., is the power of critical relation for the cases I, II and III. From eq.(3.32), it is

known that the critical temperature T,, is dependent on F. Figure 3.4 shows the relation

between T., and Fp for these cases. It is shown that approximately O.5 - 3 eV is necessary

for Fp between 10 - 30 V nm-i. And these values agree with those already shown in Fig.

3•2• For this kBT.,, Ep may be reduced to 10 V nm-i. In such a condition, the left hand

side of the FD equation is of the order of 108 N m-2. ST can be in balance with this stress

with r. of 5 nm. K of the liquid at le uA emission through an area of which radius is
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5 nm, is 107 N m'2. This corresponds to the case III rather than case I or II. But these

values are sensitive to r., thus the case I or II may be plausible depending on the situation.

                                                  '
                         '3.4 On the increase of R2i at low current regime

3.4.1 Consideration of variation in temperature

As for the increase of R2i, the conventional model may be acceptable. The Au and Cu

ion sources showed the decrease of R2i at the higher current, but R2i increased at the

lower current regime. Also Sn source exhibited a tiny peak of R2i at the extremely low

current [33]. From the argument made above, the change is monotonically, so something

should be changed for this behavior. For eq.(3.19), the magnitude of each term in this

equation would change in accordance with I,. At the very low current regime, K is small,

and thus the case III is plausible. As I, increases, the balance would become the case

II or the case I. If the dependence of J on Fp does not change throughout the range in

consideration, Fp decreases at first then increases. Figure 3.5 shows a rough sketch of the

criterion for the increase or decrease of Fp with an increase in l,. The abscissa is taken for

the rat!o of ST/K and the ordinate is the critical power relation between J and Fp. The

solid curve shows the critical relation between J and Ep which is YJ,., in eq.(3.25). The left

side of the curve indicates the increase of Fp and the right side indicates the decrease of Fp,

with respect to the increase in Ist. If J depends only on Fp, the working point moves from

the right to the left, as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). At the point where the working point crosses
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the critical relation, the tendency of R2i changes. However, this case, R2i first decreases

and then increases. The model which has different dependence of J on Fp is required.

  One of the s61utions is introducing the increase of T.. For this, we should start at the

low temperature where the dependence of J on Fp is strong, as is the case with LTFE. The

change in J is expressed in the following manner, if J of the singly charged ion dominates.

                   Elitll .. 2ks,ITiliil,li +H+ Vi -k.ÅëT- sl]FIP12 dkk,BTT, (3.33)

where sl is the coefllcient of field dependent term (in this model, sl = e3/4zeo). If the

Ta increases with an increase in Ig, the operational points moves along the arrow in Fig.

3.5(b). Such a motion explains the behavior of R2i throughout the observed current region.

  The changes of J and R2i with the changes in kBT and Fp are

               St = k.IT [E}t Fpf2 dEE,P +((?,-slFP 2) k,T                                                1 d(k. T)] ,

                                     , (3.34)
               dRR,2,i = k.IT [gS{!i Fp12 dEE,p +(v, - ip -,t,,Fp12)d(kk.BTT)] .

The above equations imply that the effects of increase both in temperature and in field
result in the increase of R2i or J, because qi - slFP12 and V2 - ip - s'2iFP12 are both

positive for Au and Cu. Assuming the material is Au, in which the operational field would

be about 52 V nm-i and the operational temperature of about,.1400 K (O.12 eV), these

equations can be written as

where Fp and kBT are in V nm

Tsong's paper [34]. The increase

of the liquid due to change in the operat

current density, that is, dJ =

29dkBT. This means R2i can increase with less significant increase in J

that J decreases with an increase

 dJ
 7 == O.69di?p + 2.8dkBT,

                                              (3.35)
 dR2i
      = 1.3dFp + 32dkBT,
 R21

-i and eV. The physical parameters of Au are taken from

 in kBT will cause the decrease of Irp. If the deformation

       ional parameters, maintains so as to have the same

O, dFp = -e.41dkBT. In such a case dR2i/R2i becomes
                                   . It is also possible

  in kBT, so far as

    Idl7plÅrO.41dkBT, (3.36)
holds.
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3.4.2 R2i as a function of I,

Since the preserit model assumes the lower temperature at the low current regime, Fp is

almost constant. In such a case, e2i(Fp) becomes a constant value of 02i. The variation

of r. with respect to Ig is not clear, but if we obey the argument made by Kingham
and Swanson [1] and assume Ii o( lg, r. is proportional to IS2, and in our case r. is

proportional to I313. If the heating of the apex is achieved by the bombardment of the

electrons backstreaming from the counter elegtrode to the apex, those contributing this

effect is restricted to the small solid angle close to the beam axis. Consequently, the input

power is proportional to Ist rather than I,. Considering this, we can write as W = Vext7ielg,

where 7i. is the secondary electron emission coeMcient. Substituting eq.(3.6) together with

the above relations to eq.(3.10), we obtain

                    1" R2i OC -kBKty(i?. 2I!':.., Ist-'12 = -kBKor(i?. t'.., Is-C'f2' (3'37)

where Ci is the power of the angular current of singly charged ions as defined in Chapter 2.

Note that at the low current regime, the relation between Ist and r. should be such that

r. oc IG12, as Kingham and Swanson derived. Since almost all experimental results except

Sn at very low current has the value of R2i Åq 1, then Q2i(Fp) is positive. The curve will be

upward convex. This equation suggests that the metal with lower K shows the higher R2i

and the increase of R2i with respect to the increase in I, is slower for those with a lower

Åqi. This agrees with the results shown in Fig. 2.13. Especially, the author emphasizes here

the raise up of R2i at the low current regime is similar for Au and Cu, if the abscissa is

taken for Ist. Figure 3.6 shows the comparison of the rate of increase of R2i for Au and

Cu ion sources. This figure is a redraft of Flg. 2.13, but the intensity of R2i for Cu is

multiplied by 5 for better comparison. As is clearly seen in this figure, The slope of the

initial increase of ,R2i for Cu overlaps with that for Au.

                                                                            .        Consistency of high temperature field evaporation3.5
        mo del

                              '
         Acceptable apex radius and current density3.5.1

As discussed above, the IITFE model explains the discrepancy that has not been explained

by the conventional LTFE model. However, it ls necessary to show the consistency of HTFE

model with the other experimental evidences, such as energy distribution, and change in

the liquid shape.

  As described previously, J derived from the theory of Kingham and Swanson is too

large. In the present model, we can also estimate the rate of ion formation. If we accept
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the assumption made in Chapter 2, r. at 40 @Asr-i is approximately 4.3 nm for Au, where

720 atoms are arranged. In such a situation, J becomes 2 Å~ 10i2 Am-2, which is equal to

the ejection frequency of 350 GHz. The possibility for evaporation from the liquid surface

per an atom is lower than 1 Å~ 10i2 Hz, as shown in Table 3.3. Similar calculation is possible

for the other metals and the ejection frequencies are all less than 10i2 Hz. This frequency

is lower than that of atomic vibration at the surface, and thus the present model can be

treated as a quasi-static model. At the same time, the above value satisfies the lowest value

of J which was derived in Chapter 2. •

  The jet-structure observed in transmission electron microscope is less than 10 nm in

ra [35]. ra obtained in the present model agrees with the experimentally observed value.

3.5.2 Energy distribution

As shown in Chapter 2, energy spread increased with an increase in l,. The wide energy

spread is believed to be due to B6rsch effect and Knauer derived the following relationship

[36].

 , AE= 5•8r4.eE, (Zi2it)i!3 r.J213. (3.3s)
Knauer showed agreement of this relation with experimental resu,lts showing that AE ct

I,213. However, as is shown in the above equation, AE also depends upon ra. Assuming

the relationship between I, and r. as derived in Chapter 2, the above relation becomes

                                   AE o( I,O'3. ' (3.39)
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Table 3.3: Ejection frequency of surface atoms for various metals calcu-

lated by the HTFE model.

Metal Cu Au

r. at 40 @Asr-i (nth) 2.47 4.3

Yejec (THZ) O•86 0•35

The relation obtained in Chapter 2 is redrafted in Fig. 3.7 in order to show the dependence

of AE upon I,. The experiments show that the relation should be

                                   AE oc l,O'2, (3.40)
which does not disagree with eq.(3.39).

                  '                                                  /3.5.3 Effect ofjet-like protrusion

The author has argued the change of the liquid shape in the simplified model. However, the

change of the liquid shape is complicated, and thus the model should explain the change

including the jet-like protrusion. At the current under 10N 30"A, the jet-like protrusion

is not long enough [23]: the shape is almost "Taylor cone". Above 30paA, the jet-like

protrusion is formed and the length becomes larger with an increase in I,. The formation

of the jet-like protrusion is generally believed to be necessary to maintain high field under

significant space charge shielding [31]. If so, ion emission occurs not only from the apex

but also from the side face of the liquid jet. This cannot be accepted because the current

density at the apex is large enough, and consequently, escape of the atoms toward the

radial direction is not possible. Considering this, the effect of the jet-like protrusion does

not alter the above arguments.

3.6 Modeling ofthe ionization point

3.6.1 Changes in physical parameters during evolution of liquid

        cone
                                      '
Since the approximate Fp and r. values have been determined, we can now discuss the

modeling of the LMIS. Here in this section, the author draws a brief sketch of the operation
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of the LMIS. As shown in Chapter 2, an LMIS has a threshold voltage Vth but once cone is

formed, it can be operated at a voltage Iower than Vth. We should explain now the balance

between ST and SF, which was once broken at the initial stage, and again achieved at the

operation. At the initial stage, liquid has a curvature of ro on the base needle. At the

apex, the electric field ,F, which is roughly expressed by V/kro, is applied. The field causes

the electric stress of SF = (1/2)eoF2 = (1/2)eoV2/(kro)2 and the liquid would maintain its

curvature owing to the surface tension stress ST = 27/ro. The Iiquid will be pulled to be

deformed when V exceeds the threshold Vth,

                                Vth=2k 7ro/eo, (3.41)

This process was already suggested [37], and the threshold is confirmed by many tesearchers

[38].

  As for the physics after breaking the initial balance, little argument has been made so

far [39]. We can calculate the physical parameters with three essential equations which

                                                                       'were already expressed. '
                                      ,

which are the equations of the SCLC, FD, and field evaporation (FE)

to eqs.(3.13), (2.32), and (3.1)

to meet the explanation in

SCLC equation has now the dimension

in the right hand side as SF(L)

  These equations are unified

                  v2 . 9,
                       Eo

This equation is complicated because we should take T. w

with the other parameters,

inertia term (K), the above equation is quit

case of the electron source, we have two solutions for the equations of the balance between

SF and ST. One is the balance

space charge. The author

electron source l32], and here in this

the LMIS in a similar manner.

 lleoFp2 = gEo(k\.)2-Elt'.IVi7,

 geoFp2 = Spm (,iG.)2+kt, (3•42)
     J = AeulVsexp[-(?k(.IT;]P.)]'

                                    . These are equivalent

  , respectively, but the equation of SCLC was slightly modified

the following. The term at the left-hand side of the modified

           of stress, the author here newly defines the terms

   and Ssc, respectively.

   to:

k2Jrk v'i7 - (,,k,2,PIMv., J2rZ + 4klgra) = o. (3.43)

                         hich does not have explicit relation

 into consideration. If the FD equation does not contain the

             e similar to that of an electron source [32]. In the

     without space charge and the other is the balance with

has demonstrated the explanation graphically for this specific

         dissertation also, he tries to explain the operation of

i
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Figure 3.8: Changes in the parameters during the evolution of liquid cone.

(a) from initiation to termination of cone formation, and (b) magnified

figure of (a) around operating point.

  In the following, the author explains the changes in the physical parameters under the

evolution of liquid cone with Fig. 3.8, taking eq.(3.42) into consideration. Figure 3.8(a)

shows the relation between r. and ST or K. Figure 3.8(b) is a magnified figure of Fig. 3.8(a).

The abscissa of Fig. 3.8 is r. and the ordinate at the left-hand side is SF, and that at the

right hand side is Fp corresponding to the left-hand side. The solid line with FL shows the

change in the Laplace field. This line has the slope of -2 with the scale of the left-hand

side. Also ST is given by a solid line in this figure, and it has the slope of -1 with the

scale of the left-hand side. K values corresponding to 1 rv 100 paA are also shown by broken

lines.

  The initial point, where the cone formation starts, is expressed by the point A. This

case ro is almost 4 pm and the physical parameters chosen are for Au. After the break

of the balance, r. becomes smaller maintaining V. Thus, the operating point moves from

the point A toward the upper left along the line of FL. The balance will be never achieved

again without the presence of the space charge that shields the electric field. At the first

stage, the "evaporation field" may be achieved. F becomes higher and finally ion emission

occurs at F = F.., which is shown as the point B in Fig. 3.8. According to the conventional

LTFE model, the operating point moves to the point C, whereas it moves to the point D,

if the new HTFE model is assumed.
  First, the author explains how the conventional LTFE model works in this diagram,

especially with Fig. 3.8(b). At the point B, sudden appearance of the ion flux causes a
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large space charge, a higher I7L is necessary to satisfy the SCLC equation. Due to this,

of course, the jet-like protrusion may be produced to realize a high field. As the further

reduction of r., EL becomes larger but Fp remains at F,.. The operating point is stabilized

at the point C. At the point C, SF(L) can be shown by the point C'. The difference between

C and C' corresponds to the Ssc value:

                                 SF(L)=Ssc+K (3.44)
The way to determine the exact position of the point C should be owing to the numerical

calculation. In the present case, Ii is 100 paA, and K dominates the operation.

  In the author's new model, however, some optimization of the emission point is made.

During the evolution of the cone (and probably the jet), we allow the temperature increase.

Due to this, the operating Fp will become lower. Because of the increase in FL and

decrease in Fp, the operating point is stabilized at the point D, where r. is larger than the

conventional model. This point D assumes that K and ST are comparable each other, as

assumed in Chapter 2 (the case II ih this chapter). In this c.ase also, the difference of the

points between D and D' gives Ssc. `
  The above two cases are not easily compared because of uncertainty of the temperature,

but one can easily understand that the Iatter model gives lower Fp and larger r..

3.6.2 Changes in physical parameters with varying voltage

When V changes, Ii changes. Figure 3.9 shows the changes of the physical parameters

with the change in V. Ssc is dominated mostly by J, this term should increase when V is

reduced. In the figure, E shows possible operating point. The difference between E and E'

corresponds to Ssc and it can be larger as compared with difference between D and D'. At

a certain point, Ssc should decrease because R2i had maximum. So far as considering the

reduction of r., it may not be possible. .
  As the lowering of V, the operating point moves toward left along the thick solid line

and fiRally approaches the F.. Iine. Here the current is small, and thus no temperature

elevation is necessary. Indeed, the lower current reduces the input power at the apex.

Thus after the point comes to F, it moves toward G along the F.. Iine. After the point

reaching the F.. Iine, the field is extremely high and further increase of J is not expected.

Nevertheless, balancing condition requires higher Ssc value. At the point where this Ssc

can not maintain, the cone collapses and ion emission stops. This motion of the operating

point satisfies the argument that the author made. At the very low current regime, the

operation is somewhat similar to the LTFE, and through the temperature increase, the

operating point moves to the HTFE model. The above model gives monotonous decrease

of J, which may be related to the reduction of the brightness of the LMIS with I,•
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Figure 3.9: Changes in the parameters during the operation.

The above explanation includes all the phenomena described in the present dissertation.

3.6.3 Prediction of source characteristics

Since we have drawn a sketch of the LMIS, now we can predict the characteristics of an

ion source with a given source material.

  The apex is stabilized by the ion emission, and so Fp at the apex is almost determined by

Fev. Ifthe material has a lower F,., ion emission starts, ofcourse, at the lower Fp. However,

there is the important parameter of temperature. The temperature raise significantly

reduces Fp at the high current regime. It should be noted that the temperature elevation

is material dependent. If the material has a lower rc, T. would increase rapidly, and thus

the operating field is somewhat lower than F,.. On the contrary, if the material has a

higher K, T. would not increase easily. Of course, even in the latter case, increase of Ta is

necessary because the reduction in Fp is required to avoid an excess ionization rate at the

apex. Consequently, Fp is mostly determined by K and F,. at the low current regime.

  At the high current regime, the situation becomes different. At the hlgher current regime,

the jet-like structure may be terminated where K is in balance with ST. This may be true

considering the fact that the change in a mass spectrum due to the change in I, seems to

be dominated by 7. In this regime, Fp may depend upon ry. And if we obey the above

assumption, Fp can be expressed by eq.(2.40),

                         Fp=Vlll [(keN.)2f/]i!6 i,-ii3 (3 4s)
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Table 3.4: Comparison of Fp derived by the author's assumption and the
F... Fp is normalized by that of Au.

Metal Cu Au Ge Sn

Fp (arb.units)

F,i. (V nm-i)

F.2. (V nm-i)

ty (N m-i)

1.6 1.0 O.75 O.59

30 53

43 54

1.3 Ll

35 26

29 23

O.6 O.5

                                      v
Table 3.4 summarizes the comparison of Fp derived by the above equation and the field

evaporation theory. Ishitani et al.'s such a claim that Fp is dominated by 7 [40] is explained

in terms with the above argument.

  F.. and 7 are both important parameters in the LMIS operation. It could not be said

that only 7 is the dominant factor. Whether the above field can be achieved or not is

dependent on the local temperature at the apex.

3.7 Conclusion

As shown above, the HTFE model successfully explained the experimentally observed ten-

dency. Starting with the three essential equations, the author derived the necessary con-

dition for the decrease in Fp. The author assumed the high temperature and explained

the increase and decrease in R2i, the molecular ion formation mechanism, and so on. The

model gave an approximate rate of ion formation and agreed with the other ion beam char-

acteristics such as energy spread. The present model is based on the assumption that the

shape of the liquid does not change significantly. It is, of course, necessary to consider the

effect of the jet-like structure for more detailed investigation. For this analysis, the numer-

ical method will play an important role. However, the present approach gave an analytical

solution for the present issue. Further detailed investigation on this issue is expected to

c}arify the quantltative relation among r., Fp and the other structural parameters. In the

next chapter, the author deals with the alloy ion sources. The model proposed in this

chapter ls extended to the alloy ion sources, and the validity will be shown.
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                               '

Chapter 4
Modeling of alloy.ion sources

     The previous chapter dealt with the fnodeling of an element LMIS. However, only

    limited elements' are available as an element state, because many elements have

     either high vapor pressure, high reactivity, or high melting point. Use of alloys

    is one of the most probable way to obtain various kinds of ions. For exarnple,

    antimony is one of the important elernents in semiconductor fabrication, but it

    is not available in its element form due to the high vaporpressure. Observation

    of the ion emission property of alloy ion sources is important not only for the

    development of reliable ion sQurce but also for the understanding the operation

    of the LMIS. This is because the in, corporation of heterogeneous atoms causes

    the change in properties of source material, and make it possible to investigate

    the mechanism of ion formation. In the present chapter, the model which was

    proposed in the previous chapter is examined whether it could work also for altoy

    zon sources or not.

      '4.1 Significance of modeling of alloy ion sources

In view of wide application of the LMIS, it is expected to produce the ions of almost all

elements in the periodic table. However, the source materials of the LMIS's are restricted

within those have appropriate chemical property, as shown below.

   e The source materials should show good wettability to the base needle material but

     should not react with it,

                                       '
   e The vapor pressure at the melting point is low enough not to be vaporized during

     the source operation,

   e The material should melt at the temperature as low as 10000C to reduce the heat

     problems.

From the beginning of the development of the FIB machines, these problems are serious

because the elements in group III or V, which are essential element as a dopant of semi-

conductor devices, have a high melting point, react with the base material, and have a

high vapor pressure. Besides these, transition metals generally react with the base tung-

sten ll,2]. In order to ionize these materials, various kinds of alloys have been examined so

                                     93
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far [3-15], because some kinds of alloys show lower melting points and also alloying reduces

the reactivity with the base material.

  Not only from the application point of view, but also from the characterizing point of

view, an investigation of the alloy ion source is important. Incorporated impurity element

can be used as "a probe" for the analysis of the ionization point. From the above point of

view, the author developed new alloy ion sources and examined the validity of the HTFE

model with the developed ion sources.

4.2 Experimentalprocedure

4.2.1 Selection and synthesis of source material

Here the author selected two different kinds of metals. One is silicon (Si) that is not

volatile, and the other is antimony (Sb) that is volatile. Si has high reactivity with the

base tungsten (W) and many researchers have fabricated Au-Si ion sources so far [3]. Sb,

as well as the other elements in the group V, has a high vapor pressure at its melting point.

This high vapor pressure prevents us from ionizing these elements with an element metal.

As for Sb, no superior ion source has been developed before the author's development of

Au-Sb ion souTces [4].

  Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) indicate the equilibrium phase diagrams of Au-Si [16] and Au-

Sb systems [17]. The Au-Si system exhibits simple eutectic reaction at the temperature of
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approximately 3600C with the Si atomic composition of 18 - 19 9o [16]. The Au-Sb system

has an intermetallic phase at AuSb2 and shows eutectic reaction between Au and AuSb2

at Au66Sb34 [17]. Presence of an intermetallic phase implies that the atomic bonding is not

simple metallic bonding but contains some sort of ionic bonding [I8]. From this point of

view, Au and Sb atoms have a large binding energy.

  The source materials of Au-Si and Au-Sb alloys were produced in a vacuum furnace

from element Au, Si, and Sb with a nominal purity of 99.99 9o, 99.999 %, and 99•9 %,

respectively. Since the inner diameter of the reservoir of the IELMIS is almost 1 mm, it is

necessary to synthesize the source material with a diameter less than 1 mm. The starting

materials, O.5 mm-diameter Au wire and Si or Sb chunk, were put into an alumina (A1203)

pipe with an inner diameter of 1 mm and the tube was encapsulated by boron nitride

(BN)• Two or three tubes were held in a larger tube made of BN, which acted as a heater

with a W filament. The nominal compositions were Aus2Siis, Au66Sb34 and AuSb2, but no

quantitative analysis of the produced alloys was performed.

4.2.2 Measurementofmassspectrum
The measurement of mass spectrum was performed with the identical sector magnet as

described in Chapter 2, but the author refined its mass resolution of M/AM to about 60.

It is because the Au-Sb ion sources emitted many kinds of ion species, it was required to

separate these ions to identify the mass peaks. The peaks of two isotopes of Sb2+ with

mass-to-charge ratios of 60.5 and 61.5 could be narrowly distinguished. For the Au-Sb ion

sources, the ion currents are represented by the peak current excep' t for the ions of Sb2+.

The current of Sb2+ was represented by that of i2iSb2+. As for the Au-Si ion source, Au

has no stable isotope and Si has only small amount of minor isotopes. No care was taken

for mass analysis of the Au-Si ion source.

  Investigations on mass spectra were performed under a fixed I, with varying T,, and

also under a fixed T, with varying l,. This is necessary because volatile atoms may escape

from the alloy, and thus interpretation of mass analysis is quite difficult with a single mass

spectrum measurement at a fixed condition. Here T, was defined by the temperature at

the reservoir of the source, and was monitored with a thermocouple at below 900 OC, and

with a pyrometer at above 900 QC. The calibration of the temperature was performed by

melting point of the alloy. At the temperature lower than the melting point, ion emission

disappeared.
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Figure 4.2: Typical mass spectrum of Aus2Siis ion source•

4.3 Aus2Sils ion source

4.3.1 Massspectrum
Figure 4.2 shows the typical mass spectrum of Aus2Siis alloy ion source. The ion species

identified from this spectrum are shown in Table 4.1. The Aus2Sis2 ion source emitted

both doubly charged and singly charged ions of Si and Au. Together with these ions,

small amount of molecular ions, which were also doubly charged and singly charged, were

                                                                          .observed. The mass spectrum observed in the present study well agreed with those seen in

the literature [3]. The atom flux ratio of Si Åësi was defined as the ratio of IVsi/(Nsi + NAu)

where the numbers of Si and Au atoms, Nsi and NA. were obtained summing the number

of atoms contained in the ions listed in Table 4.1. Åësi did not reach the original alloy

composition of 18 at.9o of Si, especially at the low current.

4•3•2 Variation of mass spectrum with source temperature

Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the variations of the relative ion currents for Aus2Siis ipn

source with varying T,. Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the ion currents for Au and Au-Si

ions, and for Si ions, respectively. I, was set to 100 paA. During the measurement, Vext

required to maintain I, to be 100 paA did not change significantly. Little difference among

the mass spectra at different T, would be seen. This suggests that there is no significant

selective evaporation of constituent elements for this ion source.
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   Table 4.1: Ion species
   are for I, of 100pA.

observed for Au-Si ion source. Relative currents

Ion s pecles Mass-to-charge ratio Relative ion current

Si2+

si+

Au2+

Au+

Au2Si2+

AuSi+

A.g+

AuS

14
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       Figure 4.4: Variation ofmass spectrum of Aus2Siis ion source with source
       current. (a) Au and Au-Si ions, and (b) Si ions.

4.3.3 Variation of mass spectrum with source current

Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the variations of the relative ion currents for Aus2Siis ion

source with varying I,. Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the ion currents for Au and Au-Si ions,

and for Si ions, respectively. One of the prominent changes is the increase of the relative

ion current of Si+, especially at the low currents. The relative ion currents of molecular

ions of Au; and Au3+ slightly increased with an increase in I,. But the increase of AuSi+

is much larger than the increase of the above homogeneous molecules.

  The author will discuss the de ails of the above characteristics together with those of

Au-Sb ion sources later.

4.4 Au66Sb34 ion sou
                               f
4.4.1 Massspectrum '

emitted a wide variety of ion species,

for the AuSb2 ion source are also

precise mass resolution performed

emitted Sb:' ions [19],

from singly charged atomic ions.

trimer, and larger ions that were

ce

The typical mass spectrum of the Au66Sb34 ion source is shown in Fig.4.5. The ion source

                                as shown in Table 4.2. In this table, those observed

                              listed. Although the detailed investigation with very

                              by Umemura et al. revealed that Au-Sb ion sources
                   here in this table, doubly charged dimer ions were not distinguished

                             Besides Sb:+, there were many doubly charged dimer,

                              composed of Au and Sb atoms (Au.SbZ+). Presence
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     Figure 4.5: Typical example of the mass spectrum of the Au66Sb34 ion source•

of multiply charged moiecular ions is surPrising. Confirmation of the ion species with

the mass-to-charge ratio of about 160 [20] will be performed by the analysis of an ion-

implanted sample through Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and particle induced

x-ray emission measurements, as shown in Chapter 5.

4.4.2 Variation of mass spectrum with source temperature

The mass spectra were investigated at a constant I, of 35 psA with varying Ts. As Ts

increased, V..t to obtain a constant current of 35 psA increased. The variation of the

spectra when T, was varied is shown in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b). Figure 4.6(a) shows the

current fractions of Au+, Au2+, Sb+ and Sb2+, as a function of T,. In Fig. 4.6(b), the

Sb atom flux ratio Åësb is shown together with the vapor pressure of pure Sb. When the

ion source was operated below 750 OC, esb was constant at about the composition of the

original alloy. At the elevated T,, Åësb and the current fractions of the Sb-containing ions

decreased, while those of Au ions without Sb atoms increased. Even at the temperature of

1000OC, at which the vapor pressure ofpure Sb is about 103 Pa, Åësb of 20 9o was observed.

As the temperature increased, it was necessary to increase Vext.

4.4.3 Variation of mass spectrum with current

The variation of the mass spectra with varying I, was investigated at two different Ts's:

(a) 500 OC, where the evaporation rate of Sb is low, and (b) 850 OC, where the evaporation

of Sb atoms becomes significant, as shown in Fig, 4.6. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the
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Table 4.2: Ion species and their current fractions for th

and for the AuSb2 source at T, of 500 OC.

e AuosSb34 source

Ion species M/ka) Current fraction ( % )

Au66Sb34 AuSb2

     (A) (B)

  Ratio of ion

Measured

(C)==(B)/(A)

current

Calculated

(D)

Exp./Cal.

(C)/(D)

Sb2+

Au2+

Sb+ b)

AuSb2+

sbg+

Au+

AuSb:+

     'sbl

Au2Sb2+

Ausbg+

A.g+

 61.0

 98.5

122.0

159.5

183.0

197.0

220.5

244.0

258.0

281.5

295.5

20.3

 4.2

 8.8

 6.5

 O.8

41.4

 1.5

 O.8

 2.3

 O.4

 O.4

16.7

 e.7

14.1

 7.4

 4.2

23.2

 4.3

 3.7

 2.7

 1.7

 O.2

O.83

O.17

1.6

1.1

5.3

O.56

2.9

4.6

1.2

4.3

o.5

1.6

O.68

1.6

1.1

4.3

O.68

1.8

2.5

O.73

2.9

O.31

O.52

O.25

1.0

1.0

1.2

0.82

1.6

1.8

1.6

1.5

1.6

Continues to the next page
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Table 4.2: Continued

Ion species
                   •pt
M/ka) Current fraction(ero) Ratio of ion current Exp./Cal.

Au66Sb34

    (A)

AuSb2

  (B)

Measured Calculated

(C)=(B)/(A) (D) (C)/(D)

AuSb+

A.SbZ+

Au3Sb2+

Sb,'

AuS

AuSbl

Au3sbg+

Sb,'

Au2Sb+

AuSb3'

Au3'

319.0

342.5

356.5

366.0

394.0

441.0

478.5

488.0

516.0

563.0

591.0

5.4

O.4

3.1

O.8

1.5

1.5

9.7

O.7

1.0

  ,
1.3

2.0

2.4

O.1

O.3

2.7

O.1

1.0

1.8

2.5

O.6

3.0

1.8

O.7

Ll

4.7

O.51

4.4

O.45

1.8

1.5

7.0

O.74

2.9

O.3

1.6

4.9

1.3

1.7

2.4

2.3

a) Sb has two isotopes with the masses of 121 and 123. In this table, calculation

is performed assuming the mass of an Sb atom to be 122.

b) Au-Sb ion source emits Sb;+ as indicated by Umemura et al. [19]. In this

table, Sb3+ is not distinguished from Sb+ owing to low mass resolution of our

                                                         '
analyzer.
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                (a) (b)
       Figure 4.6: (a) Current fractions of Sb2+, Sb+, Au2+, Au+ and (b) Sb
       atom fiux ratio, as a function of T, under the fixed Is for Au66Sb34 alloy

       .       Ion source.                     '

results of these experiments. At the lower T,, the current fractions of the dominant ion

species and Åësb were constant. The results indicated that I, did not seriously affect the

spectrum of the emitted ions. This is surprising because the current fraction of the doubly

charged ions generally tends to decrease with I,, as shown in Chapter 2. The author will

                          .discuss on this issue later. On the other hand, at the higher T,, the current fraction of

Sb+ and Åësb increased with an increase in I,. The increase in Åësb was mainly due to the

increase in Sb+. At the higher current, the peak of Sb+ showed a tail at lower energy which

would be attributed to the field ionized ions. The quantity of the tail is small, and thus

major ionization process for this ion source is considered to be primarily field evaporation.

  Figure 4.8 shows the angular currents of dominant ion species as a function of I, at Ts

of 5000C. The increase in t'he angular currents is slower than that of the element metal ion

sources [21]. The author will argue R2i of this ion source later in Section 4.6.

                              '
4.5 AuSb2 ion source

4.5.1 Massspectrum
The typical mass spectrum of the AuSb2 ion source is shown in Fig. 4.9. The current

fractions of the ions emitted from the AuSb2 ion source are already shown in Table 4.2.

One of the differences between the spectrum of the Au66Sb34 ion source and that of the

AuSb2 ion source is the higher fraction of Sb+ for the latter ion source. Also, molecular ions
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Figure 4.9: Typical mass spectrum of AuSb2 ion source.

were seen with higher magnitudes. In Table 4.2, the relative currents of each ion species is

alsQ shown. Here in this table, the measured ratios are the ratios of the ions for the AuSb2

ion source to those for the Au66Sb34 ion source. The calculated ratios (D) are obtained

from the probabilities of formation of these ions according to the composition of the alloys,

without consideration of ionization process. For example, the relative current of AumSbn

ions from AuxSbi-., I.,.(x), is assumed to be expressed by

                                           (m + n)!
             Im,n(X) O( m+nCmXM'(1-x)"= m!n! 'xM'(1-x)". (4.1)

The composition of AuSb2 is assumed to be Au4sSbss from the experimental results, as

shown later in Fig. 4.10. Although the measured ratios for the ions of Au.Sbk+ (m = 2,3)

are larger than calculated ones, increases of the relative magnitude of the molecular ion

current are well explained withln a factor of two, by the present simple model. This implies

that the formation of molecular ions was mainly governed by the composition of the alloy

at the ionization point.

4.5.2 Variation of mass spectrum with source temperature

The variation of the spectrum was investigated in a manner similar to that for the Au66Sb34

ion source. Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the current fractions of the dominant ion

species and Åësb as a function of T,. In this experiment, I, was kept at 100 ptA. The

current fractions of Sb-containing ions decreased rapidly with T,. Åësb at the temperature

of 800 eC was comparable to that of the Au66Sb34 ion source at the same T,. This implies
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that the suppression of Sb evaporation is less effective than that of an Au66Sb34 ion source•

The reduction of Osb was mainly dominated by the decrease of Sb+.

4.5.3 Variation of mass spectrum with source current

The variation of mass spectrum with I, was measured at T, of 5000C. Figure 4.11 shows

the current fraction of the dominant ion species as a function of I,. The tendency was quite

similar to that in the case of the AuosSb34 ion source operated at 8500C. Slight increase of

the Sb+ current fraction with I, was observed. However, Åësb was slightly lower than the

nominal composition of the liquid and estimated to be O.55.

4.6 Modeling of alloy ion sources

4.6.1 Liquid flow and evaporation of volatile atoms

The spectrum varied with I, for the AuasSb34 ion source at 850 eC and also for the AuSb2 ion

source at 500 OC. While the spectrum did not vary significantly with I, for the Au66Sb34

ion source at 500 OC. These variations could be interpreted to be the result of selective

evaporation of the Sb atoms during the transport of the liquid from the reservoir to the

ionization point. In order to confirm that the obtained results can be explained by selective

evaporation, the author discusses the following model of liquid transport from the reservoir
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to the ionization point.

  Figure 4.12 shows the schematic drawing of the systeiq in which the liqtiid fiow was
analyzed. Although' the liquid metal is supplied to the ionization point mostly through

the inner part of the porous region of the ion source, a portion of the volatile atoms will

escape from the liquid surface to vacuum. Neglecting the evaporation of Au atomsÅr we

can roughly estimate the Sb concentration of the alloys at the ionization point csb in a

following manner. Here we take the z-axis along the axis of the symmetry, which is the

opposite direction of liquid fiow. The porous region is expressed as a cone with a height

of z,, and the cone half-angle of e. Let the liquid flows of Sb and Au at the reservoir be

qsb(z,) and qA.(z,), and the liquid flows at the ionization point be qsb(O) and qA.(O). If the

evaporation of Au atoms is neglected, the following equation holds at O Åq z Åq z,:

                       (gl:z(,z), ;-gfzY.eSifefflpi(z)]dz• ,,.,,

where f.ff[pi(z)] is the effective atom evaporation rate of Sb from the liquid wlth the Sb

concentration of pi, at the position of z. Solving the above equation is fairly diflicult due

to the presence of f,ff. Here we assume that the atom evaporation rate does not change

with respect to slight change of the composition. In such a situation, we can express the

atom evaporation rate f.ff as

                                   feff= fsbn7 (4•3)
where fsb is the atom evaporation rate of pure Sb, and n the suppression factor of evapo-
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            '
ration due to alloying. Then the differential equation is easily solved and we obtain

                           (gRk((Zr,l ';'g:(,Z',,"effS' (4.4)

where S is the evaporation area described by the following equation.'

              '                                        2 tan O,
                                              . (4.5)                                 S=rz
                                        r cos e,

The total fiow at the ionization point qt is expressed by

                               qt == qsb(O)+qA.(O). (4.6)

By reducing the equation,

                        Csb=PimP2Sfeff/qt=pi-p2q./qt, ' (4.7)
                                                                '
where pi and p2 the initial compositions of Sb and Au, and q. the evaporating atom flow to

the vacuum. If we assume that the evaporation rate does not significantly depend on the

initial alloy composition, q. can be treated as a function of only T,, g.(T,). While qt can be

treated as a function of I,, qt(I,). This equation is helpful to understand how the volatile

atom in liquid is transported to the emitter apex: composition at the ionization point

varies at the temperature where q.(T,) År qt(I,). Under a fixed J,, since the denominator of

the second term on the right-hand side is constant, the composition ae the apex decreases

at higher T, where q.(T,) År qt(I,). Under a fixed T,, the numerator of the same term is

constant, and composition at the apex increases with I, when evaporation is significant.

We assume that the composition csb corresponds to Osb.
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  Here we compare the calculated results with the experimental results. The Au66Sb34 ion

source operated at 500 OC exhibited no significant change in Osb with I,. This means that

qe(5000C) for the Au66Sb34 ion source is sufliciently low as compared with qt(35 paA). The

Au66Sb34 ion source operated at 850 OC exhibited a variation in Åësb, which means that

q.(8500C) is as large as qt(35 paA). We can obtain the quantitative relation, substituting

the values of the present ion source geometry, and assuming the Sb evaporation rate fsb

to be 3 Å~ 10i9 atoms•cm-2s-i [22]. Assuming that f.ff is reduced by a suppression factor

n of 2 Å~ 10-4, the variation of csb as a function of I, could be calculated and is shown by

solid line in F]g. 4.13. ']rhe calculated values with n's of 5 Å~ 10-5 and 5 Å~ 10'4 are also

illustrated by broken lines. The calculated csb almost agrees with Åësb. Discrepancy at the

low current is attributed to the assumption that the evaporation rate does not depend on

the alloy composition. For the AuSb2 ion source, the evaporation was significant at Ts of

500 OC, where the evaporation rate of pure Sb is lower than that at 850 OC by four orders

of magnitude, which means little suppression of evaporation. The presence of Sb atoms at

the ionization point is due entirely to the lowering of T,.

4.6.2 Magnitude ofthe current for multiply charged atomic ions

Here we investigate Fp at the apex of the liquid by compar!ng R2i further in detail. As

described above, the relative ion currents of the doubly charged ions are strongly dependent

on csb. Figure 4.14 shows the relationship between the estimated Sb concentration csb,
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which is identical to Åësb, and R2i's• ,

plotted in this figure. It is clear that the

and T,. The reason for the decrease in R2i

7 for Sb.

  Figure 4.15 shows the potential barriers as

there are ions which escape the

enough to produce the ions which require

where the ion emlssion rate becomes large.

et al. for Pb-Au-Sb alloys:

lower current of Sb2+ as compared with that

is the important parameter for the

author argues the field at the ionization point

4.6.3 Increase of extraction
        Au66Sb34 ion source

As described above, at the higher T,,

evaporation of the Sb atoms during

result, V..t required to maintain I, became

decreased under the same V..t. As stated in e
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             higher F.., since the liquid cone is terminated
                                 t-             The results agree with those obtained by Gamo

Pb has lower F.., and thus the obtained mass spectrum showed

                of Sb+. As described in Chapter 3, also 7

       determination of the field. In the next subsection, the

                further in detail.
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Figure 4.15: Potential barrier for element

Pb, Au, and Sb. Image hump model was
used to calculate the barrier.

   hown in Figs.4.6, 4.7, 4.10, and 4.11 are

' are dominated by csb, irrespective of Is

voitage at higher temperature for

the composition at the apex changed due to selective

transport of the source material to the apex. As.a

     higher, which is equivalent to the fact that I,

       q.(3.43), the equations of the SCLC and FD

      ,,k,2,Pimv.,-S:2]+4klgra. (4.s)
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In the above equation, the term in the left hand side is almost in balance with the first

term in the right hand side, and the second term in the right hand side is aimost in balance

with the last term. The experimental results showed that the first term of the right hand

side becomes smalier as the temperature raise, and it is necessary that the balance between

the second and the last terms should be achieved at the higher values.

  If the evaporation of Sb atoms becomes significant, the terms in the block parentheses of

the above equatlon reduces, because the field is not sufficiently high to produce sufficient

amount of Au ions. In such a situation, r. can be"come larger or smaller from this equation.

It is natural to consider that r. becomes smaller, because larger SF pull the liquid cone

to have smalier r.. First, the author argues this situation. If r. becomes smaller, the last

term in the right hand side of eq.(4.8) becomes smaller, if the other parameters' are not

changed. As the loss of Sb from the alloy, 7 will become Iarger. The reduction of r. should

be smaller than the increase of ty, for the increase of the last term. As for the second term,

the magnitude will become as follows. If we assume that IV. and p. is in proportion to

the alloy composition, p./N.2 slightly decreases, in the present case. Since Ii decreases, ra

should decrease. Rapider decrease in r. than that in Ii will real!ze increase of the second

term. The balance between the second term and the last term can be realized.

  If r. becomes larger, the last term becomes larger. However, in this case, the second

term becomes smaller due to enlargement of r.. The above arguments show the latter is

not the case.

  Although the detailed investigation which takes the elongation of the jet-like protrusion

into consideration is necessary, the present results show that the operation of the LMIS at

the higher current regime seems to be dominated by or.

4.6.4 Rate of decrease in R2i

Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) show the relation between R2i and I, and that between R2i and

Ist. The slopes 6g's shown in Fig. 4.16 become more gentle than those shown in Fig. 2.l3.

For Au of Au66Sb34 ion source, the slope includes a large ratlo of error because the increase

in Ig is very small.

  If the argument in Chapter 2 holds, the rate of decrease in R2i is

                          e... = gS'iL' [(AeN.)22,7,,i.]'ii2, (4 g)

which is the same with eq.(2.45). Since the atomic density N. is almost proportional to

the surface tension or, the above eguation can be very roughly expressed as

                                   eana ct ori!2. (4-10)
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or of the Au-Si system was investigated by Naidich et al. [23] and found to be about

O.95 N•m-i at the Si composition of 18 at.% at the temperature of 14500C. Generally, or

gradually decreases with an increase in the temperature, but here we use this value because

the decrease would not be large. ty of the Au-Sb system is not known and we assume it

here to be O.7 N•m-i, but it may have a value between O.4 (or of Sb) and O.86 N•m-i which

is calculated assuming linear relation between 7 and the alloy cQmposition. Figure 4.l7

shows the relation between 6st and or for the alloys together with the element metals already

investigated [21]. Open circles indicate Cst's of some element metal ion sources, shown in

Chapter 2. A solid circle, a solid square, and a solid rhombus indicate the Au, Si, and

Sb ions from the alloy ion sources. Uncertainty of or for the Au66Sb34 alioy is shown by

an error bar. The dotted line is drawn for a guide of view. As shown in the figure, ions

emitted from lower ty exhibited lower Cg. The present results indicates qualitatively the

same tendency with the element metal ion sources, although the relation between or and

Cst is strong:

                                    est oc 72. (4.11)
The results are summarized in Table 4.3. In Table 4.3, the data from the pure Au ion

source [21] is also listed.

  In order to obtain e... for each alloy, IV. and p. should be known. As for IV. and p.,the

values were determined in accordance with the composition. Putting physical parameters

into eq.(4.9), we obtain e.... Comparing e... with experimentally obtained 6st, we can

estimate s2i or the local temperature at the apex T.. The calculated results are also shown
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Table 4.3 : Rate of decrease of R2i

   Chapter 4. Modeling ofalloy ion sources

of various liquid metal ion sources.

Ion species Au
ts

Au Au si Sb

Source material

C,

CR

7 (Nm-i)

p. (le`kgm-3)

-Nkv(lo2s.-,)

Cana (103)

                       's2i estimated

   from C, (lo'4mi12v-i12)

s2i estimated

   from Cst (lo-4mi12v-i12)

T, estimated from C, (eV)

T, estimated from Cst (eV)

pure Au

O.64

O.81

1.1

1.94

5.89

1.3

3.9s21

1.6

2.1

O.43

e.33

[21] Aus2Sils

O.31

O.44

O.95

1.63

5.73

1.2

3.8s21

e.82

1.2

O.84

O.59

Au66Sb34

O.O19

O.11

O.7

1.50

4.99

1.1

3.3s21

O.Q58

O.33

12.0

22

Aus2Sils

O.36

0.51

O.95

1.63

5,73

3.8s21

O.92

1.4

O.75

o.se

Au66Sb34

O.054

O.31

O.7

1.50

4.99

3.3s21

O.16

O.94

4.3

O.73
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        Figure 4.17: Rate of decrease of Au-Sb and Au-Si alloy ion sources to-
        gether with those of the element metal ion sources.

                                      i
                                                         '
in Table 4.3. In most cases, s2i is approximately 10-4 mi12V-i12 but for Au in the Au66Sb34

source s2i is about 3.3Å~10-5 mi12V-i12. The theoretical value of s2i for T, of 450 OC is

1.1 Å~ 10-3 mi12V'i12. This means that T. is as high as O.5 eV (5,800 K). This temperature

is in good agreement with those for the element Cu, Au, Sn and Ge ion sources shown in

Chapter 2. The extremely high temperature of 2 eV (23,OOO K) for Au may be attributable

to errors included in 6.... However, the error limits correspond Ato a temperature range

between 1.2 and 3 eV (14,OOO and 35,OOO K), which is still higher than the other ions in

Table 4.3. This is a consequence of the very small fo value.

  R2i for Si ions exhibited a rapid decrease at very low current regime in contrast to the

element Au and Cu ion sources. This would be attributed to the increase of T.. In the case

of Si, F.. is lower for the doubly charged ions. As described before, R2i can be expressed

by
                         R2i=exp [- V2Mdiki;'2iFS12] (4 e)

As is clearly shown by this equation, if the material has low V2, the activation energy for

ion formation is lower for the doubly charged ions. At the working Fp, the term in the

parenthesis may become positive, and for this case, R2i exceeds unity. With an increase

in Ta, R2i will decrease, unlike the case for the element metals'  observed in Chapter 2.

More clearly, the difference is explained in Fig. 4.18. In this figure, the solid curve shows

R2i = exp[(V2 - ip - s',,]FIP!2)/kBT.] as a function of (V2 - ip - s',,FP/2)/kBT. The arrows

show the change in R2i with an increase in T.. If the value in the block parentheses is
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       Figure 4.18: Difference in the behavior of R2i with an increase in Ta
       bFeitrveen the elements which have lower and higher F.2. as compared with

         ev

negative, R2i becomes larger with an increase in T., as shown by the lower arrow. While

the value in the block parentheses is positive, R2i becomes smaller with an increase in Ta,

as shown by the upper arrow. The former is the case for Cu and Au, and the latter is the

case for Si. The temperature raise causes a rapid reduction of Fp and rapid decrease of

Si2+ is reasonable. This result also holds the HTFE model.

4.6.5 Formation ofmolecular ions

As described in the previous section, the relative magnitudes for the molecular ions were

almost proportional to the formation probabilities of the molecules in the liquid: intensities

of molecular ions formed were determined by the alloy composition. This means that Fev

for molecular ions is similar to or lower than that of atomic ions. According to the HTFE

model, F,. for Au.SbÅí+ ions Fk(m,n) can be written as

                              '            Fk(m,n) = 2gi,O [mllA. +nHsb - Eb(rn,n) + ll.l, v, - kip]2, (4.i3)

where HA. and Ilsb are the sublimation energies for Au and Sb, respectively, and Eb(m, n)

is the tota! binding energy for Au.Sb. molecules. Although we have no exact values for

Eb(m,n), Vi, and ip in eq.(4.13) for alloys, we can roughly estimate Fk(m,n) in the following

manner. ip, Vi, and V2 have values similar to those for Au and Sb (no significant differences

exist between these elements). The binding energies of Au-Au and Sb-Sb are 2.30 and
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Table 4.4: Evaporation field strength for dimer ions calculated using
HTFE model. Values in parentheses are those normalized by Im,n(x).

Ion Species Aut AuSb+ Sbt

Evaporation field (V .nm-1 ) 73 43 47

Observed current fraction for AU66Sb34 (%) 3.1 (7.1) 5.4 (12.0) 0.8 (6.9)

Observed current fraction for AuSb2 (%) 2.0 (9.9) 9.7 (19.6) 3.7 (12.2)
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3.09 eV, respectively [24]. One of the difficulties is that the absolute value of HSb [25] in

the literature is smaller than the binding. energy of Sb, Eb(Sb-Sb). If IHsbl < IEb(Sb

Sb) I, Fey of the molecular Sb ions with a larger size would decrease. In order to avoid

this, we here assume H Sb to be 3.2 eV. Table 4.4 shows the evaporation fields for dimer

ions, together with the observed ion current fractions. The values in parentheses are those

normalized by Im,n( x). The values of ¢ and Vi used are those for Au atoms, and the binding

energy of Au-Sb IEb(Au-Sb)/ is assumed to be 4 eV. It is shown that F1(1,1) (AuSb+)

is lower as compared with F1(2, 0) or F1 (0, 2). With a lower binding energy of 2 or 3 eV,

such a relation was not obtained. The present model also explains the formation of Sb~+

ions: if HSb is close to Eb(Sb-Sb), no significant difference between Fey's of atomic ions

and doubly charged atomic ions exist. If the molecular ions are formed by field ionization

of thermally evaporated molecules from the liquid shank [26,27], Sbt and Sbt should be

intense, because these Sb molecule has a higher vapor pressure than atoms [28].

4.7 Design of the source material

Owing to the HTFE model, we can expect some ways of designing the LMIS. If we want to

obtain doubly charged ions, which is preferred for ion implanter with lower voltage power

supplies, alloying with the material that owns high, is effective. However, it should be

noted that there is an optimum composition to obtain the highest ion current for doubly

charged ions, because Fp would decrease by incorporation of the element with lower ,.

Also the material which has low Fey may not enhance Fp . While we want to obtain singly

charged ions, which is preferred for low energy application such as ion beam deposition,

alloying with the material that owns lower, is effective. These selection of the material
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significantly reduces the size, weight, and cost to realize the desired ion beam systems.

4.8 Conclusion
In the present chapter, the author analyzed the characteristics of the ion sources of which

source material was either Au-Si or Au-Sb alloy. The mass spectra were investigated for

the Aus2Siis, Au66Sb34 and the AuSb2 ion sources as a function of I, and also as a function

of T,. The Sb atom flux ratio exhibited appreciable variations with respect to change either

in T, or in I, at a high temperature. While Aus2Siis ion source did not show significant

change in mass spectrum when T, was elevated. These variations of Au-Sb ion source with

the temperature were explained by solving a differential equation with respect to the liquid

fiow and the evaporating atom flow in the present source geometry, and were found to

be due to the selective evaporation of the Sb atoms. It was also found that Fp of Au-Sb

ion sources is reduced because of the presence of Sb, of which ry are lower than those of

Au. The rate of decrease in R2i can be also explained by the lower 7 of the Sb containing

liquid. The experimental results suggested that the dominant factor for Fp determination

is or. Rapid decrease of R2i for Au-Si ion source at the Iow current regime is also explained

by the rapid temperature elevation. The experimental results for the alloy ion sources have

been well explained in terms with the HTFE model. The HTFE model is considered to be

one of the possible models of the LMIS, and the author gave the way to design the source

material.
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Chapter 5

Development
beams

of lens system for divergent .

Ion

This chapter together with the following chapter deals with the development of

novei ion beam systems for single point LMIS's. For utilization of the ion beams

extracted from an LMIS, it is necessary to converge the divergent beam. It'is dif-

ficult to converge the beams from an LMIS, because of a relatively wide energy

spread and a large divergence angle, which yield signzlficant effects on the aberra-

tions of the lens. The author developed a physically asyrnrnetric lens system and

evaluated its performance by co'fnputer simulation and experiments. The experi-

ments of the beam transport were perfarmed with the Ga 'and In ion sources. This

is because that the beam is eonsisted mostly of the singly charged atomic ions,

which is convenient for the evaluation of the transmittance. After confirming the

property of the lens, the author desiyned an ion implanter eguipped with a sector

magnet. The transnzittance of the beam was also evaluated by computer simulation

and experiments. Finally, the author demonstrated a novel technique of molecttlar

ion implantation into silicon substrate. .

5.1 Design of lens system

5.1.1 Concept of effective focusing of divergent beam

As described in Chapter 2, the ion beam extracted from an LMIS has a Iarge divergence up

to 300 as also reported by many researchers [1] together with a wide energy spread [2,3]•

Both of these cause serious problems when we want to transport the ion beam. It is

because an ion-optical element has higher order aberrations such as spherical and chromatic

aberrations. The former is directly affected by the large divergence and the latter by the

large energy spread.

  For the plasma-type ion sources, adjustment of the extraction geometry greatly improve

the ion trajectory [4], and thus focusing of the ion beam is relatively easy. However, in the

case of the LMIS, the ion extraction surface is always protruding outwards, irrespective of

the extraction geometry or operational conditions. As a result, the ion beam is essentially

divergent. In designing the lens for a divergent beam, the author took the following issues

                                    121
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into consideration.

  One of the most important issues is that the divergent beam should be converged before

the diameter of the beam becomes significantly large. It is necessary to give the inward

electric field just after the extraction. A cylinder lens requires a large working distance,

a thin but strong lens, which is different from the cylinder lens, is necessary. One of the

suitable lens is an aperture lens.

  From the application point of view, a three-electrode system is preferred. This is because

optimum focusing property can be determinedtsfor a given beam energy by adjusting the

potential of the center electrode. In the case of a two-electrode system, focal length is de-

termined by the ratio of the acceleration voltage. There are two modes of three-electrode

lens system: accel-type and decel-type. The former gives the negative (accelerating) po-

tential to the center electrode and the latter gives the positive (decelerating) potential to

the center electrode. Generally, the latter lens requlres lower voltage. In the present study,

the decel-type lens system is adopted. The threeelectrode system consists of two gaps

where lens effect occurs. The trajectory of charged particles is dominated by the electric

field where the velocity of the charged particles is slow. In the case of the decel-type three-

electrode lens, the electric field near the second gap will play an important role. In order

to realize a strong convergent field, the electric field at the second gap should be inward.

  Another important feature of an electrostatic lens is such that both converging and

diverging region exist within a lens, unlike the light optics. The paraxial ray equation [5]

in a rotationally symmetrical coordinates is given by

                            dd.2r,+2Uu'((z.))mddi+4Ui'Y.],=o, (sl)

where U(z) is the electrical potential on the axis. From the arithmetical manipulation [6],

the focal length fi can be calculated as [6]

                        ;,=4 ul(...,) f.,Z.O"` fud2dU.(2Z)dz, (s 2)

where zi. and z..t are the positions where lens effect occurs. To make a strong lens, i.e.,

shorter fi, the right hand side should be large. The second differential of the potential has

both positive and negative region aiong the integration range of eq.(5.2). For an acceleration

lens, these two regions correspond to converging and diverging fields, respectively. If the

lens is in good symmetry, the magnitude of this positive and negative area is the same,
but owing to the presence of the denominator V[7(IJ, the lens has a finite focal length. To

give an effective convergence, enlargement of this positive region is necessary. In order to

achieve this, the lens system should have asymmetry.

  Taking above factors into consideration, the author designed the physically asymmetric

lens system with three electrodes. Figure 5.1 shows one of the examples of the lenses
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        Figure 5.1: Proposed lens system with strong converging effect for diver-

        gent ion beam.

                                      v
which would be appropriate for the present system. The first electrode is equivalent to the

extractor, and then decelerator and grounded electrode are placed. The first gap is simiiar

to an aperture lens. The extracted beam is once decelerated just after the extraction,

and here slightly converged. The closely located second electrode may affect the electric

field around the extraction region, thus an aspect ratio of the extractor aperture was set

a low value of 2/3. After the deceleration, the ions are accelerated with strong converging

effect. The inost important part of the lens is the small aperture of the third electrode.

This grounded third electrode forms the electric field between the second and the third

electrodes much higher than the usual cylinder type configuration.

5.1.2 Evaluation of lens performance by computer simulation
                                                            '
The computer simulation was performed to confirm the capability of focusing of the diver-

gent beams. The simulation code was developed in the present study. To solve a Laplace

potential, finite difference method l7] was adopted. The entire space of 12 inm by 28 mm

was divided by 120 Å~ 280 meshes. The mesh size was consequently O.1 mm. In order

to obtain the electric field between the meshes precisely, the potential was represented by

the second order Lagrange interpolation [8]. This interpolation largely improved the cal-

culating precision which was confirmed by the trajectory calculation of the FIB system [9]•

Integration of the equation of motion was solved by Euler method [8]. The potential distri-

bution of extraction region should be necessary, but simulation from a point source involves

some diflicult issues. In the present simulation, the ion optics at the extraction region was
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Figure 5.2: The integrand function.

neglected and it was assumed that the beam entered the lens system straightly from the

source point. The ion beam was divided to beamlets with different radial velocities. The

number of the beamlets were more than 14, depending upon the extraction geometry. Since

the space charge is less effective due to enlargement of the beam size after extraction, the

space charge effect was neglected here in the present trajectory calculation.

  Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of U"(z)/vX[7iEi in eq.(s.2). The positive region con-

tinues from the first aperture lens to the second gap. The total area of the positive region

is larger than that of the neg'ative region, and thus converging lens is formed. The largest

value of U"(z)/V[7(S appears at the first gap, because the electric field is stronger here

due to short distance between the electrodes.

  Figures 5.3(a)-5.3(d) show the focusing properties at the different lens voltages Vp,. of

17.5, l8.0, 18.5, and 19.0 kV, respectively. The object position is -O.6 mm, which is the

same as the typical experimental condition. As the lens voltage increases, the beam tend to

be converged and becomes a parallel beam. It should be noted that at the beam envelop,

where the beamlet experiences the stronger lens effect, the enhanced focusing effect is seen.

At Vp,. of 18 kV, the beam is almost parallel at the exit of the lens and higher Vp,. yields

the aberration for the beamlets at the envelope.

  In order to evaluate the direction of each beamlet, distribution of the beamlet was drawn

in a two-dimensional phase space of which abscissa and ordinate are the radial position aiid

the tangent of the beamlet with respect to the beam axis. This is an emittance diagram,

but the emittance of the beam extracted from an LMIS is small enough. Owing to this,

the distribution should be drawn by a line with a negligible width. However, distortion due

to aberration makes the line warped, and the effective emittance becomes finite. Figures

5.4(a)-5.4(d) indicate the distributions of beamlets in two dimensional phase space at the

exit ofthe lens. Vp,,'s arethe same as those shown in Fig. 5.3, for Vp,. of 17.5, l8.0, 18.5, and
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Figure 5.3: Results of computer simulation ofion trajectories at different

lens voltages. (a) V,,.--17.5 kV, (b) V,.=18.0 kV, (c) V,,.=18.5 kV, and
(d) Vpre=19•O kV•
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   Figure 5.5: Results of computer simulation of ion trajectories at different

   extraction gaps. (a) O.1 mm, (b) O.6 mm, and (c) 1.0 mm.

19.0 kV, respectively. In Fig. 5.4(a), the distribution of the beamlets is deviated slightly

from the linear line. In the case of Fig. 5.4(c), distortion becomes significant. It is clearly

seen from Fig. 5.4, the strong lens effect converges the ion beam but with significant non-

linear effect, i.e., aberration. For Fig. 5.4(d), the effective emittance became approximately

35T mm mrad.
                                                              '
  Figures 5.5(a)-5.5(c) show the dependence of the lens property on the extraction gap

Iengths of O.1, O.6, and 1.0 mm, respectively. The number of the beamlets that can pass

through the lens decreased from 12 to 10, resulting in t.he decrease of the current of 45

to 36 uA. As the extraction gap is reduced, the beam tend to pass through the extractor,

resulting in a high current transmittance.

5.1.3 Addition ofpost-stage lens

When considering the transportation of the ion beam for a long distance, it is necessary to

adjust the focal length, which is the position of the image. For this purpose, addition of a

post-stage lens is one of the ways to solve the above problem. Here the author demonstrates

the effect of addition of post-stage lens just after the present lens system (pre=stage lens). It
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Figure 5.6: Example of the computer simulation of trajectories of beam-

lets with an additional post-stage lens. -

is not necessary to use a special lens for this purpose, because the beam is almost parallel.

A conventional cylinder einzel lens is, for example, available.

  Figure 5.6 shows the examp!e of the computer simulation of the trajectories of the beam-

Iets with a sma}1 post-stage lens. The beam at the exit of the pre-stage lens still has a radial

component, but acting the post-stage lens, the beam becomes almost parallel. Figure 5.7

shows the experimental results of the effect of the pre-stage and post-stage lens systems.

The experiments were performed with a Faraday cup settled at 50 cm below the ion source.

The limiter of the Faraday cup has an aperture with a diameter of 20 mm. A Ga ion source

was used to check the property. This is because the Ga ion source has similar property

with the In ion source, of which beam profile was measured. The dot-dashed line indicates

the current of li, estimated from I,. Use of both lenses works well as compared with the

operation with either lens.

5.2 Design of ion imp lant er
                              '
5.2.1 Specification ofion implanter

As described in the previous section, the author copld converge the divergent beam suc-

cessfully. Here the author applies the LMIS to an ion implantation system. Generally,

ion implantation requlres precise determination of depth distribution of implanted atoms,

and thus ion species and ion energy should be precisely determined. In order to achieve

this, use of a mass separator is inevitable. As a mass separator, a sector magnet is widely

used. Although E Å~ B type Wien filter is easy to analyze, because the lon path is straight,
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        Figure 5.7: Experimental results on the beam transportation with the

neutral droplets may pass through it.

  The purpose ofthe present design and development ofthe ion implanter is to demonstrate

feasibility of the lens system developed in the previous section. The entire system was not

optimized and transport in a given vacuum system was assumed. The first step of the

design of the implanter is to obtain high transmittance of the ion beams. Here in this

section, the author argues the way to transport the ion beam through a mass separator. It

was assumed that the ion implantation is performed at the exit of the mass separator.

5.2.2 Ion trajectory analysis program smpltraj

It is surely possible to calculate the beam trajectories from the ion source to the target

in numerical way, but it consumes too much time and requires too much memories for

computations. Especially at the first stage of the development of an ion beam machine,

rough estimate of the beam optics is adequate. If such an assumption that the beam can be

represented by the paraxial beam, transport of the ion beam can be expressed by a matrix

method [4]. The motion of the ions incident on an ion-optical element can be expressed

with the transport matrix M and the vector xi. of which components are the positlon and

the tangent of the ion velocity.

                                 Xout=MXin (5•3)
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where the subscrlpts out and in imply that the vectors are at the incident and outgoing of

the optical system M. In more detail, eq.(5.3) can be expressed as,

                        [A:g:[]-[:ll Zili][.:l:]• (5•4)

where x'in and Axi. are the radial position of the beam and the tangent of the ion velocity

at the entrance of the system, and x..t and Ax..t are those at the exit of the system.

mii and m22 are dimensionless parameters, rni2 has the dimension of length and m2i has
                                          tathe dimension of reciprocal length. Quite similarly, the same, notation for y direction is

possible. Cornbining both x and y directions, we obtain

 Xout
AXout

  Yout
Ayout

Mll M12 M13 M14
M21 M22 M23 M24
M31 M32 M33 M34
M41 M42 M43 M44

 motion in y direction

ion and focusing state.

   ion energy [10] or

 Xin
AXin

  Yin
Ayin

The ma,trix components mi3 and fthe tangent
or the position in x direction affects . Presence of an
field is the case. In the present case, only a sector
magnetic field was appl In such components of mi37
zero.

  In the present study, beam trajectory analysis program based on the present

method was developed. The code is tten in FORTRAN77 and has the
following features.

   e Multiple beamlets can be analyzed

     radial positions, energy distri emittance can be taken into consideration.

   e All optical units are prepared as a subroutine, the designer chooses some subroutines

     arranged in the order of the optical elements the system.

   e Subroutines has parameters easily understood.

   e Beam transport without azimuthal rota assumed.

   e Output of cross section of beam two-dimensional phase space diagram,
     providing the beam cross--sect

The program can be used in various of ion beams such as those with
alarge energy spread relative to the withalarge emittance. In this
case, the beamlets with the different and radial component of the velocity
were calculated. This is because the by the pre-stage lens developed in
the previous section was largely distorted source position differs among the

beamlets, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

               (5.5)

  of the ion velocity

      axial magnetic

magnet and no axial

mi4 etc. are equal tb

             matrlx
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Drift space

The transport matrix of the drift space with a length of L is given by the following formula.

                          [llllOMtut]== [6 f][XA'],.] (5 6'

Einzel lens

The second lens should be unipotential lens, thus conventional cylinder type einzel lens is

adopted. If the diameter of the lens is Iarge enough as compared with the beam diameter,

the optical property can be well expressed within the first-order approximation. For an

electrostatic lens, the assumption of the linear relation described in eq.(5.4) does not hold.

This is simply because the cardinal points of geometrical optics does not coincide the

geometrical center of the lens. Nevertheless, the radial position and the t,angent of the ion

velocity at the exit is a function of those at the entrance.

  Before describing the einzel lens, first the author deals with the immersion lens consisting

of two cylinders. In the case of an electrostatic lens, a principal plane does not coincide

with the geometrical center of the lens. Figures 5.9(a) and (b) show the characteristic

points of the lens system. The focal point in the image space u.i with the object at the

distance from the lens of u,., can be expressed by the following formula, with the positions

of the principal planes of z,. and z,i [5],

                    io. +ei = z.. nmo z,.+ z.i ti zpi = lft/i -- l}1, (s•7)

where f. and fi are the focal lengths in the object space and that in the image space,

and n. and ni are the refractive indices of the object space and that of the image space,

respectively. Generally, refiective index of the space is square root of the beam voltage.

That is,

                         n.= VVI and ni == VCi)I, (s.s)
where Vi and V2 are the voltages that correspond to the beam energy in the corresponding

space and not the electrode potential. These parameters for typical lens are available in

tabulated form [5]. However, the book does not provide the values for a unipotential lens.

To realize the properties of an einzel lens, the author combined the parameters of two lens

systems, the same but symmetric in voltage.

Uil

Zi1

Uo2

ZCi2

[fii - ui,]" .n.ii

Uil + Zpil

-Zil + dsep + Zpo2
[fi, .l,]-'.".ig

(5.9)
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where d,,p is the separation of two' cylinders of the einzel lens, and subscripts 1 and 2

indicate the first and second lens properties. In the case of an einzel lens, the following

relatioris hold. '
                 noi=ni2 :ViZ, and nii == n.2 == V[iE. (s.10)

  Details of the above notations are drawn in Fig. 5.10. The calculation of the source

point (u.i) requires calculation of xi./Axi.. This is the reason why the transfer matrix

does not give a linear relation. Nevertheless, the ion trajectory can be described with xi.

Mass separator

The transport matrix of the mass sepa,rator [4] with the radius of curvature of R and

deflection angle W is

 Xout
Axout

 Yout
AYout

cosW RcosW
  1.
-- smW cosW  R

 Xin
AtTin

 Yin
AYin

  A(mlv)
+
   MIV

R(1 - cos W)
sin W

o

o.

(5.11)

Beam transport without azimuthal rotation '
Since the optical system of this implanter is three dimensionai, because of the mass separa-

tor. The positions of the beamlets along x and y directions are to be calculated. Since the

exact calculation of each beamlets takes much time, "beam transport without azimuthal

rotation" was assumed. The position vector p = (py,py) of the each beamlet along the
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azimuthal direction can be described by,

                       p. =:xcos Åë, and py =ysin th, (5.12)

since axial magnetic field which rotates the beamlet along the rotational direction does not

exist. This case, only the calculation of the vectors x and y is necessary.

Beam limiting element

                                        tsFinite acceptance of an aperture or a slit is realized by limiting the current of the beamlets

to zero, when the beamlet was incident on these elements. Summing the currents over the

transported beamlets gives the total transmittance of the system.

5.2.3 Analysis ofbeam transmittance

Figure 5.11 shows the designed ion implantation system. Due to the fact that it is easy to

operate an LMIS in vertical mode, the present ion implantation system stands upright. The

total transporting distance was approximately O.5 m before entering the mass separator,

because the pumping system required fairly long space. The design was based on the general

specification of an ion implanter so that the acceleration voltage of injector is 30 kV.

  Testing of the beam transmittance of the implanter was performed assuming the current

density profile of In ion source measured in Chapter 2. The present implanter can be

expressed as

                        Xout=MMsMDs2MELMDsixexit- (5.13)
where subscript MS means mass separator, DS means drift space, EL means einzel lens,

and x,.it is the vector of a beamlet at the exit of the pre-stage lens. Since the position and

tangent with respect to the beam axis can be obtained from the results of the computer

simulation, x..it can be known.

  Figures 5.12(a)-(d) show the beam spot cross sections for various points: (a) position-1:

just after the pre-stage lens, (b) position-2: before entering the einzel lens, (c) position-3:

just after the einzel lens, and (d) position-4: after the mass separator. The voltage of the

post-stage lens Vp.,t was 14 kV. The calculation was performed with Vp,. of 18.0 kV, and

V..t of 8 kV, and V.., of 20 kV. The object position (extraction gap) was O.6 mm. Figures

5.13(a)-(d) show the phase space distributions for x-direction at the same condition as

Fig. 5.12. In the present condition, all the beamlets could be transported through the

mass separator. The ion gurrent of 36 paA could be transported from the calculated results.

However, lens voltages of 13 kV and 15 kV do not allow all the beamlets transported, and

the currents were reduced to 30 psA.

, Actually, the ion beam has a wide energy spread up to 100 eV, as shown in Chapter 2.

This surely affects the transmittance of the beam. The author calculated the transmittance
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a}so for the ion beam with multiple ion energies. The energy spread was assumed to be

Å}100eV. Figures 5.14(a)-(d) shows the calculated beam spots for this multiple-energy

beam, at the positions shown in Fig. 5,11. As is clearly shown in Fig. 5.14(d), the bearri

cross sectlon was distorted due to transverse magnetic field which acts differently for the

ions with the different energies. Figures 5.15(a)-(d) show the calculated distribution in

two-dimensional phase space in x-direction for the multiple-energy beam.

                                          .eDependence of transported current on source current

Since we have the data of the beam profiles at various I, values, we can predict the trans-

ported current through the mass separator as a function of I,. Since almost all ions could

be transported, the available current at the target would be that pass through the extrac-

tion electrode. The acceptance angle of the present Iens system under the extraction gap

of O.6 mm is 250. Figure 5.16 shows the dependence of the current accepted in the present

aperture I. as a function of I,. At the higher current region, the dependence is

                                   Ia oc I,O'56, (5•14)

which is similar to the relation between Ii and I,.

5.3 Performanceofionimplanter

5.3.1 Beam analyzing system ,

Since the author has demonstrated successfuI transport of the divergent beam by computer

simulation, here the effectiveness is confirmed by the experiments. In Fig. 5.17, the beam

analyzing system for the designed implanter is given. Feeding voltages to the pre-stage

lens was made at the ion source base flange, and feeding voltages to the post-stage lens

was made at the transportation chamber. The ion source chamber can move along x- and

y-directions, in order to align the ion source to the mass separator. The performance of

the designed ion implanter was evaluated by Faraday cups settled at just in front of, and

at just after the mass separator. The diameter of the beam-limiting aperture of Faraday

cup 1 was 20 mm, and that of the beam-limiting aperture of Faraday cup 2 was 17 mm, A

Ga ion source was used to check the performance. As denoted previously, Ga ion source

yie!ds large amount of Ga+ and the magnitudes of the currents for the other ion species are

little. Furthermore, the Ga ion beam has proven to have a similar profile as In has [11], in

spite of the difference in the mass to charge ratio. Thus it is possible to examine the lens

performance with the Ga ion source.
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5.3.2 Thransportation in drift space
                                                                          '
The transported current just before the mass separator was measured by the Faraday cup

1. Figure 5.18 shows the typical example of the transported current as a function of Is.

The solid circles show the experimental results and the open circles show the predicted

value. The transported current It, has the relation of

                                   It, oc l,O'`7, (5.15)

and this relation is c}ose to the relation between I. and Is.

                                  I. cx l,O'5NO'6. (5.16)

This means almost all extracted ions are transported to the Faraday cup 1. In fact, Itr

reached 50 paA at I, of 200 paA. This value was larger than I.. This is probably due to

the fact that the difference in the extraction geometry affected the yield of the secondary

electrons at the extractor. '
5.3.3 Mass separated ion current

Figure 5.19 shows a result of the experiments for the transportation through the mass

separator. In the present experiment, extraction gap was set to be O.5 mm. Up to Is of

O.2 mA, the mass--separated current l., did not depend upon the beam energy. I.s was
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about 30 ptA at I, of 200 paA, which is equivalent to I. of 36 paA. At the acceleration voltage

of 20 kV, Ims saturated and decreased at the higher current regime. As the acceleration

voltage was increased to 26 kV, the saturation tended to cease. At the 26 kV acceleration,

with I, of approximately 1 mA, It, was almost 50 uA.

  Figure 5.20 shows the relation between I., and I,. The slope of the curve at 26 kV is

almost O.34, so the relation between I., and I, becomes

                                   I.,=IgO'3`. (5•17)

The present experiments showed that the lens could transport about 50 uA of Ga+, which

enables us various kinds of application. Also it can be said that saturation at the higher

current lowers the total efliciency of the system.

5.3.4 Discussion

The reason for the lower transmittance at the higher current regime is not clear. Since the

mass-separation selects ions with different mass-to-charge ratios, reduction of the efficiency

is inevitable. However, for the case of Ga, it emits only minor amount of molecular ions,

as shown in Chapter 2. Thus, this is not the reason of the reduction in transport efi-

ciency. There seems to be some candidates. One is an emittance growth at the extraction

region. The growth of the emittance was shown by Alton and Read [12]. They measured

the emittance growth for two dlfferent types of extractors and compared the results. Their

results suggested the emittance came to approximately 30T - 70T mm mrad at 6 kV ex-

traction. This emittance growth is comparable to that grown with the present asymmetric

Iens, which means the relatively large effect for the reduction of the transmittance can

be considered. Their results could not be fu11y utilized in the estimation of the present

transmittance, because the value was measured at far from the source.

  Together with the emittance grovv'th, the large energy spread is also one of the candidates.

The author calculat•ed the lens performance with the energy spread of Å}100 eV. However,

operation at a high source current often showed a large width of the mass spectrum [13],

which means the larger energy spread than 100 eV. As was Shown in the previous section

in the present Chapter, the ions with different energy have diMculties in transportation

through a mass separator. At the measured current range, the energy spread would be

estimated to approximately 120 eV from Fig. 3.7. Considering that the energy spread

was determined by the FWHM of the energy distribution, some portion of the beam may

become out of the range of Å} 10e eV.

  Also the experimental set up may create the low-efliciency, in this case. One is the

increase of ripple in the output voltage of the acceleration power supply. As the wave form

of the output voltage was not observed, it is not known how the wave shape at the ion source
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operation was. If the ripple of the output voltage is proportional to the output current,

namely I,, an apparent energy broadening occurs with AV oc I,. The mass-separation

property is roughly dependent on AV/2V, and thus the property is improved for smaller

AV/2V. That is to say, it is improved for higher V... at the same l,. Kashiwagi et al.

obtained I, of 72 paA with a Li ion seurce and the equivalent lens system [14,15]. Li+ is a

light ion, the condition for passing through the mass separator allows large AV.

5.4 Exampleofionimplantation
5.4.1 Molecular ion implantation
                                                           'Since the author constructed a unique ion implanter with an LMIS, application of this sys-

tem ls expected to be also unique. As described in Chapter 4, the alloy ion sources, of which

source material has large binding energy between the constituents, yielded molecular ions

with a relatively high magnitude. Here the author demonstrates the result of the molecular

ion implantation of AuSb2+ to a silicon substrate. Molecula; ion implantation is currently

of great importance as reported by many }esearchers. So far, molecular implantation was

performed with homogeneous molecules such as N2 and 02, or hydrides of boron, phosphor

and arsenic [16]. Also decaborane [17] implantation attracted much interest for formation

of a shallower p - n junction.

  Here the author demonstrates molecular ion implantation with heterogeneous molecules

[18]. Simultaneous implantation of heterogeneous atoms into solid may show significant

effect on the alteration of the implanted layer. In fact, implantat'ion of diborane reduced

the annealing temperature necessary to recover the crystallinity. AIso in a Iow energy

regime, diatomic carbon ion deposition showed superior property of the films [19] as well

as ionized cluster beam deposition developed by Takagi et al. [20]. As for the heterogeneous

molecular deposition, a carbon nitride ion is used to deposit CN films [21].

  If the mo}ecular ions consisted of atom A and atom B are accelerated by a voltage of

V..., the energies provided to atoms A and B, EA and EB are

                                        MA                              EA =                                              e Vacc )
                                      MA+MB
                                                                          (5.18)
                                        MB                              EB =                                              e Vacc )
                                      MA+MB

where mA and mB are the masses of atoms A and B, respectively. The velocities of the

atoms A and B are of course the same value. When the ion is incident on the solid target,

the ion penetrates into the solid, suffering from the energy loss due to nuclear stopping

power S.(E) [22]. The electronic stopping power S,(E) in this energy range (Åq30 keV)

is small enough to be eliminated from the argument. S.(E) is almost proportional to the

l-
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square root of the ion energy in the energy range of some tens keV, which means that Sn

is almost proportional to the ion velocity. Since the ion range Rp is roughly estimated by

                      Rp=f.O, dEl/d.dE=f.O, N.sl.(E)dE7 (5•19)

where Eo is the incident energy, and N. is the atomic density of the solid. The ions

that experience a similar nuclear stopping rest at the similar depth. Owing to this, the

implantation of molecular ions gives a similar projected range, and the implantation of

heterogeneous atoms at the same time can be achieved.

  Although the concept of the molecular ion implantation is proposed, no ion sources that

can produce heterogeneous molecular ions exist. As described previously, LMIS provides

molecular ions unlike the plasma type ion sources, especially when an alloy system with

a large binding energy, heterogeneous molecular ions could be easily obtained with a high

intensity. Here in this section, the author argues the implantation of AuSb2+, which was

               'observed in Chapter 4. Figures 5.21(a) and 5.21(b) show S.(E) and S.(V..,) for the present

case. In the calculation, the screening function used was the "universal screening function",

proposed by Ziegler [22]. Incidentally, S.'s for Au and Sb are similar, so the two curves

are almost similar in Fig. 5.21(a). If the molecule of AuSb is accelerated and is implanted

into the solid, the relation between the acceleration voltage and S.'s become like those in

Fig. 5.21(b). From this figure, it is noted that the stopping powers are similar each other,

and the ion range would be similar in the solid. Much more precisely, if we select the ion

energy and the combination of the molecules, we can fabricate the very shallow junction

which is metallized might be produced.

5.4.2 Samplepreparation
Molecular ion implantation was performed with the AuSb2 ion source developed in Chapter

4 and also with the high current transportation system developed in this chapter. Table 5.1

shows the implantation condition. The average ion current during implantation was O.6

paA. Taking the fraction of AuSb2+ ions in the total beam current (7.4 %), transported

total current was calculated to be 8.1 paA, which was due to the low acceleration voltage

of 12 kV. The conventional LSS theory [24] predicts the projected range of 8.3 nm and

10.6 nm for Sb and Au atoms. From this, it is known that the projected ranges are similar

for Sb and Au. Also the standard deviations are predicted to be 2.8 nm and 3.0 nm,

respectively. The peak concentrations are calculated to be 9.6 Å~ 102i and 8.9 Å~ 102i atoms

cm-3, respectively.
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Table 5.1: Condition of molecular ion implantation.

Terms Conditions

Ion species

Ion energy

Ion current

Ion dose

Substrate

Ion lncident angle

AuSb2+

,24 keV

O.6 ptA, equivalent

6.7 Å~ lei5 ions cm

n-Si(100)

70 off with respect

to O.2 uA cm-2

  '
-2

to 'substrate normal
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                 Figure 5.22: RBS spectrum from implanted sample.

5.4.3 Analysis ofimplanted sample

In order to confirm the implanted ion species, characterization of implanted sample was

performed. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 indicate the spectra of RBS and Particle Induced X-

Tay Emission (PIXE) measurements, respectively. These experiments were performed by

the 1.7 MeV van de Graff accelerator, Quantum Science and Engineering Center, Kyoto

University. The probe beam was 1.7 MeV He+ and scattering angle of 1350. From the RBS

spectrum, two peaks due to heavy atoms can be seen. The positions of these peaks well

agree with those for Au and Sb. Due to poor depth resolution of RBS, the distribution

of these elements toward the interior of the substrate could not be determined. The peak

area ratio of Sb/Au was O.40 that showed a good agreement with the theoretical value

of O.42 [25]. The absolute implanted dose could not be confirmed because RBS spectrum

shows channeling effect of substrate Si, but considered to be within an error of 20 %.

Further confirmation of the ' implanted elements was performed by PIXE. Figure 5.23(a)

shows the raw data obtained from impianted and virgin samples. Only slight difference

could be seen, and subtracting the virgin signal from the implanted signal emphasized the

difference. The difference was normalized by the virgin signal. This result is shown in Fig.

5.23(b). The peak at the lower energy corresponds to Au Ma (2.i2 keV), and that at the

higher energy corresponds to Sb La (3.60 keV) [26,27]. From these measurements, it was

shown that the implanted ions were composed of Sb and Au.
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5.5 Conclusion t

An electrostatic lens system that owns an adequate capability of converging the divergent

ion beam was developed and the ion implanter was designed with the new lens system. It

was found that the almost all of the ions could be transported to the 1 m distant target

through a mass separator at the lower current regime. At the higher current regime, prob-

ably due to the increase of the apparent energy spread, the efficiency decreased. However,

40 paA of the Ga ion was transported to the target at the acceleration voltage of 26 kV. As

a demonstration of the ion implanter, a novel ion implantation of "molecular ion implan-

tation" was performed. As d6monstrated in the present chapter, the ion implanter with a

LMIS will provide a novel ion beam processing for the materials science.
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Chapter 6
Development of metal ion beam self-sputter
deposition system '

    The author demonstrates the application of intense metal ion beam to materials

    science in this chapter. The author proposes a novel thin film processing, "metal

    ion beam self-sputter deposition". In this technique, a noble gas ion source in an

    ion beam sputtering system, is replaced by an LMIS. Since the sputtered neutrals

    experiences no gaseous medium, they do not lose their kinetic energy which is

    suitable forfilm formation. Fttrthermore, due to absence ofnoble gas ions, the film

    is free from incorporation of noble gas atoms, which is seen in the conventional ion

    bearn sputtering. The author describes'the development of the metal ion beam self-

    sputter deposition system and demonstrates the possi6ility of thin film formation

    with this technique.

6.1 Concept of metal ion beam self- sp utter dep osit ion

It has been well known that the kinetic energy of the depositin.g particles significantly

affects the resulting film properties such as crystallinity, orientation, surface morphology,

interna} stress and so on [1]. The depositing particles should have an appropriate kinetic

energy to migrate on the film surface, which is generally several to a few tens electron

volts. There are many deposition techniques which are characterized by the presence of

energetic particles: sputter deposition [1-5], ion beam deposition (IBD) [6-12], ion beam

assisted deposition (IBAD) [13-19], ion plating [20-22] and ion beam sputter deposition

(IBSD) [23].

  Generally, production and transportation of the ion beam with the energy of a few tens

electron volts is quite diflicult, owing to the huge space charge effect. For this reason,

IBD and even IBAD may have difficulties in producing an atom flux with the appropriate

energy for film formation. Sputtering is one of the processes that produce neutral atom

fluxes with the above energy, which does not have space charge problem. However, in

diode sputtering or in magnetron sputtering, sputtered particles are thermalized by the

collision with the carrier gas atoms to have lower energies [24]. The film property is often

dominated by the bombardment of carrier gas ions or by the refiected ions, rather than

by the kinetic energy of the sputtered particles themselves [3,4]. Incorporation of gas ions

                             '
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Table 6.1: Sputtering
ions.

yield of copper against the inci dence of various

Metal Projectile soo ev 1 keV 5 keV 10 keV 20 keV

Cu Ar

Cu

Kr

Xe

  2,

• 2.4

  2.2

  2

3

3.6

3.6

3.7

te 5

7

7

9

6

9

9

11

7

10

10

16

results in the increase of the electrical resistivity for metallic fiIms [25,261. Even in the

IBSD, where deposition is performed in high vacuum, ions refiected at the target impinge on

the growing film and affect the film properties [23] or are incorporated in the films. These

bothersome problems are attributed to the fact that sputtering takes place by noble gas

ions. Besides the problems of the incorporation of noble gas atoms, gas inlet often create

difliculties such as leakage or introduction of unexpected gases into the chamber. Especially

for semiconductor fabrication, ultra clean environment is necessary [27] to avoid residual

gas molecules from the pipes for gas introduction. Sputtering without gas introduction is

desired for thin film processing.

  In order to overcome these problems, the author proposes a new technique, in which the

target is sputtered by the metal ions of the same element as the target (self-sputtering). So

far, self-sputtering was achieved by post-magnetron sputtering and also planer magnetron

sputtering [28,29]. In these attempts, however, gas should be introduced to ignite the

plasma. Furthermore, the materia} is restricted to have a high sputtering yield so that the

discharge continues. If the metal ion is provided externally, there would be no limitation

of the material. In addition to this, se}f-sputtering yield is generally higher than Ar ion

sputtering, as shown in Table 6.1 [30]. The sputtering yield of Cu due to an Ar ion

bombardment is approximately 6 to 7, and that due to a Cu ion bombardment is almost

10 [30,31]. This higher sputtering yield is also one of the advantages of the present method.

  The LMIS is suitable for this purpose, because it requires no carrier gas, and can be

operated in UHV as was emphasized in Chapter 1. Mass separation is not necessary, if

element metal is used as a source material. This is because the LMIS emits only the same
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of metal ion beam self-sputter deposi-

tion system.

species of ions, although doubly charged ions, molecular ions, and droplets as well as singly

charged atomic ions are involved as shown in Chapter 2. The system is simple and bakable,

the deposition chamber can be maintained in UHV. Since the sputtered particles experience

no gaseous medium, they do not lose their energy until sticking to the substrate. In the

present study, the author demonstrates the formation of Cu thin films, which is expected

to be the materiai for interconnects of the large scale integrated circuits [32].

6.2 Metal ion beam self-sputter deposition system

Figure 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of the deposition system. The system is compos6d

of the IELMIS, an electrostatic lens system, a target, and substrate holders. Here in this

study, an ion emission tip with a 5 mm-wide reservoir, which was already shown in Chapter

2 was used, in order to mount suflicient amount of Cu. The emission cusp was machined

to have only one emission point. The holding system of the IELMIS was modified so as to

be similar to those reported by Nagamachi et al. [33].

  In order to focus the divergent ion beam extracted from the LMIS, the physically asym-
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metric lens system developed in Chapter 5 was employed. No post-stage lens was used

because we can set the target at the position close to the ion source. ,
  A 50-mm-diameter Cu target was used as a sputtering source, which is located about

13 cm below the ion source. Nominal purity of the target was 99.99%. The ion incident

angle was 450 off from the target normal, to increase the sputtering yield. The target was

positively biased (+90V) to measure the primary ion current exactly.

  Substrate holders were placed at the distance of 60 mm (upper site) and 40 mm (lower

site) from the target center. The upper site wasi' almost at the opposite of the target, and

the lower site located about 450 off with respect to the target normal. For the upper site,

the incident angle of the depositing particles to the substrate was almost normal and for

the lower site, almost 450 off with respect to the substrate normai. The substrate holder

could be turned behind to prevent the sputtered particles from sticking to the substrate

during pre-sputtering. The entire system was pumped by a turbo molecular pump with

the pumping speed of O.5 m3s-i through an angle valve. The chamber was evacuated to

lower than 10-5 Pa.

6.3 Performanceofdeposition

6.3.1 Deposition conditions

Depositions were performed under the condition denoted in Table 6.2. The residual gas

pressure was typically 6 Å~ 10m6 Pa, and increased to 1 Å~ 10-5 Pa during deposition, due to

heating up of the ion source. The energy and the current of the primary beam were varied,

in order to investigate the effect of the deposition rate and also the effect of the reflected

fast ions on the resulting film properties. Five to seven depositions were performed for

each ion energy, with the ion currents'between IOO - 200 paA. Prior to the deposition, Si

substrates were degreased ultrasonically in acetone and in trichrolethylene, followed by the

e}imination of the oxide layer with a hydrofiuoric a,cid etch. Pre-sputtering of the target

before deposition was performed about 10 min to eliminate the tarnished layer of the target

surface.

6.3.2 Depositionperformance
Figure 6.2(a) indicates the primary ion current at the target as a function of the primary

ion energy. The ion current of more than 300 paA was obtained at maximum. The ion

beam was stable at the target current up to 200 pA. Figure 6.2(b) indicates the deposition

rates as a function of the primary ion current with the primary ion acceleration of 12 kV.

  The deposition rate was defined by the weight thickness of the film measured by RBS. The

RBS measurements were performed by the "Experimental System for Ion Beam Analysis" ,
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Table 6.2: Deposition condition
self-sputter deposition.

of copper thin films by metal ion beam

Terms Conditions

Background pressure "

Gas pressure during deposition

Primary ion species

Acceleration voltage of primary ion beam

Primary ion current

Target material

Substrates

  '    '
Substrate temperature

6.5 Å~ 10-6Pa

1.2 Å~ 10-5Pa

Cu+ (no mass separation)

12, 14, 15, 17 kV

tv 3oo paA

Cu (99.999o)

Si(IOO) and Si(111)

RT (Åq 800C)
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Figure 6.2: Deposition performance of metal ion beam self-sputter depo-
sition system. (a) Primary ion current as a function of beam energy, and

(b) deposition rate as a function of primary ion current.

Quantum Science and Engineering Center, Kyoto University. The weight thickness was

calculated using the energy loss data [34]. The calculation was made by fitting the RBS

spectrum with a simulation soft RBS80 which had been developed by the author. The

thickness had a distribution of about Å}20% within the substrate of 17 mm Å~ 10 mm. The

deposition rate was approximately proportional to the primary ion current, and O.4 nm

min"i per 100 ptA for the lower site and O.32 nm min'i per 100 paA for the upper site.

Similar relation was observed for higher primary ion energies, but the deposition rate

fluctuated from run to run, probably due to the difference of the focusing conditions. The

film properties were arranged in accordance with the deposition rate, not with the primary

ion current. The maximum deposition rate of 2.5 nm min"i was obtained at the lower site.

The deposited film thickness ranged between 40 nm and 120 nm.

  In the present energy regime, angular distribution of the sputtered particles will become

over cosine with its axis approximately normal to the target surface [35]. Kay et al. ob-

served an angular distribution which is proportional to cos4 e [23]. We can roughly estimate

the deposition rate, assuming the sputtering yield is from 10 to 20, and the primary ion

beam is focused to a spot. The deposition rate at the lower site can be calculated to be

about IN2 nm min-i per 100paA. The practical deposition rate was between one fifth and

a half of the calculated value. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is that the primary

beam was not focused to a spot, but had a diameter of more than 20mm. The power
efllciency is calculated to be 1 nm min-i W-i for leJ2 nm min-i per 100 paA at 17 keV

without consideration of heating power of the LMIS.
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        Figure 6.3: Crystallinity of the deposited films. (a) Cu(200) diffraction

        intensity as a function of deposition rate, and (b) Cu(111) diffraction
        intensity as a function of depositign rate. The intensities are integrated

        value and normalized by the film thickness.

6.4 Properties of deposited films

6.4.1 Crystallinity

The characteristics of the deposited thin films are shown ln the present section. The data

argued in this section are those of the films deposited at the lower site. Crystallinity

was evaluated by x-ray diffraction (XRD). Figures 6.3(a) and (b) show the Cu(200) and

Cu(111) diffraction intensities for the films deposited on Si(100) substrate as a function of

the deposition rate, respectively. For the films on Si(10e) substrates, Cu(200) diffraction

peak rapidly increased with an increase in the deposition rate, while Cu(111) dffraction

peak decreased. The grain size and lnternal stress of the film was calculated from the x-ray

diffraction peak shift with the Scherrer equation [36]. The size of (100) oriented grains

also increased from 13 to 25 nm with an increase in the deposition rate. For the film.s

on Si(111) substrates, Cu(200) diffraction peak was not observed and Cu(111) diffraction

peak also decreased with an increase in the deposition rate, in a similar way as shown in
Fig.6.3(b). No significant dependence on the ptimary ion energy could be observed, which

would be one of the evidences that the crystallinity was not determined by the reflected

ions. The strong Cu(200) diffraction would be attributed to the fact that Cu film can be

epitaxially grown on Si(100) substrate for azimuthal orientation of Cu(Oll)llSi(100) l37]•

The internal stress observed was found to be tensile for all films. Figure 6.4 shows the
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Figure 6.4: Grain size as a function of Figure 6.5: PIXE spectrum of deposited

deposition rate. sample.
relation between the grain size and the deposition rate. No significant change in vertical

                                       'grain size was observed.

  Thompson [38] derived the energy distribution of the sputtered particle towaTd the ejec-

tion angle theje as

where Eb is the surface

prlmaTy lon energy.
bination. In this equation,

can be reduced to:

which is independent

estimation of sputterm

process, only the effect

dependence of the primary beam energy

6.4.2 Impurity

Impurity incorporation in th

"Experimental System for

                     1- (Eb+E)/AE,
 dAI(E) = Nocostheje E2(1+E,/E)3 dE'
                                                      (6.1)
              4mirn2
      A ==
            (ml + m2)2'

   binding energy, A is the energy conversion factor, and Ei is the

IVo is a constant which is uniquely defined foT a given ion-target com-

  ' (Eb + E)/AEi is much smaller than unity, and the equation

                           .E]
      dlV (E) = IVo cos th eje (E+ E, )3 dE7 (6'2)

  of the incident ion energy Il]i. This theory is based on a rough

' g phenomenon, but is a good modeling [5]. In the present deposition

   of kinetic energy of the sputtered Cu atoms is reflected, and no

                 could be observed.

  lncorporatlon

       e films was estimated by RBS and PIXE measurements. The

     Ion Beam Analysis" was used to perform RBS [39] and PIXE
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        Figure 6.6: Electrical resistivity of the deposited films (a) as a function
        of deposition rate, and (b) as a function of grain size.

[40,41] measurements. Figure 6.5 shows a typical example of the PIXE spectrum for

the deposited film. Tungsten (W) may be detected by RBS, if reaction between the ion

emission tip and copper occurs, but it was not detected. This means no serious reaction

of W and Cu occurred at the ionization point. Some of the samples deposited on Si(100)

contained oxygen. These oxygen atoms would be incorporated from the residual gas, since

the deposition rate was fairly low. Slight amount of iron, nickel were narrowly detected from

PIXE signal for some of the films. The detection limit of the PIXE may be dependent on

the lnner shell excitation cross section, but it is estimated to be approximately 10i2 atoms

cm-3. This can be known from the fact that one monolayer heavy metal on the 200 nm-

thick metal substrate can be detected by PIXE [42]. These impurity would come from the

electrodes which is made of stainless steel, which will be eliminated by coating the system

with the same material as the target.

'

6.4.3 Electrical resistivity

Electrical resistivity was measured by a four point probe at room temperature. The elec-

trical resistivity was almost inversely proportional to the deposition rate, as shown in
Fig. 6.6(a), and no significant dependence on the primary ion energy could be observed.

The lowest resistivity obtained in the present study was as low as 2.1 ptst cm, This value

is very close to the bulk resistivity of 1.7e p9 cm [43]. The electrical resistivity decreased

with an increase in the grain size obtained by an XRD analysis, as shown in Fig. 6.6(b).

In case of thin films, the excess electrical resistivity is dominated by the grain boundary
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scattering. Mayadas and Shatzkes [44] have derived the effect of grain boundary scattering

in the increase of the electrical resistivity.

po/pg == 3{

          eo
   a == -          dg

11--  -- m.at32
 r
1-F7

+ a2 - a3 In(1 + 1/a)} ,

(6.3)

where po and pg are and the resistivity with a small grain size,
respectiyeiy, eo is the mean free path of electrons within a Cu lattice, dg is the grain size,

r is the reflective coeflicient. In the case of Cu, F was determined to be O.24 [44]. Mean

free path eo assumed in Ref. 44 is 38.8 nm, because they estimated poeo = 6.6 Å~ 10-i2

st cm2. The value of eo can be obtained with the value of bulk resistivity po = 1.70 pa9

cm [431. In Fig. 6.6(b), the theoretical curve is also illustrated by a solid line. The relation

approximately agrees with the theoretical curve, but some samples showed lower electrical

resistivity. It may be related to the fact that the grain size measured by XRD represents

the vertical grain size. If the grain is not isotropic, a lower resistivity means a larger

lateral grain size as compared with a vertical grain size [26]. Under the significant ion

bombardment (IBAD), it was suggested that the film structure became columnar, and the

present case does not agree with the IBAD results. From this point also, it was suggested

that the film formation is not affected by the high energy particle bombardment.

6.4.4 Endurance against oxidation

The deposited films have been Ieft in atmospheric environment for more than 7 years,

but some of the films deposited on Si(111) substrate showed almost similar appearance as

deposited. It is reported that the oxidation of metals is largely suppressed if the film con-

tains very little amount of impurity atoms such as sulfur. Actually, the Fe films deposited

onto Si substrate by mass-separated ion beam deposition showed high resistance against

oxidation l12]. Detailed investigation on this issue is necessary.

6.5 Conclusion
The author demonstrated the novel ion beam processing of metal ion beam self-sputter de-

position with the lens system developed in Chapter 5. The deposition rate of O.4 nm min-i

per 100 ptA was achieved. This value is lower than that of plasma sputter-type deposition.

Considering that the input beam power was 17 kV Å~ O.1 mA = 1.7 W, the deposition

rate per a unit input power becomes O.2 nm min-i W-i. Conventional magnetron sput-

tering system provides the deposition rate of 40 nm min-i at 100 W under the condition
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of target-substrate separation of 30mm [45], This implies O.4 nm min-i W-i. The present

deposition rate is almost half of the above value but is approximately the same. If we have

the metal ion source which provides much higher current, this processing may achieve the

deposition rate as high as the conventional magnetron sputtering. Further intensification

of the ion source with a single tip isdifiicult, and we should develop a high current ion

source with multiple tips. In the next chapter, the author develops high current ion sources

with multiple ion emission tips.

-
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Chapter 7
Developmentof high current ion sources

'

In the previous chapters, the author demonstrated'the feasibility of the metal ion

beam extracted from the LMIS. For use ofLMIS 's to various kinds of applications,

especially surface modification, the ion current should be as large as several tens

milliamperes. In order to achieve this, the ion emission points should be multiplied

because the ion emission from a single point has a maximum of approximately O.5

mA. In order to construct a metal ion source which can be operated at abo'ut

100(7' C, technologies related to heating-up a large ion source are necessary, Also,

the untform field forrnation at each ion emission points is reguired. The present

chapter deals with the development of,linear array ion sources and formation of a

metal sheet beam 6y a rectangular lens system.

7.1 Requirement of high current ion source

                                   'High current LMIS's are expected to play an important role in the materials science and

                                    'industry, because of their many advantages such as pure metal ion beam formation with

simple structure, low power consumption, and especially being operative in high vacuum as

the author emphasized in Chapter 1. Now,the subject left is the increase ofthe ion current.

As shown in Chapter 2, the IELMIS can provide an ion current of almost half milliamps

from a single point, but this ion current is not sufiicient as yet. For further intensification,

multiplying the number of the ion emission tip is necessary. This is also because even at

relatively low currents, for example, I, of several hundreds of microamperes, multiplication

is important from the viewpoint of the eficiency. Figure 7.1 shows the eficiency of the

liquid Au ion source [1]. The eficiency is defined as the ratio of the ions to atoms which

were lost during operation. The loss of atoms was calculated from the difference of the

weights before and after operation. From the figure, it is seen that the efliciency is almost

inversely proportional to I,. Taking the fact that the available current is not proportional

                                                                         t}to I,, but is proportional to I,O'7, the net efliciency is further lower. This would be attributed

to the droplet emission at high emission currents [2], or evaporation due to raise in T,.

  Ion emission from the array ion sources has already been reported by Clampitt [3] and

Bartoli et al. [4]. In these reports, however, the source material was cesium which requires

no intentional heating of the.ion source. However, the present study is directed towards the

                                     169
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Figure 7.1: Efficiency of the emission current and loss of the source

materials of Au ion source[1]. '

application to materials science, and most of the materials in this field require more than

several hundreds degrees centigrade to be meked. In order to achieve the high temperature,

there are some problems such as low impedance of TAR's. A new structure which realizes

the simultaneous operation of multiple TAR's under the same temperature and the electric

field should be introduced to obtain a larger ion current.

7.2 Technological difficulties in developing high tem-
       perature linear array source

7.2.1 Fabrication of wedge-shaped tip-and-reservoir for multi-
            ---        pomt emlsslon

As described above, multiplication of ion emission points is one of the most appropriate

way to increase the ion current. Here the author develops a linear array source. It is

not of use to arrange some cylindrical TAR's like the conventional ion thrusters because
                                        'of difliculties in holding system. The ion source used here in the present dissertation is

IELMIS of which tip is made of porous W and machinable. If the TAR is elongated to

one direction, it is expected to have multiple cusps for ion emission, of which schematic

drawing is already shown in Fig. 2.1(b). It may be possible to produce a wide TAR, for

example, 50 mm in width. However, a wide TAR involves the following shortcomings.

                       '
   1. Low mechanical strength: since the heating current flows to the reservoir, the reser-
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                                    $eparated TAR
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       Figure 7.2: Connection of TAR's: (a) parallel load system and (b) series

       load system.

    voir is subjected to the strong stress from current feeding electrode due to thermal

    expansion. If the width of TAR is elongated, the wall of the reservoir should be

    thicker.

  2. Difiiculties in sintering process: the porous region has been pre-sintered in hydrogen

    furnace but it does not have suflicient strength. In usual case, the TAR is operated

     after resintering process up to 26000C. Electron bombardment is used for heating

     the porous region, it becomes dificult to bombard all the region of the wide TAR.

From the above point of view, TAR should be separated to some parts.

7.2.2 Simultaneous heating of multiple tip-and--reservoirs

                                                                          'If we have multiple TAR's which should be operated at the same time, problems associated

with the simultaneous operation of these TAR"s. The major problem is how to heat the

TAR's arise. Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) show the method for heating the multiple TAR's.

Figure 7.2(a) shows a parallel load system and Fig. 7.2(b) shows a series load system.

Since the electrica! resistivity of each TAR is fairly low (typically O,Olst), as will be shown

di
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later, connection of TAR's to make a series load is preferred. However, in multiplying the

source, parallel load system is easily realized because we only multiply the conventional

system.

7.2.3 Formation of uniform electric field at each tip apex

For the simultaneous operation of multiple tips, the threshold voltage for each ion emission

tip should be similar. This implies that the electri.c field should be uniform along the emitter

array. It is necessary to form the porous cusps with the same radius of the curvature. Since

it is diflicult to fabricate the tips at the process of pre-sintering of the porous region, porous

region should be wedge-shaped. After the pre-sintering, the porous region was divided to

almost 10 cusps per 10 mm width TAR. The machining of the tips was made manually

through the observation with a microscope.

  Also presence of the edge tips causes a significant reduction of threshold voltage for these

tips. The threshold voltage Vth is expressed for the isolated tip with an assumption that

the electrode configuration is well approximated by spherical coordinates [5],

                    vth =2(ill;)i!2 ro312 (l-i) nh., 2(orcroo)i12. (zl)

V,'h for the tips inside the array can be derived using cylindrical coordinates [5].

                            v,',=v!l2 (7,r,O)'i2 in(d/ro). (7.2)

To equate these two thresholds, a curved extractor (different d values at each position) was

proposed [61, but this method is not suitable if we use a wider TAR. Thus, in the present

dissertation, the author adopted such an extraction electrodes that has same gap with

each tip throughout the array. Instead of the curved extractor, the author put auxiliary

electrodes at the both ends of the TAR array to form a uniform electric field.

7.3 Preliminary versions of high current source

7.3.1 Versions ofthe test sources

It is necessary to examine the issues described in the previous section and here the author

developed some versions of ion sources for preliminary experiments. Table 7.1 denotes

all the ion sources developed in the present dissertation. The version I is equivalent to

the cylindrical reservoir type TAR source. The versions IIa, IIb and IIc are based on the

conventional TAR holder, but the width of the reservoir was enlarged. The versions IIa

and IIb have widths of 5 mm and 10 mm, respectively and the version IIc is the source
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              Table 7.1: Versions of high current ion sources.
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Source Number Emission TAR

version ofTAR's points width

TAR

holder

Exam.

issue

Source

material

I

IIa

IIb

IIc

III

IV

1

1

1

2

1-2

2, 4, 6

1-3

1-5

1-10

28

2-20

2-60

2 mm#

5mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

iO mm

Conv.t

Conv.t

Conv.t

Conv.t

Modified

New

Possibility of MPE'

MPE*

MPE*

Two-column, 13+15

Heating up of TAR's

Heating up of TAR's

Ga

Au, Ge

Ge

Ge

Ge

Au, In
1

                 #: cylindrical reservoir

                 t: conventional TAR holder

                 ': Multi-Point Emission

for two-column source. The version III is a modified version of the conventional source

to equip two TAR's, which are connected electrically in parallel. The version IV, the last

version, was newly re-designed high current source with a series connection of TAR's. Up

to six' , but even number of TAR's are equipped in this source.

  The source material used in the version I ion source was Ga, which is easy to be operated,

because the purpose was to show the possibility of the multi-point emission. The version

II ion sources were tested to examine the heating property. For this purpose, metals

with higher T. of approximately 10000C should be used. In this study, Au and Ge of

which 7". are 10630C and 9600C, respectively, were selected. Since the purpose of the
examination of the version III ion source was similar to that of the version II, Ge was uged

as a source material for the version III ion source. The version IV ion source should show

both appropriate heating characteristics and the ion beam extraction from many tips. For

the former issue, Au was used because of its high T.. For the latter issue, In was used,

because In is relatively easy to be operated, but requires the temperature as high as 7000C
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for wetting the base W, in spite of T.. In this section, the author briefly explains the

sources up to version III, and details of version IV will be given later.

7.3.2 Wedge-shaped tip with cylindrical reservoir

The version I ion source is a wedge-shaped tip with a cylindrical reservoir. This source

was fabricated to confirm multipoint emission from a porous tip. The ion emission tip was

machined to be wedge-shaped. The extractor has a rectangular hole. Figures 7.3(a) and

7.3(b) show the schematic drawing of the version I source and its current-voltage (Ii - Vext)

characteristics with Ga as a source material, respectively. First, the ion emission occurred

at an end, and increasing the voltage, the ion emission from the opposite side began at

14.2 kV. Finally at 15.6 kV, ion emission from the center was observed. The obtained Ii

reached approximately O.8 mA. The result showed that multipoint emission is possible but

also there were some problems. A significant backstreaming of the electrons produced at

the extractor raised the tip temperature.

7.3.3 Wedge-shaped tip and reservoir

The ion sources of versions IIa and IIb own a wedge-shaped TAR with the width of 5 mm

and 10 mm, respectively. The height of the reservoir is 20 mm and that of the porous tip is

3 mm. Although arrangement of many cusps in a restricted area would result in a higher

current, there is a upper limit. It is because the presence of the neighboring cusp standing
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Figure 7.4: Schematic figures of the ion sources: (a) version IIa or IIb
and (b) version IIc.

aside, lowers the electric field at the cusp apex. The author has numerically calculated the

apex field for some geometries, and found that it is necessary to maintain the unity aspect

ratio of cusp height and separation [7]. Taking it into consideration that the machining is

made by hands through microscope, resolution less than 1 mm is not obtained in general.

Thus 1 mm separation is most appropriate to create the ion emission cusps with good

reproducibility. A schematic figures of the version IIa or version IIb ion sources are drawn

in Fig. 7.4(a). The holding system of the TAR was the conventional one. The version

IIc source is equipped with a similar TAR but two TAR's are arranged in parallel to be

two-column array. The extraction system becomes complicated for these arrays, and one

of the possible extractor is a rod made of refractory metal, as shown in Fig. 7.4(b). The

author examined the two-column array source with W rods as an extractoT.

  The author examined Ii - V..t characteristics of the ion sources with multiple emission

points with Au or Ge as a source material. Details of Ii - V,.t characteristics are shown

elsewhere [8] and here the maximum currents are argued. Table 7.2 summarizes the results

obtained with the version II ion sources together with the version I ion sources. Here the

effective point number is defined as the ratio of the maximum ion current with multipoint

source to that with a single-point ion source. The effective point number agrees well with

the number of the cusps. The results indicate that the ion current of multipoint emission is

proportional to the number of cusps. From the present results, multipoint emission proved

to be a potential method for developing a high-current ion sources.

  The current was lower for type IIc ion source than that expected from the number of the

tip, but this is attributed to the fact that arranging the tips in two-column significantly
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Table 7.2: Summary of version II ion sources. Effective point number
is calculated by dividing the total current by the total current of single

point source for each material. Average current per tip is the value
that was obtained by dividing the total current by the number of the
manufactured tips.

Source material Au ta Ge

Version

Number of cusps

I

1

IIa

3

IIa

5

I

1

IIa

3

IIa

5

IIb

8

IIc

28 (13+15)

  Maximum current (mA)

  Effective point number
,

  Average current per point

      O.30 O.85 1.3

      1 2.8 4.2

(mA) O.30 028 O.26

O.50 1.3 1.8 4.2 5.2

1 2.6 3.6 8.4 10.4

O.50 O.43 O.36 O.53 O.18

lower the electric field by shieldi4g effect. Furthermore, the extractor rods were heated

up to about more than 7000C, due to the ion bombardment. The temperature raise was

enhanced because the rod has a small cross section, accumuiatied heat could not disperse

away. It was not possible to apply higher V..t. One-column array is generaily adequate for

applications, because the work that should be processed is moving toward perpendicular

direction to the array [9]. Also the onecolumn array is preferred when mass separation is

necessary to maintain mass resolution.

7.3.4 Linear array source'with parallel heating

The version III source equlps multiple TAR's that are connected electrically in pa,rallel.

The configuration is shown in Fig. 7.5. Figure 7.6 shows the typical current-voltage char-

acteristics of the ion source with Ge as a source material. The ion current of approximately

4.6 mA was obtained at maximum. The average current was O.27 mA which is similar to

those of the single TAR sources as iisted in Table 7.2. The parallel operation was confirmed

to be effective to increase the errrission current. The parallel heating will cause a serious

problem in heating the TAR as shown in Fig. 7.7. Since the heating current is inversely

proportional to the width of the TAR, the heater current of 300 A is expected for the 40
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Figure 7.5: Schematic drawing of the version III ion source.

                       t

mm-wide TAR. If we use Au instead of Ge, the heater current would become higher due to

lower electrical conductivity. From this result, it can be found necessary to connect TAR's

electrically in series.

7.4 Configuration of intense liquid-metal ion source

7.4.1 Generaldesign

Since it was shown that the simultaneous operation of multiple TAR's is possible, the

author designed a high current LMIS with a series heating system. Figure 7.8 shows a

schematic drawing of the developed ion source that can be equipped with six TAR's at

maximum, as well as two auxiliary electrodes that realiZe a uniform electric field among

the apices of the ion emission cusps. One TAR possesses ten ion emission cusps. Each TAR

is fixed with knife-edged electrodes made of Ta at the lower end of the reservoir and with

flat electrodes made of Mo at the upper end of the reservoir. The use of the fiat electrode

at the upper end is to fix the TAR firmly to the Cu-block, and the use of the knife-edged

electrode at the lower end is not to transfer the heat froin TAR to the Cu block. As is

shown later, the use of Ta electrodes exhibited a superior heating property as compared

with the use of Mo electrodes which had been used in the conventional IELMIS.
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7.4.2 Heatingsystem
The heating unit was designed to connect the TAR's electrically in series. The knife-edged

electrode (lower electrode) of the first TAR and that of the second TAR are fixed at a

common Cu block, and the flat electrode (upper electrode) of the second TAR and that of

the third TAR are fixed at a commorfCu block. The entire unit is fixed to the base flange

through the insulators. Since the heating current passes through the upper electrode of

the first TAR, the first TAR itself, lower knife-edged electrode of the first TAR and then

the lower knife-edged electrode of the second TAR, and so on. The present,method can

suppress the increase of the heating current due to the multiplication of the TAR's.

  In order to avoid the excess thermal expansion of the TAR's which often breaks the

reservoir, the opposite end of the Mo or Ta electrodes were cut obliquely. This structure

disperses the force due to thermal expansion of the TAR toward the horizontal and the

vertical directions, which results in the tight connection between the Cu block and the

electrodes. The temperature of the electrodes that hold the TAR would become Iower.

7•4•3 Extractionsystem N
In order to reduce the secondary electron current, which is an extra load for the ion-

extraction power supply, the extraction electrode used in the present study was a sloped-

type which is described elsewhere [8]. This sloped extractor has smaller cross section,

when viewing from the ion emission point. Furthermore, generation of,direct electron

backstreaming to the tip increase the tip temperature so high that the control of the

liquid fiow to the ionization point becomes difficult. In the present str'ucture, the sQurce

can be equipped with even number of TAR's; two, four, or six TAR's can be.operated

7.4.4 Coolingsystem '
Water-cooling is possible but forced air-cooling showed sufficient effect for 4--TAR operation.

A fan was settled outside the chamber and cooled the feed through. No coolant such as

fluorocarbon is required. Elimination of liquid coolant is one of the solutions for the pure

progessmg.

7.5 Operationalperformances

7.5.1 Heatingcharacteristics

The heating characteristics were measured with a pyrometer through a view port. Figure

7.9(a) and 7.9(b) show the typical examples of the relation between the total input power

i
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                  Figure 7.9: Heating characteristics of the source.

and the temperature of the TAR's. Au was selected as the source material to confirm the

raise up to 11000C. Figure 7..9(a) is with Mo knife-edged electrodes and figure 7.9(b) is
with Ta knife-edged electrodes. Although the temperature difference between the ieft 'and

the right TAR's with Mo electrodes is more than 100 OC, that with Ta electrodes is less

than 100 eC. These figures clearly show the superior property of the Ta electrodes. The

input power at lOOO OC was almost 200 W. ,
  The reason why the Ta electrode exhibited a superior property is presently unknown.

However, as denoted in Table 7.3 [10], Ta has lower rc together with lower electrical conduc-

             Table 7.3: Thermal and electrical properties of Mo and Ta.

                p Thermal expansion coeMcient K

Material (pa9cm at 900 K) (10-6K-i) (w m-i K-i)

Mo

Ta

2e

40

5.1

6.5

138

54
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tivity. These may keep the temperature high even when the heating of the holding TAR

decreased.

7.5.2 Current-voltage characteristics

Ii - Vext characteristics were measured using a Faraday cup 'located at 5 cm distant from

the ion emission points. The ion current gathered within the area of 60 mm Å~ l30 mm

was measured with the suppressor voltage of -3 kV, which was high enough to suppress

the secondary electrons.. In was used as a source material.

  Figure 7.10 shows Ii - V,.t characteristics of the developed ion source. In this case, two

TAR's were used. The maximum Ii of 6 mA was obtained from the 19 emission points.

The average ion current from one emission point was almost O.3 mA. Figure 7.11 shows

Ii - V..t characteristics of the ion source with four TAR's. Ii of 9.1 mA at maximum was

obtained. Abrupt change from 6 mA to 9.1 mA implies that at this V..t, ion emission began

to occur from all emission cusps. The ion emission at the 9.1 mA was stable and only the

reason why the source could not supply further ion current is the limit of the capacity of

the extraction power supply. The ion emission from at least 39 points was confirmed by

observing plasma balls at the apex of the 39 cusps. Ii per an emission point was O.23 mA

and slightly lower than the previous values.
  Since it has become clear that we can obtain the ion emission from almost all ion emissl'on

cusps, and the maximum Ii obtained in the two TAR's source was proportional to the

number of ion emission points. We can estimate the maximum Ii that should be obtained

in the four-TAR ion source is about 12 mA. This current is comparable value with the

result obtained with Cs as a source material [4,11], and also with the Freeman-type ion
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source l12]. The developed ion source demonstrated that even the metals with a high Tm

can be used.

  Figure 7.12 indicates the summary of the maximum Ii's obtained in a series of the studies.

The dashed line indicates the line proportional to O.3 mA per an emission point. It is clearly

seen that Ii was approximately proportional to the number of the emission points.

7.5.3 Heating power consumption per ion current

The total current of approximately 10 mA was obtained with In as a source material. Power

consumption per ion current is about 20 - 30 W/1 mA for heating (In). For Au, power

consumption would be 40 - 60 W/1 mA. This value would be fairly low as compared with

the plasma type metal ion sources.

7.6 Characterization of extracted ion beams

7.6.1 Profiles of linear array ion beam

Since the intense metal ion beam has been obtained, the left subject is to form a metal sheet

beam. To design the lens system, it is necessary to obtain the beam profile. Figure 7.l3

shows a schematic diagram of the ion source and beam divergence measurement system

used in the present study. The cusps were arranged in a line and dlstance between the
cusps was about 1 mm. Slit-type electrodes, such as'  the sloped type as shown in Fig.7.13

and the flat type were used for ion extraction. The spacing of the slit was 2.5 mm and
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ic diagram of the ion source and beam profile mea-

ion-emission points were set to be O.5 mm above the slit. Since the extraction system allows

large transmittance of the ion beam, more than 50 % of the current can pass through the

extraction electrode.

  In order to obtain beam profiles, a movable Faraday cup with an aperture of 1 mm in

diameter was placed at 4.5 cm below the ion emission point. The profile measurement area

that was be covered by the Faraday cup was within a circle with a radius of 4.5 cm; ions

emitted 450 off-axis can be detected. Here the author defines the longitudinal direction

as the direction along the ion-emission array, and the transverse direction as the direction

perpendicular to the array, as shown in Fig.7.13. The Au ion source was used.

  Figure 7.14 shows a typical example of the ion current density distribution in the longi-

tudinal and transverse directions of the ion beam extracted from the five emission points

at V..t of 16 kV and I, of1 mA. It is clearly seen that the beam has larger divergence in

the transverse direction than that in the longitudinal direction. The ion current density

was about 50 paA cm-2 at the center of the beam. The distribution in the transverse di-

rection was cut at the right and left edges (x == +3.5cm and x = -4.0cm) due to presence

of the extractor. The FWHM of the beam spreads for the longitudinal and transverse

directions are 4.1 cm and 5.1 cm, respectively. These values correspond to the divergence

angle of 24.50 and 29.50. Figure 7.15 indicates the equi-current density lines at the beam

cross-section. It is noted that although the equi-current density line is almost a circle near
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the axis, it becomes elliptic at the beam envelope. The result implies that the ion beam

extracted from this ion source has anisotropy in its current density. Similar distribution

was obtained for the ion source with eight emission points.

7.6.2 Analysis ofbeam profile

As described above, the profiles of the ion beams extracted from the source with a linear

array show an asymmetry. This asymmetry should be attributed to the asymmetry of the

geometry of the tip-and-reservoir. In order to analyze the above current density distribu-

tion, fundamental experiments with single emission point sources were performed. Figure

7.16 shows a schematic diagram of an ion source pair; (a) the original single point source as

described in Chapter 2, and (b) the single emission source with auxiliary electrodes. The

auxiliary electrodes simulate the neighboring cusps of the array source. In this experiment,

a sloped-type extractor was used.

  Figures 7.17(a) and 7.17(b) show the typical equi-current density (equi-.r)lines of the

ion beam extracted from the single point source without and with the auxiliary electrodes,

respectively. The results shown in Fig. 7.17(a) is in good agreement with the distribution

that was previously reported in single point sources by Prewett et al. [13] and also by the

author shown in Chapter 2. Since the configuration of the ion-emission tip has rotational

symmetry, the beam profile has fairly good symmetry, even the extraction was performed

with the sloped slit-type extractor that has an asymmetry in shape. In the case of the ion

source with the auxiliary electrodes, as shown in Fig. 7.17(b), the beam profile became

elliptic with the major axis along the transverse direction. The difference is clearly shown
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sion point: (a) without auxiliary electrodes, and (b) with an auxiliary

electrodes. '
in these figures. The profiles with auxiliary electrodes are narrower and have shoulders;

beam full spread is confined to 300. J at the center of the beam is increased by the presence

of the auxiliary electrodes.

  Since the envelope of the ion beam contains a large amount of ion current due to large

area, even if the density is low, it is important to know the relation between the radial

distance from the beam axis and the ion current distribution, as described in Chapter 2.

Figure 7.18 shows the radial ion current distribution, in which the rotational symmetry of

the profiles indicated in Figs.7.17(a) and (b) is assumed. Data under the similar I, of about

O.3 mA were chosen. From the figure, the convergent effect in the longitudinal direction is

clear}y seen; most of the ion current is concentrated within 3 cm for the ion source with

auxiliary electrodes but spread over 5 cm for the ion source without auxiliary electrodes.

The difference is obviously attributed to the presence of the auxiliary electrodes. Similar

optics might be formed in the extraction region of the array source.

  Using the data obtained by the single-point ion source, a beam profile of a five-point

tip array is synthesized. Figure 7.19 shows the synthesized profile. The broken line and

the dotted lines indicate the synthesized distributions using the data with and without

auxiliary electrodes, respectively. In the figure, the measured distribution in the longitudi-

nal direction of the ion beam extracted from a practical fivepoint ion source as, is already

shown in Fig. 7.14, is also indicated. The synthesis were performed with the profiles ob-

tained under I, of about O.2 mA, because the average current per point of the measured
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five-point ion source corresponds to O.2 mA.

  The shape of the synthesized profile is almost the same as the measured one when the data

with auxiliary electrodes are used, while a large discrepancy is seen for the data without

auxiliary electrodes. The profile of the beams extracted from a single emission point with

auxiliary electrodes represents the profile of each beamlet for the multiple emission-point

ion source, so that the synthesis of the beam profile is possible.

7.6.3 Discussion

The beam extracted from the ion source with a Iinear array of emission-points had smaller

divergence in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse direction. This result should

be attributed to the presence qf the neighboring ion-emission cusps; the neighboring cusps

suppress the electric field along the longitudinal direction near the apices, t•hat is, the

spherical electric field. This effect works strongly when the distance between the pyramidal

cusps is nearly equal to or shorter than the ion-extraction gap. The optics is similar to

that in the extraction region of the high perveance electron gun with Whenelt electrodes.

                                       I --It is considered that the spacecharge interaction between beamlets from different emission

points is of less importance in the present experiment. This self-convergence extraction is

suitable for an application sueh as an ion implanter with a mass separator.

t

7.7 Sheet beam formation with linear array source

7.7.1 Rectangular lens system for linear array source

As described above, the profile of the beamlets is distorted from the complete circle with

the presence of the neighboring emission cusps. This self-convergent effect is suitable for

the formation of a sheet beam. Whilst along the transverse direction with respect to the

array, a Iens system that can converge the beamlets is required. In Chapter 5, the author

indicated that a physically asymmetric lens was suitable for the convergence of divergent

beams [15]. In the present case, however, we should modify the lens system. The shape

of the Iens was changed to a rectangular shape with the longer side along the longitudinal

direction. This modification was performed so that the cross section of the new lens is

similar to the previous lens. The ends were terminated by a metal plate. Figure 7.20 shows

the schematic diagram of the lens system used in the present study.

  The effectiveness of the lens was confirmed by a two-dimensional computer simulation

[14]. Since the results were quite similar to those described in Chapter 5, the author does

not duplicate the results here.
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7.7.2 Performance ofrectangular lens
                                                                   '
Beam profiles of the converged ion beams were measured with the same system for the beam

profile measurement in the previous section. Only the difference was that the profiles were

measured at 120 mm below the ion source. Figure 7.21 shows the birds' eye view of the

typical profile of the converged ion beam from a five-point ion source with I, of about

1 mA.
  As can be seen from the figure, the ion current distribution has a narrow width along the

transverse direction, and a wide width along the longitudinal direction. Figures 7.22(a)

and 7.22(b) show the current distribution along the transverse direction and that along

the longitudinal direction. The beam was 2 mm in thickness and 50 mm in width. It is

clearly seen that the converged ion beam is sheet-shaped. Formation of sheet beam suggests

possible processes for large area processing [9].

7.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the author has constructed a ten-mA class LMIS which can be heated up

to approximately 10000C. This implies that most of the source materials developed so far

can be used. The obtained ion currents were almost proportional to the number of the
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ion emission points, and further intensification of the ion source by multiplication of the

number of the emission points is expected.

  A rectangular lens system that forms a metal sheet-beam was also developed. The

structure is similar to that of the single-point ion source developed in Chapter 5. In this

lens, the author took advantage of the self-convergence along the longitudinal direction.

Formation of sheet-beam was confirmed by measuTing the beam profile. Since the ion beam

extracted from the array source can be well controlled, application will be now possible to

ion beam sputtering system [16] or ion implanter [17] which is compatib}e to UHV systems.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Progress made in the present research

The present dissertation dealt with the development of novel ion beam systems with an

LMIS that has various features to m' atch the ion source for "pure processing". The author

first argued the features of the LMIS , and showed that the LMIS is a promising candidate for

a metal ion source of novel ion beam systems. At the same time, the author investigated the

reason why LMIS's have not been u,tilized in materials science except the FIB technologies:

1) undetermined ionization mechanism, 2) diMculties in converging divergent beam, and

3) insufficient total ion current. The author examined the development of lens system for

divergent ion beam and also development of high current ion source, as well as elucidation

of the ionization mechanism. These subjects were treated in three major parts in the

present dissertation.

  The elucidation of ionization mechanism was dealt in Part I. First, the ion beam char-

acteristics of LMIS's with some element metals were measured in Chapter 2. It was found
                                                         t#that the ion fiux ratio of doubly charged ions to singly charged ions decreased with an

increase in the source current at the high current regime. This behavior could not be well

explained by the conventional field evaporation model. Giving a restriction to the term in

the fiuid dynamics equation, the author derived the formula that explains the decrease of

this ion flux ratio. In this argument, the author suggested that the liquid jet is terminated

at the point where the kinetic energy per unit volume of the liquid is comparable to the

surface tension stress. This formula requires weak dependence of the current density on

the electric field. The results of the estimation of the electric field by image hump model,

suggested that the temperature at the apex is significantly high.

  As a consequence of the above results, the author proposed the high temperature field

evaporation model that also includes the ionization mechanism of molecular ions in Chapter
                                                                            '3. The local temperature at the ion emission site is assumed to be elevated up to a

non-equilibrium temperature of 1-2 eV. In this chapter, the author argued the ionization

mechanism in an analytical way. To show the validity ofthis model, first the author derived

the criterion for the decrease of electric field with the source current. High temperature

field evapbrat!on model can clear this criterion with the source temperature of 1-2 eV,

                                       193



which agrees with the value estimated in Chapter 2.

  In Chapter 4, alloy ion sources were also investigated to show the model proposed in

Chapter 3 is valid for these ion sources. The variations in mass spectra of Au-Sb and Au-Si

ion sources were argued. The alloy that is composed of volatile element (Sb) suffered from

evaporation of these atoms during the transportation of liquid to the apex. Also rate of

decrease in ion flux ratio of doubly charged ions to singly charged ions was argued and the

similar results with the element ion sources were shown. Lastly, the author gave the way

of designing the source material for the user's requ6st.

  Following the above fundamentals, the author developed the novel ion beam systems in

Chapters 5 and 6, which were unified to be Part II. The first one is the lens system that can

converge the divergent beam, in Chapter 5. A physically asymmetric lens was developed

and the property was evaluated both by comp' uter simulation and by experiments. High

transmittance of divergent ion beam with a large energy spread was shown. As an example

of this lens system, the author designed an ion implanter. The ion implantation was

demonstrated with a heterogeneous molecular ion of AuSb2+.

  With the lens system, the author proposed a novel ion beam processing of metal ion

beam self-sputter deposition which replaced the noble gas ions with the metal ions, in

Chapter 6. This is one good example of applications of the metal ion beam provided by

the LMIS in a UHV chamber. Cu thin films with low resistivity were obtained.

  In Part III, the author approaches final goal of the present study, development of intense

metal ion sources with LMIS. The author designed an intense metal ion source, through

developments of preliminary test sources with solving the problems of uniform heating and

uniform fabrication of the ion emission tips. The author obtained the metal ion current of

9 mA just below the ion source with 39 ion emission points. The ion beam characteristics

of the ion source were evaluated and self-convergence along the longitudinal direction was

observed. With this result, the author modified. the asymmetric lens developed for cylin-

drical source in Chapter 5 to a rectangular lens and demonstrated the formation of sheet

beam. Since the present dissertation demonstrated the possibility of a metal sheet beam

formation and, for example, metal ion beam self-sputter deposition, simple combination of

these technologies yields novel ion beam processes.

8.2 Futureprospect

Not only for the metal materials dealt in the present dissertation, various kinds of materials

including transition metals are now possible [1,2] and surface acoustic wave device or super

conducting devices are attempted. The applications of the LMIS not only to serniconductor

device fabrication but also to various kinds of device fabrication, has become active. These
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attempts are for the focused beams, but hereafter it may become active with high current

ion sources. In designing the source material, the established model will play an important

role.

  Use of the ion beam extracted from the LMIS with the focusing lens system treated in

the present dissertation was followed by some researchers [3] who constructed accel-decel

type lens system. As the author demonstrated, use of metal ions with high current is now

possible, various kinds of applications to machining, implantation, and deposition with

LMIS's will be reallzed as new technologies without exhaustion of harmful gasest

  The example of use of self-sputtering demonstrated in Chapter 6, can be extended to

FIB applications to form a protruding gate electrode of vacuum microelectronics device [41•

Self-sputtering is an interesting method, and a combination with a FIB technique, etching

and sputter deposition can be performed simultaneously. This focused ion beam sputter

etching and deposition (FIBSED) is a three-dimensional machining and will become a new

technique. The application is not restricted within the area of high current application but

also FIB application, which may salvage FIB technologies in a different field.

'

8.3 Subjects left in the future
                          '
The author would like to point out the subject left in the future. As for the establishment

for the high temperature field evaporation theory, a detailed investigation, for example,

brightness change or energy distribution, for Au and Cu is necessary. Unfortunately, no

detailed measurement for these elements, covering the high current regime, is seen in the

literature. Especially, Cu is an interesting material because it has relatively lower evapo-

ration field and relatively higher surface tension.

  The subject of the high current ion source is: how to storage suflicient amount of source

material to the ion source. The developed high current ion source still has the disadvantage

of the short lifetime due to small volume of the reservoir, even for the version II. It is

necessary to enlarge the reservoir or to develop effective mounting system of the source

material. For the previous LMIS's which are applied to ion thrusters, the source materials

were 11quid. In such a case, feeding of the material is relatively easy. However, the present

case treats a metal that is solid at room temperature. The simplest way is to make a larger

reservoir. For this reservoir, the conventional resistive heating may not be useful, thus the

other heating method such as inductive heating [5] is expected.
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Appendix A

Estimation of factors affecting the final
charge state distribution

Difference m space charge effect for doubly charged IOns and singly charged
Ions

Since near the ionization point, the current density is so high that significant space charge

effect may distort the initial charge state distribution of the ion beam. One of the possible

candidates is difference in space charge effect for doubly charged ions and singly charged

ions. If these ions have the same initial energy per charge, an electronic field can not

separate the ions with different mass to charge ratio, as described in the textbook. The

initial energy is closely related to the energy deficit of the ions. The energy deficit should

be a function of the external field. In the conventional theory, the energy deficit should

become larger because the electric field should increase as the current increases. However,

the energy distribution measurement gave lower energy deficit for the In ion beams, as

well as the other ion sources. This means that the energy of the ions are strongly affected

by the space charge at the ionization region. The space charge effect is not dependent on

the mass to charge ratio, thus the effect of this effect should be 'the same for the doubly

charged ions and the singly charged ions.

Possibility of loss of ions during extraction

If the ions do not collapse until they come into the collector, RZ1 represents the electric field

at the apex. However, if there is a collapse of ions, such as charge exchange between the

doubly charged ions and singly charged ions, RZ1 does not represents the original charge

state distribution. Charge exchange between doubly charged ions and singly charged ions

should hardly occurs, due to Coulomb repulsion within the present energy regime. The

author discusses the possible processes that prevent us from estimating the electric field at

the apex from R21 value and showed the validity for estimation of the electric field from

R21 in Appendix A.

The charge exchange processes related to the present argument are mostly with neutrals:

{

M2+ +M --+ M+(fast) +M+(slow)
M+ +M --+ M(fast) + M+(slow)

M2+ +M --+ M(fast) + M Z+
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(A.l)
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First two processes are singly electron transfer (capture) and the last process is double

electron transfer (capture). We should be careful of the charge exchange process of single

electron transfer for a doubly charged ion. The number of ions which escape this charge

exchange process 1 at distance z from the source can be written as

1 = 10 exp [-N0"21Z] , (A.2)

where 10 is the initial quantity of the ions, N" is the density of neutral atoms and 0"21 is the

single electron-transfer cross section for a doubly charged ion. If we expect the reduction

of ion yield due to collapse by this process, the term in the above parenthesis should be

almost of the magnitude of unity. Here we estimate the quantity of NO"z. N is unknown,

but assume 2.7 x 1025m-3 (atmospheric pressure). The exact values of 0"21 for the heavy

ions are not known either, but it would be generally of the order of 1O-19m-2 [1]. z should

be as short as several nanometers, because potential drop of this range gives energy deficit

of several tens electronvolts. Assuming z of 10 nm, we obtain N 0"21z=0.027. This gives

the change in the current 2.7 %.
Next, we should argue the probability of single electron transfer to neutral atoms for

singly charged ions. The final ion current can be estimated from the same equation with

replacing 0"21 with O"lO' In this estimation, z should be the distance between the ion emitter

and the ion collector. Thus, product of N z determines the significance of this process. If

the cross section is as large as 1O-19m2, the product Nz should be lower than 1019 m- 2
• z

of the interest is approximately 1O-3m, which is the ion extraction region. Consequently,

N should be smaller than 1022 m-3
• This corresponds to the pressure of several hundreds

Pa. It is not plausible that the average pressure within the extraction region maintains this

pressure. Thus, it is not necessary that the single electron transfer for a singly charged ion

is taken into consideration.

The last interaction, double electron transfer is further unlikely to occur due to strong

repulsion between ions. Thus, the obtained charge state distribution represents primarily

the charge state at the ionization point. The observation of the plasma ball was performed

[2]. Although the ionization mechanism for Ga includes field ionization, that for Au source

is field evaporation.
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